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ABSTRACT

The research goals of this ONR sponsored University Research Initiative entitled "Materials for Adaptive

Structural Acoustics Control" relate directly to the sensing and actuating material which must be integrated to

function in adaptive control of acoustic structures. This report documents work in the second year of the program

and for convenience the activities are grouped under the headings General Summary Papers, Materials Studies,

Composite Sensors, Actuator Studies, Integration Issues, Processing Studies, and Thin Film Ferroelectrics.

The general papers cover a new comprehensive description of ferroelectric ceramics and their applications,

analysis of high temperature piezoelectric sensors and the possible application of nonlinearity in enhancing the

"smartness" of ceramics and composites. Scale effects on ferroics are of increasing interest and the manner in which

nano-scale polar regions control the properties of relaxor ferroelectrics is again emphasized.

For material studies the detailed examination of the evolution of diffuse, then relaxor behavior in lanthanum

modified lead titanate has been completed. Interest in the soft PZTs, relaxor and phase switching materials

continues, with a new thrust developing towards a more complete description of domain walls and morphotropic

phase boundaries in perovskites. Materials issues in the wear owt and fatigue effects in polarization switching

systems have been subjected to detailed evaluation and the precautions necessary to fabricate long lasting materials

which will stand 109 switches without any fatigue are delineated.

Sensor studies have continued to focus on flextensional composites and have demonstrated both the very

high hydrostatic sensitivity and the amplified actuation response of this configuration. Integration of sensors with

the "moonie" actuators has been accomplished in individual cells. Actuator studies cover the gamut from highly

reproducible micro positioning using electrostrictive compositions to high strain polarization switching shape

memory ceramics capable of driving a latching relay device. Studies of the destruct mechanisms in practical MLA

systems complement the earlier materials work and show the importance of internal electrodes and consequent stress

concentrations for crack initiation. Integration studies have focused upon more detailed evaluation of 1:3, 2:2 and

tubular 1:3 composites and upon the influence of the polymer characteristic and of face plates and edge guards upon

sensing and actuation capabilities. In processing, the interest in dielectrophoretic forming of composites is

continuing and assembly of interesting 1:3 composites is demonstrated. Guidelines for the transducer application of

electrostrictive materials have been formulated and a useful classification scheme proposed. In fiber PZTs techniques

for fabricating thin (30 Ig) fibers are demonstrated, the first successful technique for poling fibers is described and it is

shown that properly poled fibers have electro-elastic characteristics similar to bulk material. Film papers are selected

to reflect the transducer capabilities of lead titanate and of phase switching lead zirconate titanate stannate

antiferroelectric compositions.
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COMPOSITE FLEXTENSIONAL TRANSDUCERS FOR SENSING AND
ACTUATING

JAMES F. TRESSLER, Q.C.XU, SHOKO YOSHIKAWA, KENJI UCHINO. and
ROBERT E. NEWNHAM
The Pennsylvania State University, Intercollege Materials Research Laboratory,
University Park, PA 16802 USA

Abstract A ceramic-metal composite flextensional transducer has been developed which
integrates both sensing and actuating functions into a single device for the purpose of

suppressing low-level vibration noise. This prototype sensor/actuator composite is
capable of detecting and completely suppressing in real time. small (<lpm) vibration
displacements with low (100SOf) forces. The dynamic frequency range of the device
spans from 100Hz to at least 2S0Hz. The actuator portion of the composite consists of
a standard (I Imm diameter. 3mm thick) "moonie" transducer. The sensor is a separate

piece Of piezoceramic. 0.1mm thick, Imbedded within the surface of the actuator.
"Vibrations are detected by the sensor, then, via a feedback loop, the vibration noise is
suppressed by the actuator. Potential applications for this device include active optical
systems, rotor suspension systems, and other low-level vibration suppression devices.

pNRODUCTION

The elimination of vibration noise has achieved considerable attention in recent years, both

on the m pic (smart shock absorbers) and microscopic (active optic systems) scale.

The fundamental parameters that must be considered for a vibration control device are its

response time, as well as the force and vibration displacement amplitude that it must be able

to canceL Once these criteria have been met for a partcular application, it then becomes

advantageous to reduce costs by miniaturizing and/or reducing the power delivered to the

device.

Multilayer piezoelectric actuators have seen extensive use as vibration control



devices because of their large generative forces, high precision, and quick response time.

Unfortunately, large driving voltages are necessary to achieve displacements of several

microns. By sandwiching a multilayer actuator between two moonie endcaps, the

displacement is amplified,1,2 thereby making it possible to reduce the driving voltage 3 or

reduce the size of the device. The response time is only slightly slower.

Using this information, it became our objective to fabricate a vibration control

device based on the moonie actuator. In order to produce the most efficient device, the

sensing and actuating functions were integrated into a single composite. The design is

shown in Figure 1. The actuator portion of the prototype device consists of the standard

moonie, I Imm in diameter and 3mm thick. The sensor is a separate piece of piezoceramic

(PZT), 0.1mm thick, which was imbedded within the upper endcap. The sensor detects

sinusoidal vibrations, as shown in the Figure 1, then via a feedback loop, sends a signal of

appropriate amplitude and phase back to the actuator so that the later effectively cancels the

external vibration.

f"+ I : I " t I t t1

FIGURE I Integrated sensor and actuator

VIBRATION CONTL- R-U LTS

The ability of the moonie actuator to actively control external vibrations was determined by
adhering the device atop a vibrating multilayer actuator of known frequency and

displacement amplitude. The dynamic frequency range of the sensor was found by

applying a sinusoidal AC field to the moonie actuator and observing the resulting vibration



signal on an oscilloscope. The response remained relatively flat between 100 and 6000Hz.

The data in Figure 2 show that the integrated sensor/actuator device can indeed be

used to cancel external vibrations. The horizontal axis shows the IkHz electric field applied

to the moonie actuator when the field applied (at IkHz) to the multilayer vibration source

was either 75V/mm, 125V/mm, or 250V/mm. The vertical axis shows the corresponding

net vibration signal amplitude, which comes from the sum of the multilayer and moonie

vibrations. The results show that whenever the applied field and phase shift into the moonie

are adjusted to the appropriate magnitude, the net vibration signal goes to zero, indicating

that the integrated sensor/actuator device has effectively cancelled the external vibration.

The reason the phase shift is V. rather than the expected 180W was due to the polarization

direction of the sensor being opposite that of the actuator

30 [0e~ sI
3 0 fieW pplid a73 V/Mzu 0 a10

*field applied = 125 V/ram 0 ' ,*
afieldapplied=250OV/Mn=f I**1,-

20 /

10a

10
0 10 20 30 40

electric field applied to moonle (V/ma)

FIGURE 2 Net sensor signal response as a function of electric field applied to the
multilayer vibration source at a fquency of IkHz

Figure 3 shows how the net vibration signal amplitude changes with phase shift

when the applied field to the multilayer is 125V/mm and the field applied to the moonie is

7.05V/mm. These data show that when the phase shift between the two fields is slightly

greater than 0. the moonie and multilayer vibrations have the same displacement umplitude



20 1000 Hz sensor signal

250 Hz sensor signal
0
-360 -180 0 180 360

phase shift (degrees)

FIGURE 3 Sensor signal response as a function of phase shift of the electric field
applied to the moonie

and are exactly 180W out-of-phase, resulting in no net vibration signal.

Figure 4 shows the applied electric field and phase shift (feedback signal) nea.,ed to

be supplied to the moonie actuator in order to cancel the external vibration over the shown

frequency range when the field applied to the multilayer was 75V/mm. Figure 5

superimposes the subsequent sensor signal amplitude detected from the multilayer vibration

source both with and without the feedback signal activated. These data show that when the

feedback field given in Figure 4 is activated, the multilayer vibration signal can be

completely suppressed over this entire frequency range. The reason 2500Hz was chosen as

the cut-off frequency was the Inability to prevent "ultrasonic floating" (which 'aose from

mpomplew coupling) by the moane atop the multilayer at higher frequencies

The minimum and maximum electric fields into the moonie actuator for which the

sensor signal remained dinusoidal were 200mV/rmm and -37OV/mm, respectively, and were

independent of fequency. Tbese fields thus define the dynamic displacememt range that the

seso is capable of detecting as being between 035nrm and 0.65pm (as calculated by finite

element analysis). 2

The external force that the integrated sensor/actuator could detect was estimated

from the output voltage of the sensor (Equation 1). Since the sensor was bonded to the

actuator, it was assumed that 831 and g32 provided the major contribution to the output

voltage. Also, since the sensor was square in shape, it was forthe assumed that g3,uft.
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FIGURE 4 Field and phase shift applied to the moonie actuator needed to cancel the

external vibration when the field applied to the multilayer vibraion source is 75V/mm
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FIGURE 5 Sensor sinal response both with and without the feedback circuit activated



F 2t g311

where F = force detected by the sensor Vow = output voltage from the sensor

t = thickness of the sensor g31 = piezoelectric charge coefficient

A = area of the sensor

It was further assumed that the maximum and minimum force detected arose from the

maximum and minimum electric fields reported previously. Table I provides a list of the

values used for these calculations.

TABLE I Values used to calculate force detected by the sensor at a frequency of IkHz

sensor area - 62.5 X 10i m2  sensor thickness. Ix 10 m

833 " -12.4 X 1013 VrVN

(V€ow), a 34OmV (Vo..).• = 0.2mV

Therefore Fma - O.8MN - 850f and F-is =a O.5mN - 0.05Sgf. The reason for these rather

small values is due to the sensor being located over the center of the cavity, which is the

region of 1minim genetimave for= for the deviceO

Lastly, the response time of the device, 20p sec. was estimated from the resonance

frequency of the actuator, 5•kHz.

1. Y Sugawa'a, K. Onitsuka. S. Yoshikawa. Q.C. Xu, R.E. Newnham, and K. Uchino,
L. Am. Cm.. oe. 75, 996-998 (1992).

2. K. Onitsrka, Ph.D. thesis,ffects Of Boding n et r on the Flexnsonal
Transducer"M-cie", The Pennsylvania State University (1993).

3. K. Imanakar, 2z inss of fte SI 11. (1992).
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FLEXTENSIONAL "MOONIE" ACTUATORS

R. E. Newnham, A. Dogan, Q. C. Xu, K. Onitsuka, J. Tressler, and S. Yoshikawa
International Center of Actuators and Transducers

Materials Research Laboratory
The Pennsylvania State University

University Park, PA 16802

ABSTRACT circumference, taking care not to fill the cavity or
short circuit the electrodes. Composite actuators were

In recent years, piezoelectric and electrostrictive also stacked together to get higher displacement by
ceramics have been used in many actuators using silver epoxy at the centers of end caps.
applications. A new type of composite actuator,
which is based on the concept of a flextensional The displacement of the composite actuator in the
transducer, has been developed. (1-6) This ceramic- low frequency range was measured with a Linear
metal composite actuator, or "moonie" consists of Voltage Differential Transducer (LVDT) having a
either a piezoelectric ceramic disk or a multilayer resolution of approximately 0.05 pIm. The effective
stack sandwich between two specially designed metal piezoelectric coefficient, which is a device property,
end caps. This new design provides a sizeable was measured at the center of the samples using a
displacement, as well as a large generative force. In modified Berlincourt d33 meter at a frequency of
other words, it bridges the gap between the two 100 Hz. Resonant frequencies were obtained with a
most common types of actuator;, the multilayer and Hewlett-Packard Spectrum Analyzer HP-3585A or
bimorph (7). Network Analyzer HP-3577A.

INTRODUCTION

The basic configuration of the ceramic-metal PZT
composite actuator (moonie) is shown in Figure 1.
The metal end caps serve as mechanical transformers __________

for converting and amplifying the lateral motion of mew
the ceramic into a large axial displacement norma to U-I|. . - C*,S
the end caps. Both the d3l (-d32) and d33
coefficients of the piezoelectric ceramic contribute to 900fg Layes
the axial displacement of the composite.

SKI* Emp iO reartionnd Meams t eehniaue Figure 1. The geometry of the ceramic-metal
composite actuator "Moonie". Arrows describe the

The composite actuators were made from electroded direction of displacement.
PZT-5A, PMN-PT. or multilayer ceramic disks (I 1-
12.7 mm in diameter and I omm thick) and end caps EA Hguding
(I 1-12.7 mm in diameter with thickness ranging from
0.3 to 3.0 mm). Shallow cavities 8.5 to 9.0 mm in Two commercially available FEA programs (ANSYS
diameter and about 200 pIm center depth were and SAP90) were used in this study for frequency
machined into the inner surface of each of the end response analysis. The relationship between

caps. The end caps were machined from brass, admittance and frequency was calculated using 3-D

phosphor bronze, and acrylic. The ceramic disk and axisymmeuic piezoelectric elements in ANSYS. For

the end caps were bonded together around the the displacement analysis, the relationship between



displacement and applied electric field was calculated these results, the coupling coefficient of the first
using 2D axisymmetic elements in SAP9O. Each mode was calculated to be 20%.
model was divided into three parts: the end cap, the
PZT ceramic, and the bonding layer. Material
parameters used in this analysis were Young's
modulus, density, Poisson's ratio, piezoelectric - I

constants, and dielectric constants. * -

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS__ _ _ _ ' _ _ _

Thickness Denendence of Displacement Values Z

Figure 2 shows the displacement at the cap center for
composite actuators with different brass thickness at
the same electric field, 1000 kV/mm. The results
show that a composite actuator with 0.30 mm brass Frequency (Mhz)

thickness can produce a displacement about 20 times
larger than that of PZT alone. The displacement Figure 3. Admittance spectrum of the moonie (FEA)
amplification is inversely related to the thickness of
the metal end caps. FEA calculation agreed very well Figure 4 compares the first flextensional resonant
with the experimental results, frequency calculated by FEA with those obtained

experimentally, for a range of brass end cap thickness.
FEA calculation agreed very well with the

1 •experimental results. The first resonant frequency is
-..- I m approximately proportional to the square root of the

-1 C'kd-4- Ca. brass end cap thickness.
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Figure 2. Comparison of the displacement calculated 0
by FEA with experimental results as a function of 4 U I IJ 2 29 3 35
end cap thickness.

Erguencv Respons of a Monnie Actuto

From the frequency response analysis, the lowest Figure 4. End cap thickness dependence of first
three resonant frequencies were calculated. Figure 3 resonance frequency.
shows the admittance spectrum of the moonie plotted
as a function of the frequency from 10 to 300 kHz. Load Effect on Diplacement of a Moonie Actuator
The resonance peaks appearing at 50, 187, and 210
kHz. correspond to the lowest three flextensional Normally, the displacement decreases when a load is
vibration modes. The first flextensional mode can be applied to the actuator. Figure 5 shows the
effectively utilized up to nearly 50 kHz. Based on displacement profile across the exterior surface of the



moonie when four different loads are applied over an becomes possible to tailor the desired actuator
area 3 urn2 under an applied E-field of I kV/mm. By properties by changing the contact area over the brass
increasing the load, the center displacement is end caps.
gradually suppressed. The calculated maximum
generative force of the moonie is 300 gf. 30 _______E-_____
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Figure 5. Calculated displacement profile across the 0 tOO 200 300 400

exterior surface of the moonie actuator under the Appliod Fore (9f)
application of different loads.

Maximum Generative Force of the Moonie Figure 6. Displacement-applied force relation.

Even though the flexural motion and displacement are
the largest at the center of the end caps, the generative 10000 30
force is low. Fig. 6 shows the applied force- M-- Gen Fene

displacement relation of a moonie actuator operated at - n inp a.25
1 kV/mm. A moonie actuator with 0.30 mm thick ) o
brass caps can withstand 210 gf while sacrificing 20o

20% of its displacement value (load applied at the ,OO
center of the end caps over Imm2 ). The maximum 3 Is'
generative force of the moonie actuator with 0.30 mm AM

thick brass end caps should be around 350 gf (i.e. the 0
intercept on the force axis). The reason for the
saturation near 150 gf is probably due to the 2ooo 5
increasing contact surface of the LVDT measurement
tip. 01 0

S-4 -2 0 2 4 6

Trade-off Between Maximum Generative Force and Distance from the center (ram)

The position dependence of displacement is shown in Figure 7.Position dependence of maximum generative
Fig. 7 for the moonie actuator with 0.30 mm thick force and displacement.
brass end caps. A displacement of about 22 pum was
obtained at the center of the moonie. Displacement End Cap Material Effect
decreases dramatically when moving from the center
to the edge. Conversely, generative force increases Four end cap materials: brass. aluminum, stainless
when moving from the center to the edge, where it steel and plastic were used for estimating their effect
approaches that of PZT ceramic. Therefore. it on the displacement of the moonie actuator. Since



they have different densities. Poisson's ratios, and
Young's modulus. displacement is expected to be
different for each end cap material. j s'"

Fig. 8 shows the effect of cap material on the -

displacement of the moonie actuator as a function of
the cap thickness when applying a lkV/mm electric "3.
Field. It is observed that the lower the Young's -
modulus. the higher the displacement over the entire
cap thickness range. All three metals, stainless steel, "
brass, and aluminum, show little difference in -
displacement when greater than 0.5 mm thick. Below (0001,
a thickness of 0.5 mm, differences in displacement
appear.
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Figure 9. Displacament characteristic of a doubly-
U - - - -stacked moonie actuator.
U IntMma&W Sensor and Actuator

,I •By integrating both sensing and actuating functions
into a single composite, the moonie device can be

"s-"utilized for active vibration control. The prototype
design (Fig. 10) consists of a 0. 10 mm thick PZT-SA

. .. sensor, 2.5 mm on edge. imbedded within the upper
0.0 C.S 3.0 1.5 2.0 3.s end cap of a standard moonie actuator (I I mm in

diameter. 3mm thick). External sinusoidal vibrations
"Thk~ib Etl m ql ' (n) normal to the end cap surface are detected by the

sensor. Then, via a feedback loop, a signal of
Figure 8. The effect of end cap material on the appropriate amplititude and phase is applied to the
displacement value of moonie actuator. actuate. so that it effectively cancels the external

vibration.
Mutsaked hoonie Actualor

The sensitivity of the sensor was found by applying
A doubly stacked moonie actuator was fabricated by a sinusoidal AC electric field to the actuator portion
bonding together with silver epoxy two identical of the device and observing the subsequent vibration
brass capped moonie actuators at the center of the signal on an oscilloscope. The minimum and
cap. Figure 9 shows the displacement versus electric maximum electric fields into the moonie actuator for

which the sensor could detect a sinusoidal vibration
field curves for a doubly-stacked actuator driven by signal were 200 mV/mm and 370V/mm. respectively.
PZT-SA. A displacement of about 40 gm was These minimum and maximum electric fields thus
obtained under an electric field of I kV/mm, which is define the dynamic displacement range that the sensor
almost twice the simple moonie displacement and is capable of detecting as being between 0.35 nm and
nearly 20 times that of an uncapped ceramic. 0.65 •nm (as calculated by finite element analysis)
Displacement for the uncapped ceramic is also shown
for comparison.
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The data in Figure 11 show that when the feedback IEEE Ultrasonic Symposium Proceedings (Florida.
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Figure 11. Sensor signal response both with and
without the feedback circuit activated.
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Multilayer composites of a piezoelectric material and a piezonmagnetic material can be designed to exhibit niagiictuclec-
tric (ME) effect. Such a composite is electrically polarized when it is placed in a magnetic field or is magnetlzcd 'hcn :in
electric field is applied to it. Since the phases have anisotropic properties, the resulting ME coefficient depends oin the
boundary conditions of the composite. We have modelled four simple cases of two-layer structures of these conapo.•tes aind
derived the theoretical expression for the ME coefficient for each arrangement.

I. Introduction

Magnetoelectric (ME) composites of a piezoelectric material and a piezomagnetic material can bc
designed to make use of different material coefficients depending on the application. Such composites
show the ME effect similar to that observed in certain antiferromagnetic materials like Cr20j. These
materials are electrically polarized when placed in a magnetic field and also are magnetized when an
electric field is applied to them. In composite piezoelectric-piezomagnetic (or magnetostrictive)
materials, a phenomenon called 'product property' causes the ME effect [1]. Thus the piezomagnetic
effect relating magnetic field to strain, the elastic property relating strain and stress, and the
piezoelectri_. effect relating stress and electric polarization, together give rise to the ME effect in a
composite. Since the product property magnetoelectricity in a composite depends on the piezoelectric,
piezomagnetic and elastic coefficients of the component phases, theoretically it can be expressed in
terms of all these coefficients of the components for different boundary conditions.

There can be various types of ME composites depending on the connectivity of phases for example
3-0, 3-1 and 2-2 [2]. In the past, most of the literature published has reported ME composites of the
type 3-0 or 3-3 13-61. There is, however, no the.oretical work reported to formulate the ME effect in a
composite. The theoretical treatment reported by Zubkov [7] is not sufficient, since it does not consider
all .:he relevant coefficients.

In the multilayer type of ME composites, there are different configurations possible as shown in fig.
1. We have developed theoretical models for bimorphs or two-layer composites. These configurations
are relatively easy to make on a macroscopic scale and hence the models can be tested experimentally.

2. General theory

Since magnetoelectricity in composites involves piezoelectricity and magnetostriction, these prop-

erties of the individual phases are reviewed here. Piezoelectricity is expressed as:

P a'T, (I)

Correspondence to: Dr. R.E. Newnham, Materials Research Laboratory, "rl'e Pennsylvania State University, University Park. PA
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Fig. 1. Magnetoelectric multilayer composites with 2-2 connectivity.

where P is the polarization (3 x 1) matrix, d is the piezoelectric coefficient (3 x 6) matrix and T is the
stress (6 x 1) matrix.

Piezoelectricity can be expressed in a different manner by using the piezoelectric voltage coefficient
matrix g, as follows:

E = gT, (2)

where E is the electric field (3 x 1) matrix, g is the piezoelectric voltake coefficient (3 x 6) matrix. The
matrix g can be determined if d and the dielectric permittivity matrix e are known, because the clectric
displacement D is

D - d/ + •ET (3)

and when D = 0, i.e. for open circuit condition,
E - (-d/e Tr)T.- (4)

From eqs. (2) and (4)

gW - dieT. (5)
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MagnctostriCtion can be expressed as follows, assuming no hysteresis (at low magnetic fields):

S = AH2, (6)

where S is the strain (6 x 1) matrix, A is the magnetostriction coefficient (6 x 6) matrix and H 2 is the
magnetic field squared (6 x 1) matrix.

However, the magnetostriction'at a particular bias field Ho, can give rise to pseudo-piezomagnetism
over a small range where the slope of the magnetostriction curve dS/dH can be assumed to be constant.
Thus pseudo-piezomagnetism at a bias field H0 can be expressed as:

S = qIl, (7)

where q is the pseudo-piezomagnetic coefficient (6 x 3) matrix. Therefore for a material, a general
expression for the strain, which takes into account the contribution from the stress field (elastic effect),
the electric field (piezoelectric effect) and the magnetic field (piezomagnetic effect), can be written as:

S = sT + dE + qH, (8)

where s is the compliance coefficient (6 x 6) matrix.
The magnetoelectric coefficient a is defined as

P = EoKE - all, (9)

where K is the dielectric susceptibility. Also

D = P + EoM . (10)

Therefore from eqs. (9) and (10)
D =EOKE + aHf + soE,(!)

i.e. D=eE+aH. (12)

At open circuit condition D =0, therefore

E = -(ale)H. (13)

We thus define a magnetoelectric voltage coefficient a(E) which is

a(f) = -(a/e). (14)

Table I

Non-zero coefficients for piezoelectric and magnetostrictive phases

Piezoelectric ceramic
Piezoelectric coefficients Compliance coefficients

-d -d°s " 9Szz
'ds " Pdn4 Is " _1$22

"Id3j ,s -d~ F s -12 F 3 sit

SS." , r$99s3, - 's)

Piezomagnetic ceramic
Piezomagnetic coefficients Compliance coefficients

"M qj q "h,, ""sn - S3
"aq 3% " "eqn an "12 , "a "S3 , a "1 ft. "t Sol " °S it"q 3, "q. - "S53 - S"S,
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In order to determine a•F) theoretically, for a composite material, it is neccssarv to derive an
expression for the electric field E developed across the sample under the action of an applied magnetic
field H. Then the ratio EIH is equal to the ME voltage coefficient .

It becomes very difficult to operate with matrices because the different connectivities make it
ckcss. ,y to u1,c dkillcticill ,tnltiulaic [ol diifet ciCii etc lClll of the 111le . tic i (lie d i\lilhollI f4i1

magnetoelectric coefficients arc carried out using only relevant terms, necessary to be considered for a
particular composite model. Table 1 lists the various coefficient matrices for a spinel ferrite with cubic
symmetry and a poled piezoelectric with a 6 mm (or oo m) symmetry about the poling axis.

3. Composites with 2-2 connectivity

Composites in which the component phases have connectivity only in two directions are called 2-2
composites. There are several cases possible in the 2-2 type of ME composites. These include the
variations due to the directions of E and H with respect to each other and the boundary conditions such
as clamped ends and mechanical bonding between the two phases. Fig. 2 shows four cases of ME
bimorphs due to different boundary conditions considered in this paper. The expressions for these cases
have been derived below. It is assumed that there is no electric field present within the magnetostrictive
phase as the piezoelectric phase has electrodes on the two opposite faces which are connected to the
external electric field. Also the magnetic field is assumed to be constant through out the space so that
the presence of the piezoelectric phase with magnetic permittivity of approximately 1 does not affect the
magnetic field and induction experienced by the magnetostrictive phase.

3. 1. Case 1: free body with both phases perfectly bonded together

As shown in fig. 2(a) the composite in this case is a stacked arrangement of the magnctostrictivc
phase m and the piezoelectric phase p, bonded together with a glue. Since under free body condition
there are no stresses present along the 3 direction in both the phases, hence

"mT3 =T 3 =0 (15)
where prefixes m and p denote magnetostrictive phase and piezoelectric phase respectively: suffixes I. 2
and 3 denote the three axes direction and T, is the stress along i. Since the composite is assumed to be
rigid, the strains in both the phases along the transverse directions 1 and 2 are equal, therefore

St = =' PSi, (16)

S2 = "S2 = 's 2, (17)

where S, represents the strain along the i direction. Also the total force, acting on the composite along
the direction I or 2, which is the product of the stress T, or T2, and the cross sectional area, is zero. The
cross sectional area is proportional to the volume fraction vu or "v, as the layer dimensions (along I and2) except the thickness of both the phases are equal. Therefore

"T, 'u - -PTI Pv, (18)

"T 2 mv = -PT 2 v. (19)

Finally, the electric displacement vector D in the piezoelectric layer is zero under open circuit condition.
therefore

D-0. (20)
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Fig. 2. Different cases of ME 2-2 type composites due to different boundary conditions.

Now using eq. (8) the strains along I are given by

'"S ms,, I T, + Ms12 T 2 + Os, 3 T, + "'q3I H3  (21)

and

PSI= PsI, PT, + Ps12 PT 2 + Ps13PT3 + Pd31 E 3 , (22)

since the piezoelectric coefficient -of the magnetostrictive phase "dm =0 and the piezomagnetic
coefficient of the piezoelectric phase Pq, = 0. Also since "%q3, 0q32 and Pd3, = Pd32 it can be assumed
that 'T, = 'T 2 and PT, - PT.. Hence with these assumptions and from eqs. (15), (16), (21) and (22) we
get

(=stt + mst2)"T, + q%, H3 " (PstI + Ps,,)PTt + Pd31 E,. (23)

Substituting for 'T, from eq. (18) in eq. (23) we get

-(0311 + " st 2 )PTt(PV/=U) + nq3t H3 - (Ps, + PStz)PTI + Pd31 E3" (24)

• Imm m | lm gl | t i i
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From eq. (20) we get

D3 -- Pd31 PTI + Pd3Z 72 + Pd33 PT3 + PET33 E3 =0, (25'

and using IT, = IT, and Pd31 = Pd32 we get

PT 3)-(P T3 3_),E/ (2 Pd31). (26'

From eqs. (24) and (26) after eliminating IT, we get

-- I I + mfs2)(-(PET33 )E 3/(2Pd 3 I))(PV/'m) + mq 31 113

=(PSI) + " s)(-(PET33)E3/(2 Pd31)) + Pd31 E 3

After rearranging

I(mS11 +- mSI 2 )(PT 3 3 )PV + (Psi 1 + PS 12 )(PET 33)mU - 2(Pd 3t) 2 mlvE 3 - (-2 mq 31 Pd3, mv) H3 (27

Now the magnetoelectric voltage coefficient, defined as the ratio of the electric field produced acros,
the sample to the applied magnetic field is

a(E)33 = E31H3
(--2 mq31 Pd31 mV)(2

"" a(E,3 = [(1s1, + "s,2 )(PeT33)pv + (ps 1, + PS 2)(P6T33)mV - 2(Pd3)])2 u (28n

3.2. Case ii: clamped ends with no friction along transverse directions (axes 1 and 2) between all the
surfaces in contact with each other

As shown in fig. 2(b) the composite in this case is a stacked arrangement of the magnetostrictivc
phase m and the piezoelectric phase p, clamped at both ends with thin layers of lubricant between all
the surfaces in contact with each other in order to minimize the friction along axes 1 and 2. Since there
is no friction along the interface (along the axes I and 2) the stresses in each layer along the axes I and
2 are zero, therefore

"T' = IT, = 0, (29)

"T2 =-T2 =0. (30)

Also because the composite is stationary the stress along the vertical 3 direction in each layer is equal,
therefore

" T 3 = 7T3. (31)

Further, due to the rigid clamps total strain which is the sum of the strain along 3 in a layer times the

volume fraction of that layer is zero. Hence

S3 = 'S"3"v + "S31v =0. (32)

The electrical displacement D is zero under open circuit condition:

D-0. (33)

Now using the general strain expression (8) and since 'dj = 0 and Pq, - 0, from eq. (32) we havc

("s., T, + nq, H,)v + (P"33 PT3 + Pd,3 E3)Pv -0. (34'

Since D - 0 we have

'!
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D3 = Pd33 PT3 + pT3 + prT33 E 3 = 0, (35)

• T3= _(,T 3/Pd33)E3. (36)

Substituting for "T3 from eq. (36) in eq. (34) we get
(Cm33[..-.(PET/331Pd3 )EAI + mq,33 H3)mv + (PS3(1(PeT 33 Pd 33)E 3 ] + Pd33 E 3)Po = ,0

.*. [pET3 (m3 33 "'v + P333 PV) - (Pd33 )2 PuE, - "q33 Pd3d ' H-3 .

Now the magnetoelectric voltage coefficient is

a(E) 3 3 = E31H 3 ,

=Mq33 Pd 3 3 ""U

" PT33(mS33 'V+ PS 3 3 PtU) - (Pd 3 3 ) 2 P "J

3.3. Case Ill: clamped ends and both phases perfectly bonded together

As shown in fig. 2(c) the composite in this case is a stacked arrangement of the magnetostrictive
phase m and the piezoelectric phase p, bonded together with a glue and clamped rigidly at both ends. In
this case the transverse strains are zero due to the rigid bonding of the layers and the clamping,
however, the stresses along 1 and 2 need not be zero. Other things remain same as in the previous case.
The boundary conditions then are

"mT3 =- ,T, , (38)
S, = MSi =PSI = 0, (39)

S 2 " 'S2 = ,S 2 = 0, (40)

S3 =•"S3Iv + eS3PV =0, (41)

D=O, (42)

where the notations denote the same quantities as in the previous case. Now using the general strain
expression (8) and since "d, = 0 and Pq, = 0 we have

"S3= as3t mT, + 'm$32"T2 + *S33 OT3 + "q33H3

and

",S3 = "S31 pT + S,32 "T + 1S331 "T3 + d33 E3 .
Therefore from eqs. (38), (41) and also assuming "T - "'T. and PT, = PT2 since mq 31 - 'q, 2 and
"Pd31 = wd32 We get

"0[(':1 + K .32)ITI + 's533 '7T3 + mq33 HA + ",[(., 13 + s32))T, + VS,33, T3 + "Pd33 E31 = 0.

On rearranging we get

("S3, + r,)'T, mv + (s,$3 + "S,2)PTT ",V + ("S33 "V + Ps33 'u)"T3 + Pd33 = V3 - -0q33"V 1H3. (43)

Since "S, -=0 and "S, - 0, using eq. (38) we get

"6% = ("s$: + 7s1")0T 1 -+ Os, 1'3 T3 + 0q,1 H3 - 0,

=. T - -(Vq,,H 3 + "$|3T3)I("s,, + 0$,1). (44)
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Similarly

T,=-(pd.,, E3 + Ps13 PT,)/(Ps1, + PS12) -(45)

Substituting for "'T, from eq. (44) and PT, from eq. (45) in eq. (43) we get

I-S1+ m5S32 )(mq3, H3 + min5 1 PT3)mU,(n-Sit + "'sI)J

"+ HS1~~P + P$32)(Od, 1 E3 + OS 13 T3)PL'I(PSII + PS12))

"+ (mS,3 mV + PS3P T +P3 PVE = - mq33-mvH3

Rearranging this we get

[(in 5  + mS )nS 3V/(mS, + mS5 )

- (PS3 1 + s,32)Ps 13 uI(Ss1 I + PS12 ) + (mS.3,mV + PS33 PV)IrT3

+ [P33P - (PS3 1 + PS32)Pd31 p VI(PS11 + P1)E

[-q3 m Vin + CS3~1 + "'S32)"'q, mV/(mS,,I + m"SIAH,

ICS1+ MS3 2 )(PSII + PSIZMiSImV - (PS3 1 + PS32)(mhS, 1 + inS1)PS1PV

+ (nS 33M V + PS33PV)(S1l + in3 12)(PS1 , + PS, 2IM T3

+ [("s 1, + "'S1 2)(Psat + PS12)pd33 PV

- (PS 3 , + PS32)("'Sil + MS12)pd3, PVJE3
"it"-(MII+ m5$ 12)(PSII + PSUN)mqMV

+ ("'S31 + MS32)Q's,, + PS12)mnq,, 1"uIH,. (46)

Since D =0 we have

D3 2Pd3I PT, +Pd33sPT 3 + PVT33E3 = (47)

Substituting for PT, from eq. (45) we get

2 Pd3l[-(Pd,, E3 + PS3T)1PI + PS12)+ Vd33 'T3+ pV 3E (48)

.* T=[12(pd3i )2 - p6 "33 (P51, + PS12)II[pd33(PSII + Ps, 2 ) - 2pd31 PSIAJE 3 .(49)

Substituting for PT, from eq. (49) in eq. (46) we get

[InC 3 1 + ''s32)(PSII + PS,2 )'S,'V - (PS31 + PS3 )(m 3 + MS12)PS13PV

+ ("'s33MV + Ps,,'v)C'S,, + ms,2)Q'.t2, + Ps,2)I[[2(Pd31 )2 _ PeT 33(P 3  + P352)1

/[d 3(S I+ PS 12) - 2 Pd31 13111E3 + [(CSi, + ms1 2)(PsI, + Ps,,)Pd3, PU

- ("S31 + PS32)("'s,, + ""a )pd'vJPUE H1 11~, + '5 12)(PSII + Ps,2 )mq33h MV

+ (in 3 1 + f1332 )(pS,, + PS, 2 ).q3, muVIHj

.. [-("'s1 + OS32)(',I1 + PSIO)fSs,,U' - (PS3 + PS3)(EOSI + 12V3pV

* (OS33O + PS,3 'v)(OS1 1 + OS12)(PSII + Ps,2)1[2('d 31)2 - P6tlr(P 3 , + PS1 2)]

+ [('Os, + OS12)('~t, + PSIZ)pd3 PU - (PS3, + PS32)("S,,I + W's12)pd31 PUI

x ['d,,(Ps,, + vs,2) - 21pd3, P31311E3
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-- [(I."s,1 + 's"12)(Ps, 1 + rs,2)'"q33 mv + (n'sl5  + "S.-2)( + pS I,:)m n mVI

x IPd3,(SI,, + Ps1 2) - 2Pd3j, sI3 JH3 -()0)

Now the magnetoelectric voltage coefficient is

a(,)33 = E 31H3

[[-(MS,, + '"s, 2)Mq33 MV + (-$31 + mS32 )mq3, mO
Pd33(P, I+ "s,2) - 2d 3,, PS, 31(Ps,, + PS12)

+s[[--(m$3 + %3 2 )(PS11 + PS12)mSm3 "I - (PS 3 1 + PS32)(m
5 11 + OS1 2 )Ps1 3 P)

+ ("3V + Ps33Pu)("s,, + ms12)(PS, + P|2)][2(Pd.i )2 - PET (•(PS + PS12 )]

+ [(m.I[ + mS 12 )(Ps 1 ! + PS, 2 )Pd 3,Pv - (Ps., + PS 32 )(m'Sil + ms, 2 )Pd 3 lP]v
x [Pd3 3(PS1, + PS, 2 ) - 2Pd3a, PS1,3 ].

3.4. Case IV: clamped ends with no friction along traverse directions (axes I and 2) between the
clamps and the sample with two phases perfectly bonded together

As shown in fig. 2(d) the composite in this case is a stacked arrangement of the magnetostrictive
phase m and the piezoelectric phase p, clamped at both ends with thin layers of lubricant between the
surfaces of the clamps and the sample in contact with each other in order to minimize the friction along
axes 1 and 2, and the two phases are perfectly bonded with a glue. In this case the total transverse
forces are zero, that is the force on each layer along the direction 1 or 2 is exactly equal and opposite of
that in the other layer which gives us the eqs. (52) and (53) below. The stress along 3 in each layer are
equal to each other which corresponds to eq. (54). Also the transverse strains in each layer is equal due
to perfect bonding between the layers, which results in the eqs. (55) and (56) below.

murMT, -P=PTj , (52)

m VMT2 = -- PV PT 2 , (53)

"T 3 -'T 3 , 1(4)

"$S P PSI, (55)
"S2 PSi. (56)

Finally the total strain along 3 is zero due to the clamping and the electric displacement D is also zero
due to the open circuit condition. Therefore

S3 = 'S,' + PS3 V =0, (57)

D=O. (58)

Now using the general strain expression (8) and since 'd,, = 0 and Pq%1 = 0 from eqs. (54) and (57)
with the assumptions that "T, - 'T 2 and IT, - IT 2, we have

(in 3 rT 1 + mS32 0T, + OS33 PT3 + Oq33 H3)Mu + (P5 3 1 PT, + PS32 PT+ +- 9S33 P3 + Pd33 E,)"v " 0.

Substituting for eq. (52) from the above and on rearranging we get

[(s31 + P332) - ("3,3 + "s32)]PV PT, + ('s,,3V + Ps.3Pu)PT3 + Pd, = -'q3'UH3. (9)

Since "S, - PS, from eq. (55) we have
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(s+ ms 12)mT, + rns, , 1 T3 + mq 31 H., =-" + PSI2)T + PS I, rT3 + ed,, E. (60

From eq. (52) and on rearranging we get

-(mns + "'s,,)Pu PT, + (iS,, - PS13)mU PT3 -("St I + Ps,2)m(, PT, - ed,, ~'UE3 u I/Iq1~v1

[(fin + "'nS2)%U + (eS11 + -S2"']T CS1 - P. 3)m) vT3 + rd,, "v E3 = fq 31 ."UH., (61

Since D = 0 we have

D3- 2 Pd,, PT, + ed33 PT, + pCT 33E3 = 0

*. P = _(pET 33E3 + Pd3 .T)/2P~ (62

Substituting for PT, from (62) in (59) we get

-RS1+ PS32) - ("S3 + mS32)Jpv(pET 3E3 + P3 T

+ (CS3,"mV + PSp) Pd , PT+ 2Pd3, Pd3PuE = -2 Pd,,mq33 mvH3

After rearranging

[R 31+ PS32 ) - ("s3 + "'S3 2)]PV Pd33 + (C.33,"m. + PSv2 ddT

+ [-(eS31 + PS32) - (S 3 1 + mS32)]PU p6T 3+ 2Pd,, 33PIE = -2nd3, mq.3mvH, (63

P = [[(eS31 + PS3 2) - ("s3, + "'S, 2 1p)J PET, 3- 2pd3, Pd3 PU - 2Pd,, mq3, "vH, 6
1RS1+ PS32 ) - ("s31 + mS32)JPv Pd33 + ( mS33 mV + P$3 (64 d~

Substituting for PT, from eq. (62) in eq. (61) we get

- [S11 + 0s,2)PV + (PSII + PSRmIV (PVT 33E3 + P3 T

C3(13. - PS13)' m v2pd3,,PT3 + 2(od,, )2 mV E3 = 2Pd3I 'q3 V H3.

After rearranging

[-1(0511, + m's,2)Y + ('s,, + PS12)'vJPd33 - ("'S,3 - Ps,3~) 5v2Pd,,IPT3

+ [-[("S,1 + nS, 2 )PU + (P3 3, + pS. 2)nujpe6T 33 + 2(pdl)2,)2 uE3 = 2Pd3, inq31 mUH H, (65

Substituting for PT, from eq. (64) in eq. (65) we get

H(s,+ in322)Pp + ("S11 + 's12)"'vJpd,, - ("S,, - S13,)*u 2 ed,,d

X [[('s31 + PS32 ) - ('.r1 + Im332) 1Pu PeT.3 - 2 Pd3I Pd3PV

- 2"d31 Oq33mv([-(uIs, + mS12)PV + (eSI1 + PS12)'vJpod33 - ("S,, - Ps,,)mV2Pd3,IH3

* [-1((OSI + OS1 2)PU + (PSI] + "h,2 )iIpET 33 + 2(Pd,,) 2  UJ

* [-("s31 + PS32) - ("'S3 + "'S3 2)]PU Pd33 + (mS,,UmV + P3 v2P~E

= 2d,"q,'"v-j(s,,+ PS32) - ('S31 + 'S32)jPU 9d33 + ("S33 'U + PS33 p )2 Pd31 IH3

After rearranging

.. 1-[('S, + ms,2)Pp + (P,11 + PSI2)vI~pd, 3 C- 13, - Ps )m 2 Pd,,Ij

X I[C1(P 1 + 9$3) - (033, + s 3)J'va' -S3 2 "d,, 'd33 Pv

+ [-(s.+ 's12)'v + (PSI, + Ps,2)uVIPCT 33 + 2('d,,)2 'vJ
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X [-I(Rs 3 + "SO2) - (CS31 + "S32)] urd3 3 + (mS3 + Ps1,Pv)2pd 3 1 J]E3
= ['q ,[-.RPS 3, + Ps32 ) - ("'s 31 + "s 32 )]PVPd33 + ('s33m, + Ps3 3 PV)2Pd3 t]

+ Mq33 [1-[(S, + ms12)PV + (Ps3I + Ps 2)mvjpd33 - (s, 3 - PS,3)mu2Pd3,]j2Pd3l uH 3 .

Now the magnetoelectric voltage coefficient is

aC(E)33 = E 3/113 I
m"qj.II-R(P,3 + Ps32) - (ms 31 + 3s32)]'v'd, + (Cs 33 u + "s33"v)2 d31

+ mq3 3[(-(msI + ms, 2 )PV + ('s 11 + Ps12)"v]Pdj3 - (ms13 - PS, 3 )uv2Pd 3,]]2Pd 3 l "V

[[-[(iS, + "SZ)PV + (P5s3  + PS,.)vjPd,3 - (Cs31  s,3) -2pd1(6

* j[(PS31 + Ps32) - (Cn3 + s•2)]PVpeT3 -2 Pd31 Pd3 3 1I
+ [-[Cs11 + S, 2 )P,- + (psi[ + PS, 2)njPT 3 3 + 2(Pd 3 )2 MV

[-[(•s3 + Ps32) -(m 3 + "s3 2)lpV d3 + (S. 3 'U + Ps33 pv)2 Pd3d]
Thus the ME coefficients for four cases of 2-2 composites have been derived. Fig. 3 shows all other

possible variations of these by having the magnetic field an the electric field in different directions
instead of parallel to each other along 3 axis as was considered in above cases. However these cases do
not yield much different results other than only the coefficients mq31 and "q33, and Pd3j and Pd3, will be
interchanged in the final expressions. Since the above cases were simple stacking of the two phases and
since it is not difficult to measure the E3 field developed across the piezoelectric phase in actual
composites, E3 field has been taken as the one developed across the piezoelectric layer only and not the
whole composite.

VImdecsrepham(p) ED
MapatorIcdve pi (in)

8 H4 3

4R

43

----- -fo

FIS. 3. poWubk vuatijorA of 2-2 compostes due to different directioMoAn 4.I.2L
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Table 2
Properties of different materials used for calculations of ME cffcct in composites 18-101. "q: pic,'omuap,,ctic AoCftliciCut. rd
piezoelectric coefficient, e: dielectric pucimittivity. r" diclcctric pernuittivity at constant stress for pic)noclet.itc nmacrials.,.
compliance coefficicni, s": compliance coefficient at constant electric field for piczoelectric material

Material CoFe,O, BaTiO. PZT-4 PZT-SA PZT-51- PZT-S

""q,1 110"12 mr/A 556 .....

"q3 [10- 2 m/Al 1880 - - - -

"rd, 110- " CINJ - -78 -123 -171 -274 -90
"d3 3 110-' CIN] - 190 289 374 593 225
s, ors 1 [10- 2 m/NI 6.48 7.25 12.3 16.4 16.5 11.5

,., ors (' (10- m n 2/NJ -2.37 -3.15 -4.05 -5.74 -4 78 -3.7
sE , 110-2 m2/NI - -3.26 -5.31 -7.22 -8.45 -4.8
S E [3 110-m 2 rINi - 10.8 15.5 18.8 20.7 13.5
E 3 /leo or e T 33/t, 30 1345 1300 1700 3400 3000

Table 3
Magnetoelcctric voltage coefficients in (V/m)/(A/m) for 2-2 composites of different materials calculated using theoretical
models: "u is the volume fraction of piezomagnetic phase; Pu is the volume fraction of piezoelectric phase; a,,,, is the ME
voltage per unit thickness of the piezoelectric phase; a*,,,,, is the ME voltage coefficient per unit thickness of the composite
obtained by multiplying a by the volume fraction of the piezoelectric phase Pv

D PV Case I Case II Case III Case IV

aGED) no (E)31 GEEIl)(E133 a *4) L)3.) aI( 133 0)

CoFe2 O, and BaTiO,
0.10 0.90 0.184 0.166 -0.391 -0.352 -0.181 -0.162 -0.191 -0.172
0.30 0.70 0.583 0.408 -1.214 -0.850 -0.573 -0.401 -0.612 -0.428
0.50 0.50 1.028 0.514 -2.097 -1.048 -1.015 -0.508 -1.094 -0.547
0.70 0.30 1.526 0.458 -3.046 -0.914 -1.5316 -0.455 -!.648 -0.494
0.90 0.10 2.089 0.209 -4.071 -0.407 -2.088 -0.209 -2.288 -0.229

CoFe.O, and PZT-4
0.10 0.90 0.284 0.256 -0.586 -0.527 -0.329 -0.2% -0.292 -0.263
0.30 0.70 0.7% 0.557 -1.837 -1.286 -1.084 -0.759 -1.032 -0.722
0.50 0.50 1.244 0.622 -3.208 -1.604 -2.000 -1.000 -1.977 -0.989
0.70 0.30 1.640 0.492 -4.717 -1.415 -3.135 -0.941 -3.135 -0.940
0.90 0.10 1.992 0.199 -6.386 -0.639 -4.580 -0.458 -4.518 -0.452

CoFe2 O, and PZT-SA
0.10 0.90 0.294 0.265 -0.508 -0.457 -0.278 -0.250 -0.246 -0.221
0.30 0.70 0.786 0.550 -1.631 -1.142 -0.921 -0.645 -0.877 -0.614
0.50 0.50 1.182 0.591 -2.924 -1.462 -1.717 -0.858 -1.699 -0.849
0.70 0.30 1.508 0.452 -4.429 -1.329 -2.727 -0.818 -2.726 -0.818
0.90 0.10 1.780 0.178 -6.202 -0.620 -4.050 -0.405 -3.992 -0 399

CoFe2 O, and PZT-5H
0.10 0.90 0.236 0.212 -0.423 -0.381 -0.234 -0.211 -0.217 -0.195
0.30 0.70 0.632 0.442 -1.347 -0.943 -0.767 -0.537 -0.746 -0} 522
0.50 0.50 0.951 0.475 -2.391 - 1.1% -1.406 -0.703 -1.400 -0.700
0.70 0.30 1.21 0.364 -3.582 -1.075 -2.188 -0.656 -2.187 -0.656
0.90 0.10 1.43 0.143 -4.952 -0.495 -3.165 -0.317 -3.122 -0.312

CoFe.O. and PZT-8
0.10 0.90 0.291 0.262 -0.625 -0.562 -0.356 -0.321 -0.332 - 0."98
0.30 0.70 0.813 0.569 -1.940 -1.358 -1.156 -0.809 -1.125 -0.788

0.50 0.50 1.26 0.634 -3.352 -1.676 -2.0% -1.048 -2.087 -1.043

0.70 0.30 1.66 0.501 -4.870 -1.461 -3.217 -0.965 -3.216 -0.%5

0.90 0.10 2.02 0.202 -6.508 -0.651 -4.578 -0.458 -4.514 -0.451
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4. Results and discussion

Table 2 gives the coefficients for various materials used for calculations using the formulae derived

above. The ME coefficient a(E)33 values, have been calculated for composites of piezoekectric l/aTiO,,
or Pb(Zr, Ti)0 3 with magnetostrictive CoFe 20 4. Table 3 shows the results of the calculations for

different volume fractions. These models suggest that theoretically, a large ME effect can bc obtained

as shown by the calculations of a(E)33 values. The values show maxima at 50-50 vol% composition for

each composite. Composite of Co ferrite with PZT-8 shows the largest ME effect under the boundary

conditions of Case II namely, a(E)33 = -1.676 (V/m)/(A/m) which is equal to 1.34 (V/cm Oe). That is,

when such a ," mposite is placed in a magnetic field of I Qe (79.58 A/m) the voltage generated across a

sample of " -i thickness is 1.34 V.
The effec. .i dielectric constant variation and piezoelectric coefficient variation on the ME voltage

coefficient is shown in figs. 4 and 5. The graphs in fig. 4 show that as the v value increases, the a(E1,j

value decreases rapidly. This is obvious because the ME voltage coefficient is inversely proportional to

the dielectric constant. The effect of piezoelectric coefficient variation is reported as the extent of poling

since for calculation purpose it was necessary to assume different values for both, d3, and d,3 which is

equivalent to considering partially poled composite. The dependence of a(E)33 on the extent of poling

shows more or less a linear behavior.
Magnetoelectric coupling coefficient (kME) cannot be predicted using the mechanical coupling

coefficients for the piezomagnetic an piezoelectric materials because the boundary conditions are

different for the single phase materials and for the composite.
We have prepared multilayer ME composites of CoFe20 4-PZT which showed encouraging results

[11, 121. Table 4 compares the experimental values of the ME voltage coefficients with the theoretical

values, for three different types of multilayer composites, for free body type boundary conditions (Case

I). The experimental values are lower because the composites could not be poled completely (in

CoFe20,:PZT4) or the presence of the bonding medium at the interface (in CoFe2O4 :PZTI8 and

CoFe204:PZT5H) reduced the stress-strain interaction of the layers of the two phases. The maximum

ME voltage coefficient a(E)33 was 92.8 (V/m)/(kA/m) in the case of cofired multilayer composites of

CoFe20 4 :PZT4.
2

-2-

.3,

0 4Efe 2000 3ic= o 0 the M co.
K(33)

Figl. 4. Effect of dielectric constant variation on the MEl] Coe_.-¢•
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Fig. 5. Effect of extent of poling on the magnetoelectric coefficient.

Table 4
Experimental values of magnetoelectric voltage coefficients for mechanically bonded and colired multilayer compo~asc% at I k I I
H. - 0.35 kWin, Hk - 39.78 to 1193 kA/m

Materials Piezoelectric Maximum ME Thcofetical ME
coefficient coefficient coefficicnt
dj,3 110- C/NJ *agljj l(Vim)I(kA/m)j a,,,I(m kAI ii

CoFe2O.:PZT-4
(tape cast) 140 92.8 199 to 622

CoFe2O:-PZT4
(glued thick disks) 285 18.6 202 tof3JU

CoFe.O.:PZT-SH
(thin disks bimnorph) -550 74.4 143 to 475

S. Conclusions

Theoretical models for 2-2 ME composites have been developed for four different sets of twlunda
conditions. Ile~ calculations for different composites show that large voltages can be generated acro
such composites because of the product property, magnetoelectricity. The effect of dickcirtc at
piezoelectric properties on the ME properties has been studied. The experimental results showcd th
the maximum ME voltage coefficient a(E)3i was 92.8 (VWm)/(kA/m) in the case of cofired multilay,
composites Of CoFe2 O:iPZT4.
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Electromechanical Properties of Smart Materials

R. E. NEWNHAM* AND GREGORY R. RUSCHAU
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Pennsylvania State University

Universit" Park. PA 16802

ABSTRACT: A smart material is one that can perform both sensor and actuator functions. This
definition allows for some flexibility in deciding how to quali6 a material as -smart- since the fun-
damental mechanisms of operation may differ greatly between types of smart materials. From the
point of view of an electroceramist. piezoelectric materials, which show reversible electromechan-
ical coupling. may be thought of as -naturally" smart materials since the same piezoelectric material
may act as a sensor and/or an actuator. Piezoelectric single crystals. pol)mers. and poled poly-
crystalline ceramics all show good electromechanical coupling. In addition, they may be combined
in a composite material that exaggerates their beneficial properties by eliminating their detrimental
properties. Some common piezoelectric materials are reviewed, along with some examples of smart
materials that incorporate piezoelectric ceramics.

LNTRODUCTION are many degrees of smartness possible in materials; often.
a merely "smart" material can be engineered into a "very

T HE concept of creating a higher form of materials and smart- tunable device or even an -intelligent" material,
structures by providing the necessary life functions of where the sensor and actuator functions are integrated with

sensing, actuating, control, and intelligence to those materi- the information processing chip. Many modern day
als is a prime motivation for studying smart materials, materials have been cleverly designed to carry out useful
Smart materials are pan of smart systems-functional functions. and, it seems that we are justified in calling them
materials for a wide variety of engineering applications. -smart'. They are decidedly better than the "sensible'

This notion of a smart system has implications in a materials of the past.
number of otherwise unrelated areas: smart medical One distinction that should be made immediately is that
systems for the treatment of diabetes with blood sugar sen- of passive as opposed to active smartness. A passively smart
sors and insulin delivery pumps; smart airplane wings that maerial has the ability to respond to environmental condi-
achieve greater fuel efficiency by altering their shape in re- tions in a useful manner, often incorporating self-repair
sponse to air pressure and flying speed; smart toilets that mechanisms or stand-by phenomena which enable the
analyze urine as an early warning system for health prob- material to withstand sudden changes in its surroundings.
lems; smart structures in outer space incorporating vibra- Ceramic varistors and PTC thermistors are good examples
tion cancellation systems that compensate for the absence of of passively smart materials. When struck by high-voltage
gravity and prevent metal fatigue; smart houses with elec- lightning, a zinc oxide varistor loses most of its electrical re-
trochromic windows that control the flow of heat and light in sistance and the current is by-passed to the ground. The re-
response to weather changes and human activity; smart ten- sistance change is reversible and acts as a stand-by protec-
nis rackets with rapid internal adjustments for overhead tion phenomenon. In a similar way, barium titanate PTC
smashes and delicate drop shots; smart muscle implants thermistors show a very large increase in electrical resis-
made from rubbery gels that respond to electric fields; tance at the ferroelectric phase transformation near 1300C.
smart dentil braces made from shape memory alloys; smart The jump in resistance enables the thermistor to arrest cur-
hulls and propulsion systems for navy ships and submarines rent surges. acting as a protection element.
that detect flow noise, remove turbulence, and prevent de- An actively smart material senses a change in the en-
tection; and smart water purification systems that sense and vironment. and using a feedback system, makes a useful re-
remove noxious pollutants. sponse. Again, it is both a sensor and an actuator. One ex-

To begin our discussion, we first define Osmart" to set the ample of this is the electrically controlled automobile
limits for classifying smart materials. In the simplest terms, suspension system currently produced by Toyota for their
a smart material is not simply an actuator or a sensor, but a Lexus line 1i). A piezoelectric sensor detects mad irreg-
material that performs both functions. It is a material that ularities and feeds the signal into a piezoelectric actuator
senses not only a change in its environment, but also re- system, which automatically resets the suspension to com-
sponds to that change in some positive, useful way. There pensate for the irregularity. The whole process takes only a

few milliseconds, thus continuously damping bumps and
_ _dips to give a smooth ride.
*496orm ,slaj cogejgad shoW te mad, Two schools of thought exist in the development of smart
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materials. One of these involves the integration of dissimilar mechanical stress. The electric polarization. P. is the
components performing separate functions into one device. charge per unit area. and is related to the stress. o. by the
either as an integrated circuit or as a bulk composite piezoelectric coupling coefficient. d:
material. In this type of approach. the individual material
properties are well defined; the challenge lies in maintaining P = do (I)
these properties during the co-processing. and packaging
into an individual unit. For the converse effect. the strain (S) produced by an ap-

The other approach is to discover or develop materials plied electric field (E) is given by:
that can intrinsically perform both sensor and actuator func-
tions. Piezoelectric ceramics. which have the ability to-con- S = dE (2)
vert mechanical energy into electrical energy and vice
versa, fit into this category. It is this dual-function capability In both cases, the coefficient d is numerically identical.
that allows them to perform both sensor and actuator func- Another important constant, the voltage coefficient (g).
tions; thus, these are intrinsically smart materials. Although describes the electric field produced by a stress, and is
many materials exhibit piezoelectricity, it is the magnitude related to d through the permittivity (e):
and the efficiency of the electromechanical coupling in these
materials that ultimately determines their suitability as 8 = d/e (3)
smart materials.
MATERIAS FOR ELECTROMECHANICAL A high d constant is desirable for actuator materials that are
MAELSG FRintended to develop motion or vibration. such as high power
COUPLING sonar, while a high g constant is desirable for sensor
Histor of Piezoelectricity materials in which high voltages are to be generated from

oy lweak mechanical stresses, such as in a phonograph needle.

Piezoelectricity. according to the original definition of the Another significant coefficient is the electromechanical
phenomenon discovered by J. and P. Curie in 1880 12). is the coupling factor, k, which measures the efficiency of the elec-
ability of certain crystalline materials to develop an electric tromechanical conversion. It is defined in terms of ., the
charge that is proportional to a mechanical stress. Wry soon fraction of electrical energy converted to mechanical en-
after this discovery, it was realized that the converse effect. ergy. or vice versa. Since this conversion can never be corn-
that of a geometric strain developing upon the application of plete. k and k" are always < I.
a wliage, was also inherent in these materials. Thus, in Because piezoelectric crystals an necessarily asymmet-
dealing with piezoelectrics, we speak of the direct piezo- tic. the coupling coefficients are given in tensor form. The
electric effect and the converse piezoelectric effect first subscript of the tensor gives, by convention, the direc-

The variety of crystals that exhibit piezoelectricity have tion of the electric field or polarization, while the second
one common feature: the absence of a center of symmetry gives the component of mechanical seless or deformation.
within the crystal. This absence of symmetry gives rise to Due to the sometimes competing piezoelectric effect in
polarity. the "onewayness of the charge vector. Piezoelec- .wious directions within the crystal, we must identify the
tricity is therefore limited to 20 of the 32 crystal classes, important coupling coefficient tensors for sma materials.
known as point groups. for all crystalline materials. Most of For a number of applications, it is possible to select the ap-
the important piezoelectric materials are also feroelectric. propriate candidate material by comparing the magnitude of
which results in a transformation to a high symmetry, non- the coupling coefficients.
piezoelectric own at higher temperatures. The piezoelec-
tric effect is present only in the lower temperature phase, Pieelectric Materials
and the transformation temperature is known as the Curie ikbe 1 lists the intrinsi piezoelectric properties of some
temperatuime common piezoelectric materials. The fAst three represent

Fer some thoug ht tbe discovery of piezoelectricity, the three completely different classes of materials: single crys-epect was thought to be limited to singlenrystls, because tals. polymers, and poled ceramics A fourth class, compos-
polancelline materials halve randonly oriented grains that ie piezoelectrics, will be discussed in the next section.
cth l each othvery reuhig ieero net effect. In ithe 1940s Quartz, the low temperature form of single crystal SiOa,
the discovery of high dielectric constant ceramics with the is the classic example of the piezoelectric single crystal.
peovskitre po rutnre s soon followed by the development Figure 1(a) shows the transformation of quartz from its high
of the poling lpo-em in which the randomly oriented do- " temperature and high synmetry 0 form to the tow lempem-
main pattern is given a high degree of orientatios by the apW ture, lower symmetry a form at 5730C. Quartz crystals are
plication of a strong electric field at elevated temperatures. grown from hydrodierm solutions, and these crystals can
The resulting polycryssafline material has a high net be cut in precise orientation for use as time and frequency
piezoelectric effect, and thus today we speak of piezoelectric stanards.
ceramics more frequently than piezoelectric crystals. PVDF. or polyvinylidine fluoride, is a piezoelectric

polymeric material. The polarization arises from the asym-
metric F- and H" side groups, which create electric dipoles

The direct piezoelectric effect, as previously stated, is the perpendicular to the carbon backbone [Figure 1(b)). While
development of an electric charge upon the application of a the d coefficients are quite low for PVDF, the low dielectric
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Table 1. Room temperature piezoeleclric properties of selected materials.

T..d g,6 d.g.
Material (C) (x 10-' C/N) (x 10" C/N) I (x 10"' C/N)

Quartz (SiC,) 573 - 2.3" -575" 4 0
PVDF 41 30 200 iS 9
PZT 52/48 386 223 39.5 1500 200

PLZT /65/35 65 682 20 3400 -
BaTiO, 125 191 11.4 2000 88
PbNb,O, 560 85 42 250 20

"Actually .,, and g... but for comparison purposes they are equraltent.

constant results in large g coefficients relative to other The 1-3 piezocomposites have excellent sensitivity to
piezoelectrics. pressure %%aes in water. The large dl, is maintained because

PZT, or Pb(ZrTi)O,, is the prototypical piezoelectric the parallel connection results in stress transfer from pol)-
ceramic, and represents the largest portion of the conmner- mer to piezoceramic. while the d,, is destroyed because of
cial market for electromechanical transducers due to its high series connection in the lateral dimension where the me-
coupling coefficients and its versatility with regard to chem- chanical load is absorbed b) the polymer and not transferred
ical substitutions. The 52148 designation is for the composi- to the PZT rods. Finally. e is minimized due to the large
tion PbZr,.s Ti0 .,,O, , which lies at the morphotropic phase volume fraction of polymer present in the composite [3-41.
boundary on the PbZrO, - PbTiO, phase diagram. Compo- Another piezoelectric hydrophone [Figure 2(d)] compos-
sitions near this boundary exhibit the greatest elec- ite maximizes d. by simply re-directing the applied stresses
tromechanical coupling coefficients due to the fact that they using specially shaped electrodes. These are flextensional
are on the verue of 'instability. Many tailor-made piezoelec- transducers with shallow air spaces positioned under the
tric properties can result from small compositional metal electrodes and a PZT ceramic disc. When subjected
modifications on the basic PZT-based ceramics. For exam- to a hydrostatic stress because of waves. the thick metallic
pie, lanthanum-doped PZT, known as PLZT, is an extraor- electrodes convert a portion of the z-direction stress into
dinary electrooptic material, large radial and tangential stresses of opposite signs. The

result is that d., changes from negative to positive, so that
Composite Strategies its contribution now adds to d4 rather than subtracting from

Too often in the field of materials research, we put too it. The 44 of these composites is approximately 250 times

much emphasis on the synthesis of new materials and too tha of pure PZT [).

little emphasis on new and unique designs for old materials. EX~k.IPLES OF SMART NATERIALS
Because all piezoelectric materials have some inherent limi- USENG PIEZOELECTRICS
tations for certain applications, it becomes necessary to
modify these materiai in order to take advantage of the Two examples of smart piezoelectric materials are shown:
beneficial properties, while cancelling or limiting the in Figu
detrimental properties. An effective means by which to ac- t ra)sthesd
complish this is in a composite material with controlled
connectivity. Controlled Compliance and Soft Cermics

Connectivity in a composite may be defined as the way in
which the different phases are arranged, and designated by For the first of these examples, a PZT sensorlactuator
numbers such as 1-3, 3-2, etc. The numbers represent the combination is used to produce soft" ceramics, in which the
number of dimensions in which each phase is self- sensor feels a stress and an actuator retracts the ceramic,
connected. Figure 2 shows some different composite con- giving the ceramic a rubber-like feel. In the controlled com-
nectivities. each with specific advantages over single-phase pliance test setup. one actuator is used as the external driver,
materials for certain applications, and the other is used as the responder (61. Sandwiched be-

One example of the advantage of the composite strategy is tween the two actuator stacks are two sensors and a layer of
the use of PZT-based composites for hydrophone materials, rubber. The upper actuator is driven at a frequency of 100
The figure of merit for hydrophone materials is the product Hz and the vibrations are monitored with the upper sensor.
of the hydrostatic piezoelectric charge coefficient (dN and The pressure wave emanating from the driver passes
the piezoelectric voltage coefficient (g,. While PZT has through the upper sensor and the rubber separator and im-
high djs and d2, piezoelectric coupling coefficients, the di, pinges on the lower sensor. The resulting signal is amplified
value is only about 45 pCIN because di, and d., are oppo- using a low noise amplifier and fed back through a phase
site in sign. and dA - d, + 2d.,. dAg& is also inversely shifter to the lower actuator to control the compliance.
related to the dielectric perminivity. t. so that low dielectric A smart sensor-actuator system can mimic a very stiff
constants are desirable as well. solid or a very compliant rubber. This can be done while re-

A composite design with 1-3 connectivity (Figure 2(a)J taining great strength under static loading, making the smart
consists of thin PZT rods embedded in a polymer matrix, material especially attractive for vibration control.
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If the phase of the feedback voltage is adjusted to cause and metal head and tail masses, all held together by a stress
the responder to contract in length rather than expand. the bolt (Figure 3(b)J.
sman material mimics a very soft, compliant substance. The resonant frequency and mechanical Q (important for
This reduces the force on the sensors and partially vibration damping applications) of such a %andwich struc-
eliminates the reflected signal. The reduction in output sig- ture %as measured as a function of stress bias ranging from
nal of the upper sensor is a measure of the effectiveness of 20 to 100 NIPa in the experiments. Under these conditions.
the feedback system, the radial resonant frequency changed from 19 to 37 kHz.

approximately doubling in frequency as predicted from the
%ery Smart .Materials-The Tunable Transducer elastic nonlinearity. At the same time. the mechanical Q in-

creases from about 11 to 34 as the rubber stiffens under
By building in a learning function, the definition of a stress 171.

smart material can be extended to a higher level of intelli- The changes in resonance and Q can be modeled with an
gence: a very smari material senses a change in the environ- equivalent circuit in which the compliance of the thin, rub-
ment and responds by altering one or more of its property ber layers are represented as capacitors coupling together
coefficients. Such a material can tune its sensor and actuator the larger masses (represented as inductors) of the PZT
functions in time and space to optimize future behavior, transducer and the metal head and tail masses. Under low
With the help of a feedback system, a very smart material stress bias, the rubber is very compliant and effectively iso-
becomes smarter with age. something even human beings lates the PZT transducer from the head and tail masses. At
strive for. The distinction between smart and very smart very high stress, the rubber stiffens and tightly couples the
materials is essentially one between linear and nonlinear metal end pieces to the resonating PZT ceramic. For in-
properties. The physical properties of nonlinear materials termediate stresses, the rubber acts as an impedance trans-
can be adjusted by bias fields or forces to control response. former, giving parallel resonance of the PZT-rubber-metal-

The second example illustrates the concept of a very radiation load.
smart material, the tunable transducer developed recently in
our laboratory. Applications for transducers include fish
finders, gas igniters, ink jets, micropositions, biomedical FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR SMART MATERIALS
scanners, piezoelectric transformers and filters, acceler-
ometers, and motors. The future for smart materials and systems appears to be

The resonant frequency of a tunable transducer can be ad- quite bright, particularly as we enter a "new world order" in
justed over a wide range, giving it characteristics analogous which the military will have to rely more upon efficient de.
to FM radio. Information is transmitted on electromagnetic tection and prevention of instability rather hanm brute force
waves in two ways: amplitude modulation (AM) and fre- and saturation bombings. None of us can soon forget the
quency modulation (FM). There are a number of advantages video images from Operation Desert Storm, in which one
to FM signal processing, especially where lower noise smart7 airborne missile enters the front door of an Iraqi
levels are important. Atmospheric static is considerably military structure and destroys it. Likewise, the accuracy
lower in FM radio than in AM. and success of the Patriot missile in contrast to the multitude

Signal-to-noise ratios are also important in the ultrasonic of inefficient anti-aircraft missiles launched over Baghdad
systems used in biomedical and nondestructive testing proved that in war, "smarter" is better than "bigger". (Of
systems, but FM-modulation is difficult because resonant course, the peaceful use of smart technology is much pre-
frequencies are controlled by stiffness (c) and (transducer) ferred.)
dimensions (). Neither c, t, nor the density (Q) can be Because the definition of smart materials is so broad, it is
tuned significantly in ceramics and most other materials, difficult to predict which area of materials research *ill lead
but rubber is an exception. To tune the resonant frequency the way. Electromechanical transducers have the advantage
of a piezoelectric transducer, we designed and built a corn- of performing as both sensors and actuators, so it is at least
posite transducer incorporating thin rubber layers exhibiting safe to say that they will continue to be important elements
nonlinear elasticity, of smart systems.

Rubber is a highly nonlinear elastic medium. In the Overall. there are some technologies applicable to all
unstressed compliant state, the molecules are coiled and types of materials which will be critical to the performance
tangled, but under stress, the molecules align and the of smart materials and systems. Integration and miniaturiza-
material stiffens noticeably. Experiments carried out on tion of electroceramic sensors and actuators is an ongoing
rubber-metal laminates demonstrate the size of the process in the automotive and consumer electronics areas.
nonlinearity. Young's modulus (E = l/st,,,) was measured Multilayer packages" containing signal processing layers
for a multilayer laminate consisting of alternating steel shim made up of low-permittivity dielectrics and printed metal in-
and soft rubber layers, each 0.1 mm thick. Under com- terconnectons are in widespread production. Further inte-
pressive stresses of 200 MPa. the stiffness is quadrupled gration with embedded resistors and capacitors are under
from about 600 to 2400 MPa. The resonant frequency is development, and it seems likely that intelligent systems
therefore doubled, and can be modulated by applied stress. will make use of the same processing technology. Tape cast-

Rubber. like most elastomers, is not piezoelectric. To take ing and screen printing are used most often. Vristors,
advantage of the elastic nonlinearity, it is therefore neces- chemical sensors, thermistors, and piezoelectric transducers
sary to construct a composite transducer consisting of a can all be fabricated in this way, opening up the possibility
piezoelectric ceramic (PZT) transducer, thin rubber layers. of multicomponent, multifunction ceramics with both sen-
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sor and actuator capabilities. Silicon chips can be mounted incorporated into the tape-casting process make photolitho-
on these multifunctional pac.ages to provide all or part of graphic processing comparativel easy and should find wide
the control network. Processing is a major challenge use in preparing ceramic or composite packages for intelli-
because of the high firing temperatures of most ceramics. gent systems.
typically in the range 800C to 1500C. Differences in den- The next logical step is to combine the sensor and actua-
sification shrinkage and thermal contraction, together with tor functions with the control system. This can be done b.
adverse chemical reactions between the electroceramic depositing electroceramic coatings on integrated circuit sili-
phases, create formidable problems. Nevertheless. the con chips. currently a very active area for materials re-
rewards for such an achievement are substantial. An all- search.
ceramic multifunction package would be small, robust. in- Reliability is a major requirement in all complex systems.
expensive, and sufficiently refractory to withstand elevated Further research on electrical and mechanical breakdown of
temperatures. sensor-actuator materials is needed to elucidate the

Electrodes are both a problem and a challenge. At pres- mechanisms responsible for failure.
ent, precious metals such as palladium and platinum are Electroceramics have a vital role to play in intelligent
used in multilayer ceramic components. greatly adding to systems, and many new developments will take place in the
the cost of the device. Copper and nickel electrodes require coming decade and the next century.
that the ceramic be fired in a reducing atmosphere, which
may reduce the electroceramic layers and adversely affect
the electrical properties. Copper and silver have high elec- REFERENCES
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DESIGN OPTIMIZATION FOR METAL-CERAMIC COMPOSITE
ACTUATOR," MOONIE

KATSUHIKO ONITSUKA. AYDIN DOGAN, QICHANG XU,
SHOKO YOSHIKAWA. ROBERT E. NEWNHAM
Materials Research Laboratory. The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802

Abstract A piezoelectric ceramic-metal composite actuator has been developed to
amplify the displacement of the piezoelectric ceramic. In this structure, the PZr
ceramic is sandwiched between end caps with shallow cavities. This paper
describes the design optimization of the flextensional transducer using finite
element analysis (FEA). By using FEA. shape, material, and geometrical
contributions to the displacement of the actuator were calculated. The effect of load
on the displacement was also estimated. It was found that the displacement of the
actuator increases with cavity diameter and depth, and that introducing a ring-
shaped groove on the metal end caps of the actuator greatly enhances the
displacement.

ITh ONOUC Q0

A piezoelectric ceramic-metal composite actuator has been developed to amplify the

displacement of a piezoelectric ceramic. The cross section of the moonie actuator is

illustrated in the previous paper by Dogan et al. In this strutre, the PZT ceramic is

sandwiched between end caps with shallow cavities. Typical dimensions of these

actuators are 11 mm in diameter and 2 mm in total thickness. The depth of the cavity is

about 0.1 to 0.2 mm. The PZF and metal end caps are bonded together tighdy using

epoxy. By applying an electric field to the moonie actuator, the radial motion of IFT

ceramic can beconverted into flextensional motion creating a large displacement

This paper describes the design optimization of the flextensional transducer using

finite element analysis (PEA). The principal factors controlling the performance of the

actuator were found to be the design of mead end caps and the bonding. Using FEA, the

material and geometrical contributions to the displacement and generative force of the

actuator were calculated. Load effects on the displacement were also estimated. Based

on the modeling, changes in cap thickness and cavity size produced large effects on the

displacement. It was also found that the displacement of the actuator increases with

cavity diameter and depth, and that introducing a ring-shaped groove on the metal end



caps of the actuator greatly enhances the displacement. Finally, the displacement and

generative force obtained experimentally were fitted to those calculated by FEA.

Two commercially available FEA programs (ANSYS and SAP9O) were used for

this study. For frequency response analysis, the relationship between admittance and

frequency was calculated using 3-D axisymmetric piezoelectric elements in ANSYS. In

the displacement analysis, the relationship between displacement and applied electric

field was calculated using 2-D axisymmetric elements in SAP9O. Each model was

divided into three parts: the end cap, the PZT ceramic, and the bonding layer. Material

parameters used in this analysis were Young's modulus, density, Poissons' ratio,

piezoelectric constants, and dielectric constants.

C•ALQTIM AND EXERMENTAL RESULTS

(I) Frenuencv resoonse of a moonie actuator

From the frequency response analysis, the lowest three resonant frequencies were

calculated. Figure I shows admittance spectrum of the moonie plotted as a function of

the frequency from 10 to 300 kHz. Three resonance peaks appear at 50, 187, and 210

kHz, corresponding the lowest three flextensional vibration modes. The first

flextensional mode can be effectively utilized up to nearly 50 kHz. Based on these

results, the coupling coefficient of the first mode was calculated as 20%.
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FiGURE I Calculated admittance cuwve of the I1mm inmoome acuaor



Figure 2 compares the first resonant frequencies calculated by FEA with those

obtained experimentally, for a range of brass cap thicknesses. Excellent agreement was

obtained. The first resonant frequency is approximately proportional to the square root

of the brass cap thickness.
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FIGURE 2 Calculated and measured first resonant frequencies of the moonie actuator
(2) Gyeoietrica control of dis~acement for a moonie actuator
Figure 3 shows calculated displacement contour of the upper cap or a moonie actuator
under an applied electric field of I kVlmm. The maximum displacement of 4.5 Pun
appears at the center of the moonie cap and gradually decreases toward the edge. The
displacement profile of the moonie actuator corresponds to the effective d33 profile

ured nr, oi

FIGURE 3 Calculatedsl andemeun~dti 0onm Ofre uperncis 'Of &h MOOnic actuator



Figures 4 show the effect of geometry on displacement. The four variables are cap
thickness, cavity size, cavity depth, and bonding thickness. Displacement decreases

markedly with cap thickness and is inversely proprxional to the brass cap thickness
(Figure 5). Cavity diameter and cavity depth also affect the displacement. By increasing

cavity size and cavity depth, displacement increases almost linearly. On the other hand,
the thickness of the bonding layer has very little effect on the displacement in the range
from 5 to [00 pm. In practice, the moonie has about 10 to 20 un thick bonding layer.

4
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FIGURE 4 Effect of cavity diameter (left) and bonding layer thickness (right) on the
displacement of the moonie actuator

Figure 5 compares the displacement calculated by FEA with those obtained by

experiment, and plotted as a function of the brass thickness. This actuator is made of
PZT-5, brass caps, and epoxy bonding with 20 ism thickness. There is very good

agreement in displacement between the calculated and experimenud values.
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FIGURE S Calculated and measured displacements of the mooie acUMtor



In order to enhance the displacement of the moonie actuator, some modifications of
the cap design were considered. It was found that introduction of a groove on the caps

enhanced the displacement markedly. To determine the effect of the groove on

displacement, the locations and dimensions of the groove were altered. Figure 6

compares the effect of groove position on the displacement (the maximum displacement

is shown at the left side of each deformed shape) where gp, gd, and S. are the groove

position, groove depth, anI groove width, respectively.

The most effective
position of the groove is, ilU!|

just above the edge of

the inner cavity. In this 8,P 4.l5 5j .i : 51 (mm)

case. a doubling of
displacement (8.86 ;un)

was observed. Also the

depth of the groove is S.6 onat

important in enhancing .

the displacement. The a, 25 C3 &a I a g.g m--

deeper the groove, the

higher the displacement
A displacement (12 mm)

three times higher than Pa

the original is observed l

on the deepest grooved

moone. &ip$an $gat* l$ o (.M)

FIGURE 6 0roove positional effect on the
displacement of the moone acmuator

(3) Effect of Mg material effect on the disgbemen of a moxnie_

Cap mateial partially conatrls the displacement of a mocutie actuaor. Four different

cap materials stainless steel, brass, bronze, and plastic were selected for modeling. It
was found that the higher the elastic stiffness, the lower the displacement. A plastic
capped moonie actuator produces about 30 pum at a cap thicness of 0.3 mm.

(41 Load effeca on disgacements of a moonie actuator.

Normally the displacement decreases when a load is applied to the actuator. A moonie

actuator also decreases under load, but shows rather peculiar behavior. Fisge 7
compares the displacement profiles of the exterior surface of the moonie when four



different loads are applied over an area of 3 mm2 under an applied E-field of I kV/mm.
By increasing the load, the center displacement is suppressed gradually, and the center
is no longer the maximum displacement point. The calculated load carrying capability of

the moonie is 300 gf. for the effective working area of 3 mm 2 which corresponds to

stress level of 10 kg/cm2.
S
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FIOURE 7 Calculated displacement profile on the exterior surface of the moonie
actuao under the application of four different load

1. Based on the frequency respome analysis on the moonie actuator:
(1) calculated resommt frquencies seed well with the experimental results.
(2) a coupling coefficient of the rim mode ws calculated as 0.2.

2. Based on the dispaemeat analysis of the mcome actuator:
(1) Among changeable geometical paramieter of the moonCe actuator,

(a) Wier cavity diameter and higher cavity height lead to higher i n
(b) thinner cap lead to higher displacement.
(c) thickness of the epoxy bonding layer had little effect on the displacemenL

(d) Introduction of a groove on the caps above the bond edge enhanced the

displacement.

(2) The higher the stiffness of the cap material, the lower the displacement of the

moonie.

(3) The calculated maximum load (300 gf.) at the effective working area of 3 mm2

agreed with that obtained by extrapolation of the expiimenta curve.
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RELAXOR FERROELECTRIC DEVICES

KENJI UCHINO
International Center for Actuators and Transducers, Materials
Research Laboratory, The Pennsylvania State University,
University Park, Pennsylvania, USA

Abstract Dielectric properties of relaxor ferroelectrics are
characterized by giant and temperature-insensitive dielectric
constants and large frequency dependence (dielectric relaxation), and
therefore useful for high permittivity capacitors. Relaxor
ferroelectrics also reveal superior characteristics in electrostriction
and electrooptic effects applicable to micropositioners, motors, light
valves and displays. These properties are consistently explainable by
the dynamic response of very small spindle-like domains in the
materials.

INTRDUCrlON

After Smolensky discovered that the ferroelectric phase transition of
Ba(Ti,Sn) 3 becomes diffused drastically with increasing the BaSnO3
content, 1) phenomena of the diffuse phase transition have been
investigated intensively. At a temperature several tens°C above the
permittivity peak, where the phase is supposed to be paraelectric
and non-piezoelectric, the solid solution specimen was found to
exhibit piezoelectric resonance.2 )

Other than these solid solution systems, very similar diffused
phase transition can be observed in complex perovskite oxides such
as Pb(Mgj/3Nb2/3)03 and Pb(Znl,3Nb2,3)03, where two kinds of ions
share B sites randomly. 3 ) Figure 1 shows the temperature
dependence of the spontaneous polarization in Pb(Znl,3Nb2/3)03.4)
It is remarkable that the spontaneous polarization remains further
above the permittivity-peak temperature (140 *C). Temperature
dependence of the permittivity of Pb(MgII3Nb2/3)03 plotted in Fig. 2



also obeys a special quadratic law,5,6) l/eoc (T - TO) 2 , instead of thej
normal ferroelectric Curie-Weiss law, l/e oc(T- To), in the Curie
temperature range. Dielectric properties are characterized by giant'.
and temperature-insensitive dielectric constants and large frequency;
dependence (i. e. dielectric relaxation); this is the reason why these
materials are called "relaxor ferroelectrics" and are useful for
capacitor applications. Similar trailing phenomena are observed in
electrostriction and electrooptic effects.4 )

Another interesting property of relaxor ferroelectrics is the
very small thermal expansion effect throughout the Curie range.
Figure 3 shows the thermal strain of 0.9Pb(Mgl/3Nb2/3)03-0.lPbTiO 3 i
plotted as a function of temperature. 7) In the temperature range -;

100 to +100'C, the thermal expansion coefficient is less than I x 10-6i
K-1, comparable to the best low-expansion ceramics or fused silical
which is extremely. advantageous when this material is used as
electrostrictive actuators.

In this paper, the crystallographic and domain structures of
relaxor ferroelectrics are briefly summarized first, then superior
characteristics in electrostriction and electrooptic effects are,
described with several practical device applications.

CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC -DOMAIN STRUCTURES OF RELAXOR
FERR-OSE CTRKCS

Crystallographic Structures
Relaxor ferroelectrics contain three categories of crystal structure; 1);
solid solutions with a non-polar component (BaTiO3-BaSnO3), 2)1
atomic deficiencies by a dopant (Pbl.x 2+Lax3+(Zr,Ti)l-x/4Vx/403), andf
3) complex perovskites with a combination of different valence ions',(A 2 +(B 2 33+B1/2 5 +)03, A2 +(BI/32+ B2/35 +)03). All of them are;

associated with the disordered arrangement of constituent cations.
The ordering of the ionic arrangement gives a significant effect:

to ferroelectricity. Simple perovskites exhibit either ferroelectricity
(BaTi03, PbTiO3) or antiferroelectricity (PbZrO3, PbHfO3 ). On the
other hand, the 1:1 ordered (NaCl-type) complex perovskites tend to
be antiferroelectric (Pb(Mg1/2W 1/2)03, Pb(Cou/2W 1/2)03), and
disordered perovskites tend to be ferroelectric (Pb(Mgl/3Nb2/3)O3,
Pb(Fel12Ta1/2)O3). In addition, the phase transition of the disordered
perovskite is rather diffused and the crystal structure in the low
temperature phase is to be rhombohedral.



The close relation between dielectric and crystallographic I
properties is suggestively exemplified in the work on;
Pb(Sct/2Tal/2)03. 8) The degree of cation ordering (Sc 3 +, TaS+) is.
easily c~hangeable only by thermal anneal without changing any:
composition. The disordered sample exhibits a "diffuse" transition
from a ferroelectric to a paraelectric phase. With increasing the
ordering, the phase transition becomes "sharp" and occurs at a higher
temperature. Moreover, the polarization - electric field (P - E) curve
at a temperature just below the transition shows a double hysteresis,
indicating an antiferro- to ferroelectric field-induced transition.

Domains in Relaxor Ferroelectrics
Let us review the recent studies on the dynamic domain observation
in relaxor ferroelectrics. 9 ,10) Figure 4 shows some examples of the
ferroelectric domains observed in the solid solution system (1 - x)
Pb(Zn 1/3 Nb213)O3 - x PbTiO3. The system exhibits a drastic change
from a diffuse phase transition to a sharp transition with an increase
of the PbTiO3 content x, correlating to the existence of a morphotropic
phase boundary from a rhombohedral to a tetragonal phase around x
- 0.1. Very small spindle-like domains (,. 5 prm) with ambiguous
boundaries in x = 0 become larger and clearer With increasing x. It is
noteworthy that the specimen of x = 0.095 reveals a two-stage
domain structure, i. e. spindle-like domains included in clear straight
boundaries; this is probably due to the' coexistence of the
rhombohedral and tetragonal phases at room temperature.

Dynamic response to an electric field gives also important
information. Figure 5 illustrates the domain reversal process in this
system schematically. Sharp 90* domain walls corresponding to the
tetragonal symmetry in the sample with x = 0.2 move abruptly and
independently each other above a coercive field of I kV/mm. The
situation resembles to the case in normal ferroelectrics such as
BaTiO3. On the contrary, pure lead zinc niobate (x, = 0) reveals very
different domain configurations. Long narrow spindle-like domains
(aspect ratio ev 10) are arranged perpendicularly to the applied
electric field. When the field above 0.5 kV/mm is applied, the
ambiguous curve domain walls move simultaneously in a certain size
region, so that each micro-domain should change synchronously like
cooperative phenomena, in good comparison with almost
independent movement of the domain walls in the PbTiQ3-rich
samples. The domain reversal front (1800 domain wall) mdves
rather slower than in the sample of x = 0.2; this is probably the
reason of the dielectric relaxation. It is noteworthy that the stripe
period of the dark and bright domains (corresponding to up and
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down polarizations) will not be changed by the domain reversal, aniib

that each domain area changes under an AC external field with zero
net polarization at zero field. This can explain large apparentl
secondary non-linear effects in physical properties such as !
electrostrictive and electrooptic phenomena, without exhibiting any.
hysteresis. The relaxor crystal is electrically'poled easily when an
electric field is applied around the transition temperature, and;
depoled completely without any remanent polarization.

LE.Cr'R-OTRCTIN IN PE AXOR FERROELE.CTRCS

Cencerning electric field induced strains, Pb(Mgl/3Nb2/3)03 for
example, exhibits a large electrostriction (i. e. a second-order electro-
mechanical property where strain is induced in proportion to the,
square of the applied field) at room temperature in the small'
electric-field range. Figure 6 shows the strain curve of the
transversely induced electrostriction in 0.9Pb(Mgl/3N b2/3)03-
0. 1 PbTiO3.7,11) The relaxor ceramics are anhysteretic, and retrace
the same curve with rising and falling fields. For comparison, the
piezoelectric strain (i. e. strain induced in proportion to the applied
field) of a hard PZT 8 under cyclic field is also plotted in Fig. 6. This
material has often been used in the fabrication of multi-dither
mirrors and other active optical components. Note that the
electrostriction is comparable to or larger than the magnitude of the
typical piezoelectric strain induced in Pb(Zr,Ti)03 based ceramics and
far more reproducible under cyclic drive conditions.



The superiority of the PMN electrostrictor to the PZT
piezostrictor was demonstrated in a deformable mirror and a
scanning tunneling microscope.

Deformable Mirror
In the field of optical information processing, deformable mirrors
have been proposed to control the phase of the incident light .wave.
The deformable mirror can be made convex or concave on the
surface as necessary. This type of mirror, which is applicable to an
accessory device on observatory telescopes, effectively corrects for
image distortions resulting from fluctuating airflow.

An example of a deformable mirror is the two-dimensional
multimorph type illustrated in Fig. 7.12,13) When three layers of thin
electrostrictive ceramic plates are bonded to the elastic plate of a
glass mirror, the mirror surface is deformed in various ways
corresponding to the strain induced in the ceramic layers. The

nature of the deformation is determined by the electrode!
configurations and the distribution of the applied electric field. Trial,
devices have been designed by finite element methods such that the.
first layer, with a uniform electrode pattern, produces a spherical;
deformation (i. e. refocusing), while the second layer, with a 6-,
divided electrode pattern, corrects for coma aberration. Figure 8
shows a parabolic deformation of the mirror measured by an,
interferometric technique on a cycle with rising and falling electric'
field. In comparison with the conventional PZT piezostrictor, the
PMN mirror is much superior in the reproducibility at zero field.

Scanning. Tunneling Microscope
The scanning tunneling microscope (STM) is a key instrument for
analyzing surfaces in an atomic scale. Figure 9 shows an STM
structure designed by us. A sharp tungsten needle probe installed on.

a tripod ceramic actuator is set very close to a sample surface, and a
constant voltage is applied between the probe and the sample so that
a tunneling current be detected. By scanning the x- and y-axis
actuators, the current change is monitored, which can provide the
surface contour in an angstrom scale.

The most important point in the development is to fabricate an
anhysteretic reliable actuator; otherwise, the surface images obtained
will be significantly deformed according to the scanning direction of
the probe. Remarkable improvement in the image reproducibility
has been obtained by using an electrostrictive PMN-PT actuator,
replacing a conventional PZT device. 14 )
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Relaxor ferroelectrics are also remarked in non-linear optic
applications because an extraordinarily large apparent "electrooptic
Kerr effect" can be observed even in the so-called paraelectric state.
Figure 10 shows the birefringence versus electric field relation of
Pb(Znl/ 3 Nb2/3)03 in the paraelectric phase.4 ) The parabolic curve in
the low field region tends to approach a straight line in the high' field
region. This peculiar phenomenon is analyzed on the basis of the:
model that the crystal is composed of the ferroelectric and:
paraelectric phases mixed together. Suppose that the volume;
fraction of the paraelectric phase x(T) is given by the accumulated'
Gaussian distribution with respect to temperature, the birefringence
An is estimated by the summation of linear and quadratic electro-

optic effects:15) An = [ - x(T)]n 3(r33 - r13)--2 + x(T)n3R44E 2/2, where
n is the refractive index, and r and R represent electro-optic Pockels
and Kerr coefficients, respectively. This suggests again thel
importance of the micro-domains in relaxor ferroelectrics.

Famous electrooptic transparent ceramics PLZT, i. e. (Pbl-xLax)
(ZryTiz)l.x/403, are examples of relaxors, which have large.
:electrooptic effect (R = 9.1 x 10-16 m2V" 2 ) and are applicable to light'
!valves, displays etc. However, the PLZT with a deficient crystal
:structure has revealed a serious problem in fracture toughness (Kic =

0.9 MNm- 312 ) or durability under repeating -operation. We have
developed new transparent ceramics of (I - x) Pb(Mgl/3Nb2/3)03- x
PbTiO3 with high fracture toughness (Kic =1.7 MNm"312) originally,
'and found twice larger electrooptic coefficients (R = 21x10-16 m2V- 2 )
than that of the PLZT. Figure II shows the compotition dependence
of the electrooptic R coefficient in the PMN-PT system.
*: A two-dimensional light valve array for an image projector has
'been developed using transparent PLZT ceramics, as shown in Fig.
,12.16) A light shutter array with 10 x 10 pixels was fabricated by al
,sophisticated tape casting technique, starting from coprecipitatedi
'PLZT fine powder. Plate-through and separate internal electrodes'

lare stacked alternately so as to make vertical addressing by ant

lexternal electrode connecting separate electrodes and horizontali
;,addressing by a plate-through electrode. A pair of shutter elements!
ibeside a plate-through electrode constitute an image pixel. The,
itransmittance of 62% (at 633 nm) could be obtained by atmosphere
controlled sintering of a green chip, which is in good comparison with

163% for the ideal sample prepared by hot pressing. A contrast ratio

of 80 is realized with a response time of 10 psec under a half-

wavelength voltage of .OOV applied. The applicative feasibility to a

Ihigh definition projection-type TV's was verified.
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'CONCLUSIONS

Relaxor ferroelectrics are widely applicable to high capacitance
condensers, electrostrictive positioners, electrooptic light
valves/displays etc. Superior characteristics of these materials are
mainly attributed to the easy poling of the ferroelectric micro-
domains. Further intensive investigations on the peculiar domain
reversal mechanism will be required to develop more sophisticated:
practical devices.
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ABSTRACT

The requirements for the actuator material for adaptive structures are (1) large stroke,
(2) quick response, (3) energy saving and (4) reliability/durability. Especially in space
applications, mechanical vibration suppression is occasionally required, and remote
control/drive of the actuator is another key technology. This paper describes recent
developments of piezoelectric and related ceramic actuators for adaptive structures.

INTRODUCTION

In these several years piezoelectric and related ceramic actuators have become very
popular for micro-positioning in optical and precision machinery fields [1-5). Very recently,
these ceramic actuators have been trially utilized in big structures such as military vehicles and
space constructions for realizing "smart skins" and active vibration suppression.

SThe requirements for the actuator materials for adaptive structures are (1) large stroke,
(2) quick response, (3) energy saving and (4) reliability/durability. This paper reviews recent
developments of piezoelectric/electrostrictive and related ceramic actuators from the above-
mentioned viewpoints. New gigantic strain materials of antiferroelectrics and a displacement
magnification mechanism called "moonie' are introduced, firstly. Then, low permittivity
electrostrictors, which are essential to quick drive, are referred, followed by a pulse drive
technique of the ceramic actuators. Thirdly, described are shape memory ceramics operated
by a short pulse voltage with efficient energy saving. Concerning reliability/durability issues,
donor-ion doping effects on eliminating the strain hysteresis are mentioned, and a destruction
prediction system of ceramic actuators using acoustic emission detection is proposed.

Especially in space applications, mechanical vibration suppression is occasionally
required, and remote control/drive of the actuator is another key technology. Piezo-
ceramic:carbon.polymer composites for passive dampers and photostricuve actuators are
introduced, finally.

LARGE STROKE

The magnitude of the maximum strain induced in piezoelectric/electrostrictive ceramics
is usually about 0.1% and is not enough to some applications. Utilization of the strains
associated with phase transitions such as an antiferroelectric-to-ferroelectric transition may
give a breakthrough to this problem 16,71. Figure I shows the field-induced strain curves
taken for the lead zirconate-based system Pbo.99Nbo.o2(ZrxSnt.x)l.yTiy)0.9g03. The
longitudinally induced strain reaches up to 0.4%, which is much larger than that expected in
piezostrictors. A sufficiently large hysteresis during a field cycle [Figure 1(a)) exhibits two
on/off strain states, which can be referred to as a "digital displacement transducer." Devices

Profess Kenji Uchino. The Pennsylvania State University, 134 Materials Research Labotmy, University
Park, PA 16802-4800
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Figute 1 Longitudinally-induced strains in Pbo.9Nbo.02((ZrxSnl-x)l.yTiy)o.98O3 at
room temperature.

based on this effect are currently being investigated for applications requiring precise
micropositioning with a constant distance change such as in the production of optical
diffraction gratings and photolithography.

A composite actuator structure called "moonie" has been develope to amplify the
small displacement induced in a piezoelectric ceramfic 18J. The moonie haV intermediate
characteristics between the conventional multilayer and bimorph actuators; this exhibits an

order of magnitude larger displacement than the multlayer, and much larger generative force

with quicker response than the bimorph. The device consists of a thin mulfilayer piezoceramic
element and two metal plates with a narrow moon-shaped cavity bonded together as shown in

figure 2. The moonie with a size of 5amn x amm x 2.mmni can generate a 20 itm
displacement under 60V. which is eight times as large as the generative displacement of the

multilayer with the same size (figure 3). The new compact actuator has been applied to make a

miniaturized laser beam scanner [9).

QUICK RESPONSE

Lead magnesium niobate based ceramics (PMN) can exhibit a large electrostriction

(-0. 1%) without hysteresis, and have been utilized in various applications, as reviewed later.

Because of a high permdittivity more than 10,000, however, their application to pulse-drive

motors has been limited. Lead barium zirconate titanate based electrostnctors
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((Pb,Ba)(Zr,Ti)03) with a relatively low pennihtivihy (-3(X)O) are suitable for quick response
applications [101.

Drive/control methods of the actuator reveal occasionally an apparently slow response.
Figure 4 shows transient vibrations of a bimorph actuator excited after a pseudo-step voltage
applied. The tip displacement induced, in general, is associated with overshoots and ringings.
This noise vibration period is a loss time in a positioner system. When the rise time of the
voltage is appropriately adjusted (i.e. equally to the resonance period), the overshoots/ringings
are completely suppressed and the quickest response is realized [1l1.

A flight actuator consisting of a pulse-drive piezoelectric element and a steel ball is a
very suggestive mechanism. A 2 mm steel ball can be hit up to 20 mm by a 5 mm
displacement induced in a multilayer actuator with quick response. A dot-matrix printer head
has seen trially manufactured using a flight actuator as shown in figure 5 (121. By changing
the drive voltage pulse width, the movement of the amiature is easily controlled to realize no
vibrational ringing or double hitting.
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Figure 4 Transient vibration of a bimorph tip excited after a pseudo-step voltage applied.
The n is a tine scale in the unit of a half of the resonance period.
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ENERGY SAVING

The field-induced transition exhibits a shape memory effect in appropriate
compositions. The lead zirconate based ceramics provide such an attractive effect as shown in
figure I(b). Once the ferroelectric phase is excited, the material will "memorize" its
ferroelectric shape even under zero-voltage conditions, and the memory can be erased with the
application of a small reverse bias field or a thermal anneal. This shape memory device can be
operated by a short pulse voltage, not by a continuous voltage; this means remarkable energy
saving in comparison with the conventional piezoelectric devices.

A new latching relay in figure 6 is composed of a shape memory ceramic unimorph
and a mechanical snap action switch, which is driven by a pulse voltage of 3 ms [13].
Compared with the conventional electro-magnetic latching relays, the new relay is much
simple and compact in structure with almost the same response time.

RELIABILITY/DURABILITY

The hysteresis in the electric field induced strains provides significant problems in
practical devices. The investigations focused on compositions, dopants and polycrystal
microstructures are introduced here.

Recently developed lead magnesium niobate based ceramics (Pb(Mgl/3Nb2/3)O 3 -
PbTiO3) can exhibit a large nonlinear electrostriction (AVi~ 10-3) without any hysteresis and
aging effect 114). A simple deformable unimorph mirror using the PMN electrostrictor has
been fabricated for refocusing a light beam [ 15J. Figure 7 shows parabolic deformation of the
mirror measured by an interferometric technique on a cycle with rising and falling electric
field. In comparison with the conventional lead zirconate titanate (PZT) piezostictor, the
PMN mirror is much superior in the reproducibility at zero field.
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Figure 7 Interferometric fringe patterns generated by the deformable min. made of the
PZT piezostrictor (a) and of the PMN electrostrictor (b).



The doping effect of various metal ions on the field induced strains has been
investigated in (Pb,Ba)(Zr,Ti)0 3 ceramics [ 16J. Figure 8 plots a relation between the
maximum strain and the degree of hysteresis. The maximum strain xma= is defined by the
strain at the maximum field E13, = I kV/mm, and the degree of hysteresis is calculated as the
ratio (%) of the strain deviation Ax at Em&1/2 over Xmax. As doped with acceptor-type ions
(small valence + I to +3), the xm&, decreases drastically and the hysteresis increases. On the
contrary, the donor doping (large valence +5 to +6) provides a remarkable decrease in the
hysteresis with keeping the magnitude of Xmax. This phenomenon is explainable by
considering a domain wall pinning effect caused by crystal deficiencies.

As the requirements for piezoelectriclelectrostrictive actuators become more specific.
inadequacies due to the preparation history of the ceramic arise in reproducibility of properties.
High reproducibility is achieved only by precise control of the grain/particle size, which is not
possible utilizing the conventional mixed-oxide method of preparation. Recent preparation
technology of ultrafine ceramic powders has been very useful in producing reliable and
durable ceramic actuators. The effect of grain size on the electrostrictive response and the
mechanical fracture toughness in lead lanthanum zirconate titanate (PLZT 9/65/35) is shown in
figure 9(a) and (b) [17). A significant reduction in hysteresis and in the strain magnitude is
observed for grain sizes less than 1.7 I.gm, as well as a remarkable increase in the fracture
toughness.
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Figure 8 Ion doping effect on the electrostriction in (Pb,Ba)(Zr,Ti)O3.
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Safety is the highest priority in actuator systems. A very smart system has been
proposed, containing a reliability test system, which can stop an actuator system safely
without causing any serious damages on to the work, e.g. in a lathe machine (fig. 10).
Acoustic emission measurement of a piezo-actuator under a cyclic electric field is a good
candidate for estimating the lifetime of the actuators [ 18). Acoustic emission is detected
largely when micro-cracks propagate in a ceramic sample. During a normal drive of the
piezoelectric actuator, a drastic increase of AE number by three orders of magnitude was
detected just before the final destruction (fig. 11).
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VIBRATION SUPPRESSION

Passive damper application is a smart usage of piezoelectrics, where mechanical noise
vibration is radically suppressed by the convened electric energy dissipation through Joule
heat when a suitable resistince. equtial to anI inilvkd:lnce of the pie7.oelectric element I/OW, is
coiinected to the piezo- elcmiint 1 191. Piezuyermnic:cabon black:polymer composites are
promising useful designs for prailical application. Figu,;r 12 sihows tihl damping time
constant change with volume percentage of the carbon black 1201. The ninimum time
constant (i.e. quickest damping) is obtained at 6% of carbon black, where a drastic electric
conductivity change is observed (percolation threshold). Notice that this effect is enhanced by
using a higher electro-mechanical coupling material.

REMOTE CONTROL

A photostrictive actuator is the best example of intelligent materials including sensing
of illumination, self production of drive/control voltage and final actuation in a unique material
(211. In certain ferroelectrics a phenomenon by which a constant electromotive force is
generated with exposure of light has been observed. A photostrictive effect is expected as a
result of the coupling of the bulk photovoltaic and inverse piezoelectric effects.

A unit bimorph is made from PLZT (3/52/48) ceramics with slight addition of niobium
and tungsten. The remnant polarization of one PLZT is parallel to the plate and in the direction
opposite to that of the other plate (refer to figure 13). When a violet light is applied to one side
of the PLZT bimorph, photovoltaic voltage of (0.7 kV/mm) is generated, causing a bend as a
whole. The displacement observed at the tip of a 20 mm long bimorph with 0.4 mm in
thickness is 150 g~m with the response time of I sec.

- PUZT

- pf

0 1 2 3 7 6 7
volume percentage@I CS

Figure 12 Damping time constant change with volume percentage of carbon black in
polymer composite piezoelectric dampers.
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Figure 14 Structure of dhe walking element and the directions of illumination.

A photo-driven micro-waling device, which is designed to start moving by the
irradiation of light, has been developed L221. As shown in figure 14, it is simple in structure,
having neither lead wires nor electric circuits. Only two bimorph legs are fixed to a plastic
board. When light is irradiated to the legs alternately, the device moves like an inchworm.

CONCLUSION

The improvements of existing actuator materials ar already well underway and the
advances that lie ahead will be extensive. Bright future of piezoelectric and related ceamic
actuator is anticipated in various application fields for adaptive structures.
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Dynamic Observation of Crack Propagation in
Piezoelectric Multilayer Actuators

Atsushi Furuta

Department of Physics, Sophia University, Tokyo 102. Japan

Kenji Uchino*
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Crack propagation in multilayer piezoelectric actuators and an X-Y stage.' have been attempted using the multilayer
made of Pb((Niu3Nbj,3),Ti,Zr)O3 ceramics with 2n interdigi- actuator. New applications of multilayer actuators make their
tal electrode configuration was observed dynamically under endurance very important.
an applied cyclic electric field using charge coupled device Figure I (A) shows a typical interdigital-type structure of a
microscopy. The crack was observed only under a high dec- multilayer actuator. The internally generated stress around the
tric field, and it healed under zero field. The crack was init- boundary between electrostrictively active and inactive parts
ated at the internal electrode edge and propagated from the (i.e., the electrode edge region) is expected to be large enough
electrode edge In three directions. The electric-field- to cause self-destruction. The distribution of the internal stress
induced displacement was measured simultaneously with under an electric field in this type multilayer actuator has been
the propagation. The displacement of the multilayer actua- calculated by Takahashi et al.' using a finite-element method.
tor became gradually smaller and asymmetric with respect The magnitude of the tensile stress is as high as I x 10V Pa,
to the sign of the field with increased driving cycle, which is as large as the destruction strength of the ceramic (Fig.

I(B)). This suggests that a crack might be initiated around the
electrode edge where a large internal stress is concentrated.

1. Introduction Although the theoretical estimation methods have been

R eCENTLY. ceramic actuators have been accepted for vari- reported, the actual destruction mechanism of multilayer actua-
ous applications, such as precision positioners in semicon- tors has not been experimentally clarified as yet because of

ductor manufacturing processes and precision cutting
machines.'-' Multilayer actuators have several advantages:
quick response, large generative force, and high electrome-
chanical coupling. Many applications, such as a printer head'

S. M. Freimaa-coiributing editor

6m

Mam cript No. 195506. Received July 13. 1992. appoved Ma•ch IS. 1993. FIg. 2. Electrode configuration of a model multilayer actuator used
"Member. American Ceramic Society. in this experiment.
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experimental difficulties. We have recently developed a new Nowe that the crack is observed only under a high electric
tool to observe the destruction mechanism. The purpose of this field and is not detected under a zero field, this is probably what
research is to visually observe dynamically the crack propaga- has provided the difficulty in previous experiments. which were
tion in multilayer actuators with an interdigital electrode con- performed without an electric field.
figuration by using a high-resolution charge coupled device
(CCD) microscope. and to measure simultaneously the electric- 1.Eprmna rcdr
field-induced displacement change during the destruction I.Eprmna rcdr
process. The model multilayer actuators were prepared by a conven-

tional tape-casting method.2 T~he samples simulating the inter-
digital electrode configuration used in this experiment had only
one layer, with a thickness of 280 pLrm (Fig. 2). The ceramic

CCO Cmers composition was a Pb((Ni11,Nb 2,),Ti,Zr)O 1-based piezoelectric
ceramic of the same composition as used in commercial
multilayer actuators. Note that the model multilayer actuator

TOb iect i ve Lens used in this experiment exhibited a very large internal stress,
D _' ghtconcentrated around the electrode edge. so as to accelerate the

Sample______ multilayer actuator collapse.
Figure 3 shows the measuring system, composed of a CCD

Ampli fer Apliiermicroscope (Model IK-C40, Toshiba, Tokyo, Japan) and a dis-
placement sensor (Model 130 1. M illitron). The CCD used here

Fuac t ion had 400 000 pixels, and 1-p~m length of sample was magnified
/ojalcmn up to I mm on the monitor; this is probably the resolution of the

CCD. T7he crack propagation process was video recorded. The
O.CI sample was bipolar driven at 0. 1 Hz, where a triangular wave of

the electric field with E.. 20 kV/cm was adopted.

Fig. 3. Measuring system for crack propagation.
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Fig. 5. Variation of the induced displacement during destruction: (A) initial state, (B) after 1800 cycles. (C) after 2400 cycles, and (D) after 3600
cycles.

HI. Results IV. Summary
(1) Crack Propagation (I) To clarify the crack propagation mechanism in the

piezoelectric multilayer actuator, we have set up a high-resolu-
Figures 4(A) to (C) show a typical crack propagation pro- tion CCD microscope, with the capability of simultaneously

cess. At first, the crack is initiated at one internal electrode measuring the induced strain.
edge; it propagates obliquely toward the paired electrode (Fig. (2) We have made a model multilayer actuator so as to
4(B)), which corresponds qualitatively to the result of the cal- cause the crack to occur at a very high speed. The crack is
culated internal stress distribution in Fig. I(B), even if the cal- observed only under an electric field and is closed under zero
culation was made for somewhat different electrode field.
configurations. The crack also propagates outward from the (3) The crack is initiated at the internal electrode edge, and
electrode edge, which is also expected from the electrode con- it branches basically into three directions from the electrode
figuration, and along the metal electrode (Fig. 4(C)). The adhe- edge. This crack propagation process corresponds qualitatively
sive strength between the ceramic and the electrode metal is to the result of the internal stress distribution calculated using a
probably weaker than the mechanical strength of the ceramic finite-element method.
itself, and the propagation speed of the crack along the This preliminary work will be followed by systematic obser-
ceramic-metal electrode boundary is the quickest path among vation on piezoelectric, electrostrictive, and phase-transition-
the three branches. related ceramic actuators, as well as detailed analysis based on

Note that the crack is observed only under a high electric the exact electrode configuration.
field and is not detected under zero field.

(2) Displacement Change during Destruction Acknowledgment: The authors would like to express their gratitude to

The magnitude of the displacement induced in the model Mr. Yoshiaki Fudi for supplying the raw Pb((Ni,,,Nb,).Ti.Zr)O, powder.
multilayer actuator was about 0.7 p.m. The displacement curve
in Fig. 5(A) shows a typical soft piezoelectric strain character- Referenct
istic associated with the domain reversal. As the crack propa- 'E. Iouneo. 'A Fst Respone Piezoelectric Actuator for Servo Coection of
gates, the displacement curve becomes asymmetric. A SystemEmias Precision Engineering. CIRP Am.. 33 f 1i369(1984).
remarkable decrease in the strain occurs when a positive elec- -K. Uchino. Pkr'.orkyeilElerokricw Actuators. Moikiuta. Tokyo.
tric field is applied. This asymmetry is attributed to the asym- Japan. 1986.
metric electrode configuration. By increasing the cycle of 'W. Uchino. -Electrwricme Actuators: Materials and Applications." Am.Ceram. Soc. Ball.. 65 (4] 647 (196).
deformation, the magnitude of the displacement decreases, ,1. Yano and S. Takahashi. 'Utilization of Piezoelectric Stiffend Effects on
which is explained by a decrease of the effective electric field Impact Printer Heads.- Trans. IEJCF. J71-Ci 1. 1576 (t9M).
on the ceramic because of the narrow air gap generation (i.e., 'S. Moriyma and E Uchida. -Precision X-Y Stage with a Piezo-Driven Fine
crack). The magnitude of the displacement decrease differed Tab".'JSPE. 50 [41718(1994).

""S. Takahashi. A. Ochi. M. Yonezawa. T. Yano. T. Hamatsuki. and 1. Fukui.
slightly in each sample, but the tendency was obsEtved in most r-ode: Piezoeectric Cemic Actuator. Jpn. J. Ap#. Phys.. 22
of the 10 samples. [Suppi. 22-21157 (1993). 0
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tile ainootn (if de'formiation Will) respect
to tihe originial length) that may be iiniuced

by ati electric field, depending ol the crys-
tal structure: piezoelectric, electrostrictive,
anti phase-change-relaled strains.

Figures la and b show rigid ion models

for noncentrosymninetric (piezoelectric)
and cent rosymmetric (electrostrictive)crysthls, respectively.' When an electricfield is applied to the crystal, the cations
are displaced in tie direction of the field

and tle anions in the opposite direction.The ionic shift differences in nortcintro-
sy'mmetric ceramic can be visualized as

Kenjisrings, producing piestric-
lion. The induced strain is proportional to
the applied field (i.e. x - dE). For the cen-
trosymmetric structure in Figure lb, an-

Introduclion harnionicity of the springs is essential,
Piezoelectric antd electrostrictive aclua- structures and military vehicles using resulting in a second-order electrostrictive

lors, capable of moving something elec- piezoelectric actuators is also a piomising effect. Here the induced strain is propor-
trotnechanically, are forming a new field technology. tional to the square of the field (x-ME3).
•t,,en el'ctrconic anld shtuctural ceram- New sold-state di.splacem•tl transducers Actual strains in ceramics are induced
ies.' Applicatlin fickis are classified into controlled by temiperature (shape uino•ry in more complicated ways. Tlhe crystal Pic-
three categories: posilioo•ers, motors, ancl alloy) or magnetic field (amorlphus mag- lured in Figure la possesses a spontaneous
vibratikn suppressors. "rhe manufacturing netostrictive alloy) have been propoed, Iut polarization. When a large reverse electric
precision of optical instruments such as are generally inferior to the piezoelectric/ field is applied in the opposite direction of
lasers and cameras, and the positioning electrostrictive actuators because of tech- the spontaneous polarization, a transition
accuracy for fabricating semiconductor nological trends aimed at reduced driving phase is formed which is another stable
chips, which must be adjusted using solid- power and miniaturization. crystal slate in which the relative positions
stale actuators, is of the order of 0.1 pm. This article reviews recent developments of the ions are reversed by 180. This tran-
Regarding conventional electromagnetic of piezoelectric and related ceramic actua- sition, referred to as polarization reversal,
motors, tiny motors smaller than I cm' are tors for smartintelligent systems. causes a jump and hysteresis of the strain
o)ten required in office or fachtry authmna- during an electric-field cycle, superim-
ti(m equilpment and are rather difficult to Ceramic Actuator Materials posed on the pure piezostriction. Non-180
produce with sufficient energy efficiency. What happens on an atomic scale when polarization reorientation, though not
Ultrasonic motors whnse efficiency is in- a ceramic expands or contracts in response shown in the one-dimensional model in
sensitive to size are superior in the mini- to an applied electric field? There are three Figure la, also causes significant contribu-
motor area. Vilbation suppression in space types of strain (defined by the ratio AL/L: tion to the strain hysteresis.

Modified lead zirconate titanate IPMT,
Pb(Zr"i)O31-based ceramics are currently
the leading materials for piezoelectric
applications. The PLZT J(1'bLa)(Zrf)O,]

x= th- 8l.'a= dE x,, (&-8)!ae, AME' 7/62/38 compound is one such comnposi-
tion! The strain curve is shown in Fig-

a'a ure 2a left. When the applied field is
small, the induced strain is nearly propor-

E E- tional to the field. As the field becomes
-.. ... . . .-~ larger (i.e., greater than about 100 Vmnm),

however, the strain curve deviates from
this linear trend and significant hysteresis
is exhibited due to polarization reorienta-

Ion Poir Potenliol Energy Ion Poak Potential Energy tion. This sometimes limits the usage of

this material in actuator applications that
require nornhysteretic respons.

-An Interesting new family Of actuators
"",has been fabricated from a barium stan-'4 .... \_,,... nate titanate [Ba(S',TI)0 3 1 solid solution.'

----- The useful property of Ba(Sns*l.)03 is its
-h& unusual strain curve, in which the domain

(o)Piezoelectric Strin (b) Electrostricleon reorientation occurs only at low fields, and
(o) Pthere is then a long linear range at higher

fields (Figure 2a right); i.e., the coercive

FiS.r I. ViDgrearnilk terzpliaion of the origins of pk'(wrlc strain (a) and field is unusually small.

elfrcirusrklicn (b). On the other hand, electrostriction in
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Ceramic Actuators: Principles and Applications

a) Piezostrictor b) Electrostriclor I'MNjl'b(Mg ,.Nb,•)O 31J-basd ceramics,
PLZT T PN-T though a second-order phenomenon ofPUZT BST PM"'' eklctronechattical coupling. is extraordi-

- 4 X10" 1 0' I Rio,' narily large (more than U.17).' An attrac-" "r ' e' -, / tire feature of these materials is the near
6 M

%. absence (if hysteresis (Figure 2b).'7. Concerning the phase-change-related
4 strains, lolarization induction by switch-

2" \ OS ing from a nmacroscopically nonpolar into
k , •a polar state, as in switching from an anti.

2 , _ ferroelectric to a ferruelectric state, has/" been proposed." Figure 3 illustrates the
phase transition niechanisai under an ap-

-1S -10 -5 0 5 10 15 -20 -10 0 10 20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 plied electric field, in con•itris(m with the
Electric Field (kV/cm) Electric Field (kV/cm) Electric Field (kV/cm) phase change in a shai. memory alloy."

Notice that the strain control is made ther-
mally in shape nmmory alloys, leading to

c) Phase-Change Material much slower response and higher drive
PNZST PNZST power than in the antiferroelectrics.

Figure 2c shows the field-induced strain
3 curves taken for the lead zirconate stannate-

"based system lPbnrNbow((ZrSn ,)jj,1i.)o%
2 O J. The longitudinally Induced strain

2 • reaches up to 0.4%, which is much larger
than that expected in normal piezostric.
tors/electrostrictors. A rectangular-shape
hysteresis in Figure 2c left, referred to as a

-30 -20 -tO 0 10 20 30 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 digital displacement transducer' becauseof the two on/off strain states, is interest-
Electric Field (kV/cm) Electric Field (kV/cm) ing. Moreover, this field-induced transition

DIGITAL DISPLACEMENT SHAPE MEMORY exhibits a shape memory effect in appro.
priate conpositions (Figure 2c right) Once

FI'arr 2. Elfrk"]k'ld.i~auhl'nr s•raiwC i, r'anuk-s: (a) I'ieziwlrlric fir f•La)(Zr.Ti)Ot the ferroelectric phase has been induced,aaadure 2. ElectricTiJ~j. (('J crolrth Or.t it#AI rerapitics (a)C (ci l'larsc-craauq (Muic(ril the material will menorizee its ferroelec-Pf(Zr, S.,Ti)Oj( tric state even under zero-field conditions,although it can be erased with the appli-
cation of a small reverse bias field.' This
shape memory ceramic is used in energy-
saving actuators.

a) Shape Memory Alloy b) Shape Memory Ceramic The fundamental features of ceramic ac-
tuators may be summarized as follows:

Parent Phase Paraelectric Phase 0 Displacements of up to several tens of
9 microns that can be controlled with a pre-

1111 cision of ±0Io1 pnm.
TT1 • Response speeds on the order of 10 #sec.

a Generative forces as large as 400 kgf/m 1 .
Cool Heat Cool a, Heat a Driving power an order of magnitude

smaller than electromagnetic motors.
As the requirements for ceramic actua-

tors become more specific, inadequacies
due to the preparation history of the ce-

(initial State) (Delormed State) invese (Deformed State) ramic arise in reproducibility of proper-

V1 1(Initial State) AppRe *F i ties. High reproducibility is achieved onlyStress a R vApplied by precise control of the grain/particle
strs& Removed size, which is not possible utilizing theApplied conventional mixed-oxlde methiod of prepa-

- -\emve • •ration. Recent advances in preparation
IA I& Removed "'" Field technology of ultrafine ceramic powders

I•-L & Applied has been useful in producing reliable andI I I& Renmoed durable ceramic actuators. The effect of

Martensitlc Delormed Antiterroelectric Ferroelectric grain size on the eledrostricive response
Phase Martensitic phase Phase and the mechanical fracture toughness in

Phase lead lanthanum zirconate titanate (PLZT
_____'35) is shown In Figures 4a and 4b." A

Filure 3. ShaWp-mmu4n.ftycls in an allay (a) and an onliferrraclkdri ceramic (b). significant reduction in hysteresis and in
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uerallill Actuators: Principles aoa ApplcatiOlIS

thve strainl $1.Iailulide is observed fur grain) force (IlK) kgf) and high cekctinineclaiai- nlitude larger displacemenit1111 thei tlw ulti-
sizes less than 1.7 pu1, as is a remarkable cal coupling, But the displa~cmeneu ini the laver, aid mucih Iauiger genterative force
increase it% the fracture toughness, 1111- ranige of 10 jum is niot sufficicint for somec with quicker r pesivoi diam (w bitivorphi.
gesting (lhe existece of ani opltuiiui graini aplplications, I his contrasts with live bi- I-le de-vice consists of a thin multilayer
size aioRund 1 1,01. miorphi, consisting of miultiple piezoelectu ic piezoelectric element and two metal plates

and elastic plates bondled togethe1r to geni- with niarrow monit-shiaped cavities bonded.
Actuator Designs erate a large bending displaccment of sev- together as showni in, Figure & The istoonie

Two of the most p-opular actuator de- era] Iiiiidredjum. Not tlie re~pvuise (I niscx) with a size ol 5 X 5 X 2.5 mit cani gener-
signis are multilayers and biniorphs (see and the generative force (11X) gf) are low. ate a 20-nin displaceinient under 60 V,
Figure 5).The nultilayer, in which roughly A composite actuator structure called eight timies as large as thie generative
1001 thin pliezoelectric/el-clrostrictive ce- (live "nocnie' has Ieen dev'eloped to pro- disj'Jacenincil of tive Inuhtilayer Willi the
ramic slieis. arc stacked together, his ad- vide characteristics iiitermediate betweeni same size."5 This new comipact actuator
vanitages ini low driving voiltage (0() V), the niultilayer and bimorph actuators; 4  has been applied to make a miniaturized
quick resp~onse (10 p~sec), high generative this transducer exhibits an order of mag- laser beam scanner.

Applications of Piezoelectric/
Efelc~trostrictive Actuators

Piezuelctric/electrostrictive actuators
a) niay be classified into two categories, based

on tie type of driving voltage applied to

20 1) = 4.5 pim thve device and thie ntature of [lie strain in-
duced by the voltage (Figure 6): (1) rigid
displacemnit devices for which the strain

-v = 2.4 is induced unidirectionally along an ap-
16 / / /plied dc field, and (2) resonating displace-

menit devices for which the alternating
X strain is excited by an ac field at the me-X C) ( =1 chianical resonance frequency (ultrasonic

'~\ \ ( motors). The first can be further diviided
iiito two types: servo dispilacemient trans-

',\ \ ducers (positioners) controlled by a feed-
Nick system through a position-detection

0 8 signal, and pulse-drive mnotors operated in
_j a simple on./off switching made. An actua-

tot referred to as a f light actuator has been
proposed tht strikes a steel ball by means
of a pulse-drive unit made fromi a multi-

\% ~layer piezo-device similar to that found ' n
a pinball machine.*

LJ________________The material requirements for these
-15 7.5 e- 75 isclasses of devices are somewhat different,

Electric Field (kVcm) and certain comlpounds will be better suited
to particular applications. The ultrasonic
motor, for instance, requires a conventional

b) hard-type piezoelectric with a high mne-
chanical quality factor Q. The servo-

- . ~ '*. --. - - displacement transducer suffers most from
- strain hysteresis and, therefore, a PMN

~,, ~ -electrostrictor is used for this purpose- The

- -- ~ Ji ~ . *pulse-drive motor requires a low permit-
.. a. - * tivity material aiming at quick response

* -Zk~,•'Zrather than asnmall hysteresis so that soft-
-~PZT piezoelectrics are preferred toth

.. L_ Nigh-permittivity PMN for this application.

-' ~ ~ hree typical application examples will
Or- X now be considered-

Deformlable Mirror
in the field of optical information pro-

D =1.1 (pmn) D = 2.4 (jim) cessing, deformable mirrors have been
=20*22(pm C 27530 pm)proposed to control the phase of the inci-

C 20 t 2 (m) = 25 t30 m)deuit light wave. The deformable mirror
can be made convex or concave on (he

re~ure4.G~i-s~ ~ eu~w&nmuu in (a) etk Vickr's jikfitilint~ leg (b). surface as necessary. This type of mirror,
risterreu 4. GraitszeAr okc offclidirdS which is applicable to an accessory device
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oni observatory tck-titpe%, effectively cur-
rte-ts for imlage distortioris resultirig (noni
fiudluathig airf ktw.

Aii example of a defornmable mirror is
fhe ilvu-dimensllitmial lllmltifllof1 h type il-
lustrated in Figure 7.I" Wheii three lay-
ers of thirt clectrostrictive ceramic (PIVN)
plates are bonded to the elastic plate of a
glass mirror, tOe mirror qurface is deformed
iii various ways correqponding to fir strain
iniduced in the INN Layers. The nature of
five deformation is determined by the elec-

Multilayer tode configurations and the distribution
oif lthe applied electric field. Trial devices

______________________have been designied by finite elewneuut meth-
* I ~ods such tha-t the first layer, with a uniform

~" ~ ~ __________________electrode pattern, produces a spherical
Z _______________ deformation (i.e., refocusing), while the

I____ _____second layer, with a 6-divided electrode/f; a#____________ \ (tern corrects for coma aberration.
______________Aberrationi correc-tkin using such a sim~ple
______________________ hree-layered device makes the inage clear

to the human eye. One may relate this situ-I ~ atitu'u to an eye examination at the optonhe-
Single Plate Moonie trist. First you are asked "Which lens fits

you besir to adjust the focus dlegree. Then,
"D~o you have an unevent orientation distni-
butionir to correct the astigmatism. Usu-
ally, an optometrist does not further
optically correct your lenses. Correction
up to t" second order is sufficient for the

Blimorph a

Figuare I Tv scal desigos ftu' cernfir~ actuators: inanlilaye?. nmutvuoe, oand linuorph. I jE j
Displocemtenl DMN~~c ldto ENm atra Aogfos 1
used Biasin fieldo EoOo WOmgbwiI

SeivoDriv Li Servo DisplcucerroW Electwoskicrwe
Sev riet T1ronsdlucer Materials *.*

Rgd a ~ PMN-bosed w
Drsploce One Os Pul e F el

0 Drivule ry Motor Sol Piezoelectric wZ-mAb w f
Molerilos

Sinucdo Field 'a ai cAbcieona U
Rerc Dipocne - Ukrosormc Motor Hord Piezoelectric

Alsecvioli Drive

Figure 7. Struacture tfa andtinmrit
dcjorminul mirror (a) and adami conIwi

Figure 6. Clessificato f a.fPzkclrk&&rkAln;Wrkiwe adulahWL of liiui wavejront W1m.
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Ceramic Actuators: Principles and Applications

Imtimcl Do-Al.alrix Pri,,ler a) Head b)
Among the various types of printing Element Platen

dt-vices, dot matrix printers are routinely
employed at present. Each character Oaper
formed by such a pi inter is comptivd of a ik Ribbon
24 X 24-dot matrix. A printing ribbon is Guide Piezoelectric
subsequently imnadled t)" a mulliwire ar- Actuator
ray. A sketch of the pIIinlte head aplpars U -1u ator
in Figure hi'."

The pvinting elen lnt is composed of
a multilayer piezoelectric device, in Wire
which 1(M thin ceramic sheets 100 lm in
thickness are stacked, together with a Wire
sophisticated magnification mechanism Wire Guide Stroke Amplifier
(Figure 8b). The advantages of using a
mullilayer actuator for this particular ap-
plication include a low driving voltage, rixure 8. Slruclure of a printer Iwud (a) and a diffcrcisli-l-.yg pizrez'ctric 5Irinler-Ilkwd
large displacement, and a high electrme- elkruciu (b).
chanical coupling. Fthe magnification unit
is based on a monolithic hinged lever with
a magnification of 30, resulting in an am-
plified displacement of 0.5 mm and an en- To Oscillator
ergy transfer efficiency greater than 50%.

The merits of the piezoelectric impact
printer compared with the conventional 0 T
electromagnetic types are: (1) higher print- Multilayer
Ing speed by an order of magnitude, Piezoelectric
(2) lower energy consumption by an order Actuator
of magnitude, and (3) reduced print- Adhesion 1/4 T
ing noise, wh~ich call be obtained with a
sound shield because the actuators do not
generate much heat. Leg 2/4 T
Ultrasonic Motor

Efforts have been made to develop high-
power ultrasonic vibrators as replacements R34T
for conventional electromagnetic motors.
Two categories are being investigated for
ultrasonic motors: a standing-wave type
and a propagating-wave type. IF T

The standing-wave type is sometimes
referred to as a vibratory-coupler type or a"woodpecker" type, where a vibratory
piece is connected to a piezoelectric driver Figure I Ulsotic liear motor of a vibralory coupler type.
and the tip portion generates flat-elliptical
movement. Attached to a rotor or a slider,
the vibratory piece provides intermittent
rotational torque or thrust. The standing-
wave type has, in general, high efficiency, 0.2 kgf with a maximum efficiency of installation in VCR or movie cameras as
but lack of control in both clockwise and 20%, when driven at 98 kHz of 6 V (actual an automatic focusing device..
counterclockwise directions is a problem. power -(07 W). This motor has been em-

An ultrasonic linear motor equipped ployed in a precision X-Y stage. Future Developments of
with a multilayer piezoelectric actuator By comparison, the propagating-wave Ceramic Actuators
and fork-shaped metallic legs has been de- type (a surface-wave or uurfing" type) corn- It is evident that the application field
veloped as shown in Figure 9.' Since there bines two standing waves with a 90" phase of ceramic actuators is remarkably wide.
is a slight difference in the mechanical difference both in time and in space, and is There still remain, however, problems in
resonance frequency between the two legs, controllable in both rotational directions. durability and reliability that need to be
the phase difference between the bending By means of the traveling elastic wave addressed before these devices can become
vibrations of both legs can be controlled induced by the thin piezoelectric ring, a general-purpose commercialized prod-
by changing the drive frequency. The ring-type slider in contact with the "rip- ucts. Investigations are primarily focused
walking slider moves in a way similar to a pled" surface of the elastic body bonded on the areas of material prxepration, device
horse using its fore and hind legs when onto the piezoelectric is driven in both di- desin, and systemization of the actua-
trotting. A trial motor 20 X 20 X 5 mmin rections by exchanging the sine and cosine tr."In particular, current topics include
dimension exhibited a maximum speed voltage inputs. Another advantage is Its the preparation of homogeneous fine-
of 20 cm/s and a maximum thrust of thin design, which makes it suitable for grained ceamiks by mans of wet chemical
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Ceramic ActUdtors: Principles and Applications

methods,0 otoontie actuators." pulse-drive Pioceeding Direction
techniclues based on analysis of transient 12mm
vibrationts and vibration suppression," and
prediction of breakdown within a ceramic
actuator by means of acoustic emission
measurements.'"

liezocerarnic:carbamipulymer composites EHle arl
and photostrictive actuators have been E
u nder recent developmetit for mechanical Brop

Virtion suppression and remote controVt
drive of the actuator. These devices are de-
scribed In it* closing sections.FAE8

Piezelectric Dana per EFAE82vj
The passive damper application Is a E

smart usage of piezoelectrics, where me- 'c
chanical noise vibration is radically sup- fV P -pressed by tfie converted electric energy
dissipation through Joule heat when a FC:A
suitable resistance, equal to an impedance
of the piez~oelectric element 116C, is con-
nected to the piezo-eleinent.Y l',ezoce- ___________Nail (cover glass)
ramlc:carbon black:pol)'rer composites -

are promising designs for practical appli-
cations (see Figure 10). The minimum

dmIng time constant (i.e., quickest Surface (glass polished to No. 4000)
dapng) Is obtained at 6 vol S of carbon

black, where a drastic electric conductivity
change Is observed (percolation thresh- Figu .re 11. Straiuctue of&a p~ao-driven walking device andi the illuminaioun~ dirledio.
o14). The vibration suppression effect is
greatly enhanced by using a higher elec-

tromchaica coplig mteral.A bimorph unit has been made from 2. K. tlkhina, Probe,. Solving-Pkwkcl~rk Ac-
Plrofostrictive Actsrator PULT (152/48) ceramic doped with slight lualors (Morikila Publihwng Tokyo6 1991

A photostrictive actuator is a fine ex- additions of niobium and tungsten." The 3. K. Lkchino, Buall. Amt. Ceramw. Smc 65 (4) (1966)
ample of an intelligent material incor- remnant polarization of one PUZT layer is P- 647.
po'viting illumination sensing and self parallel to the plate and in the direction 4. K. lkchino, FC Report for Owerseas Readers
production of drive/control voltage to- opposite to that of the other plate. When a (' K - Uki.r.li.Sau.Ap.Frok
gether with final actuation. lin certain fer- violet light Is irradiatd it.% M'W side of the hic W (M 1 153.
roelectrics, a constant electromotive force PUZT bimorph, a photovoltaic voltage Of 6. K. Uchino and S. Noumra, IMu. t~ Appi. Plays.
Is generated with exposure of USK~t, and a 0.7 kWmmi is generated, causing a bending s2 (7) (1963) p. 5n
pliotostrictive strain results fromi the cou- motion. The displacement observed at the 7. X Futrula end X Whinc Ada Ceram,. MAlta.
pling of this bulk photovoltaiceffect to in- lip of a 20mmu blmorph ftA mm In thick- 1 (198 6)p. 61.
vers piezoelectricity~. nesis 150 Fim, with a response time of &. J von Cientinski and K. Beige. I Flays. D 24

lsec- (1991) p. 1182.
A photo-riven micro walking device, 9. L.E. Cross. S.J. jang, R.E. Newnham, S.

(Electrode) designed to begin moving by light Iflumi- NoMga and IV. dioFrek ic2(3
nation, has been deveopd .As slow in M _ Ido and S. Nomura, Fevrsekdriks 50
Figure 11, It Is simple in structure ha 0g() (913 p. 191.
neither lead wires nor eleciric crcuilry, If. Xc kihi,,36 Pm'.c. MILl Mrg. Ada Abler. 9

Xwith two blmorph legs fixed to a paic (189) p. 48%
0 board. When the Legs are irradiated alter- 12. A. Furuta, K.Y. ON. and K. Lkhlno6 Senors

0~~~ 0 E 0G nately with light, the device moves like an end Meter. 3(4) (1992) p. 2I
Inhwr wit a pe o 0 p/0 13. K. Lkhhio and T. Takama, lIapvc. 10 (1966)

Summary14. X. Sugawara. K. Ondituka, S. Yoshikawa,
SummaryQC. Xu, ILL Newnham, and K. Uchino. j. Am.

* In sumrpiolc Cerama. Soc. 75 (4) (1992) p. 996.Ceramics Carbo Plmr actuators and ultrasonic motors are ex. 11 H. Got% Ima. ka and I cic. Ufrar-
pected to increase in market, share to more sawir Teclamt. (5) (1992) p. 411.I than $10 billion in 1998, and a bright future 16. T. Ota, T. Uchikawra. and T. Mizutani. 1pm.

Piezeletriity Resstiity Mefnica inman aplictio filds I-Appl. Php-s 24 (Suppl. 24-3) (1960) p. 193.
Plzoletrciy esstviy echaNical Is. niae nmn ppiainfed. ~ K Uchino, Y. TaicNMs S. Nomuuu T. Sato,

Feiity Reference FLIhkawa, andQIeda.Appl. Op~ks 20(17)
FisMTE 1( ~ ,~, ~*1. K. tkhno.Piezoelcri/Ekclroulrkf1w eAct- (1981) p. 3077.
,~~~~ ier~~~~~as (Morikita Publishing, Tokyo6 19861 .Sto .hhkw, kda .Nota

-iwrm Composite. W 4
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In these several years piezoelectric and electrostrictive actuators have become very
popular for micro-positioning in optical and precision machinery fields.1 Aiming at wide
commercialization of these actuators, many Investigations have been made in the
improvement of ceramic materials for actuators, designs of the devices and control and
systematization of the actuators. This paper reviews recent applications of
plezoclectric/electrostrictive ceramics from a viewpoint of "smart" actuators and systems.

A passively smart material is exemplified by the lead magnesium niobate (PMN) based
ceramic. which can exhibit a large electrostriction (Al/I-10"3) without any hysteresis and
aging effect during an electric field cycle. 2 A composite actuator structure called "moonie" has
been developed to amplify the small displacement Induced in a multilayer piezoelectric device.
Passive damper application is another smart usage of piezoelectrics, where mechanical noise
vibration Is radically suppressed by the converted electric energy dissipation through Joule
heat when a suitable resistance is connected to the piezoelectric plate.3 Plezoceramic: carbon
black: polymer composites are promising useful designs for practical use.

An actively smart matcrial is exemplified by the video tape head positioner made from
a lead zirconate titanate (PZ11 bimorph with sensor and actuator-divided electrodes.4

Monomorphs and shape memory ceramics belong to very smart materials. A
monomorph device made of a semiconductive piezoelectric plate generates the Schottky
barrier when metal electrodes are coated on the faces, providing non-uniform distribution of
the electric field even In a compositionally uniform ceramic. A superimposed effect of
piezoelectricity and semiconductivity leads to a bending deformation In a total c=ramic plate. 5

The strains associated with phase transitions such as an antiferroelectric-to-ferroelectric
transition In lead zirconate stanate-based ceramics reach up to 0.4%. which Is much larger
than that expected In electrosirctors. Moreover, this field-induced transition exhibits a shape
memory effect In appropriate compositions, and such ceramics are useful for the applications
to latching relay and a mechanical clamper.6 ,

A photostrictive actuator Is the best example of intelligent materials including sensing.
actuating and drive/control functions in a unique material.7 In certain ferroelectrics a
phenomenon by which a constant electromoUve force is generated with exposure of light has
been observed. A photostrictive effect is expected as a result of the coupling of the photovoltaic
and inverse piezoelectric effects. A remote control miniature walking robot, which is activated
with Illumination. is currently being fabricated. Two photostrictive PLZT bimorphs were
combined together and each plate exhibits a minute photo-induced displacement on the order
of 150 pmn. Alternative illumination causes a slow moving of the ceramic device.

a 1992 lOP Publishing Ltd
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A flight actuator consisting of a pulse-driven piezoelectric clement and a steel ball is a
very sutcstive mc1dhnIswu. cvejIt if It would not be denotcd as a smart systcn,. A Znn steel ball
can be hit up to 20 mm by a 5 pm displacement induced in a multilayer actuator with quick
response. 8

A smart sv.Ly.M is typically exemplified by a precision lathe machine. A micro
displacement actuator has beena manufactured using an electrostrictivc inultilaycr actuator, a
magneto-resistive strain sensor and an adaptive control circuitry. The feedback control has
suppressed the position deviation of the cutting edge when pushing stress is produced during
cutting process. The cutting accuracy In less than ±0.01 pm is now available.

A very smart syslem contains a reliability test system, which can stop an actuator
system safely w'lhout causing any serious damages on to the work. e.g. iI a lather machine.
Acoustic emission measurement of a pleo-actuator under a cyclic electric field Is a good
candidate for estimating the life time of the actuators. 9

The bright future of piezoelectric/electrostrictive actuators has b-ten initiated and even

greater commercial participation in their continued growth and applicatbon is anticipated.
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Destruction mechnism in multilayer ceramic actuators has been R~t
investigated under cycli electric fields Crack propagation ha bee Crc Emjd Crc eeain n rpgto resultingobserved dynamically using CCD microscopy. an the acopaning. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ dnJa~ylsn

chrceitc fteIdcddisplacement and acoustic emission were frmteitraarawsobrvdnd m dymclyuiga
measured simultaneously. The Piezoelectric Fb(Nll/3 Nb2/3) 03 - CCD microscope and a VOL Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show typical crack
PbTiO3 and the phase-transItIon-related actuator material propagation processes observed for the FNNT and FNZST samples
(antiferroelectric) PbZYO3 - FbSnO3 - PbTIO3 exhibit a reakal (200 pm in layer thickness). The crack minitite at the internal
difference in the destruction manner probably due to the strain eletrod edge in the PNNT sample and propagates to another
induction mechanism. The efec of layer thickness on the destruction electrode obliquely, also outward of the electrode and along the
process has also been stuiaded. ceramic-metal electrode interface. On the contrary, the crack smarts

between the pair electrodAn slightly inside the electrode edge in the'
11112110111FNZST, then propagates alon the center area finailly branching

around the electrode edge. It is noteworthy that tie crack opens wide
In these several years piezoelectric/elecrostrlctive ceramic une the Mo~tl field and closes at zeo field.

actuators have become very popular for micro-positioning In optical
and precision machinery fields and active vibration suppression in This difference is probably due to the difference in internal stres
mechanical strutues. The expanding number of applications of distribution. The sign of the longitudinally -or ransversely-Inuced
cermick actuator has made the endurance of the devi.ces my strain is opposite In the plemoelectrics, while In antiferroelectrics
Important. undergoing a phase change rather Isotropic expansive strains are

induced in both diredicenm Therefore, the Internal stesdisribution in
This paper describes the destruction mechanism of mualtlaym.- antiftgelctric d~miffrsh that of~l peo eleaicks.

type ceramic actuators obsrvd by optical microscopy, induced
displacement and acoustic emission measurements, and propose a Similar crack propagation processe were obseved in the
safety syskin which can stop the actuator befoin lb Itroublesome sudden differen layer-th~cness, samples, howeve, significant differences
copee collapse, wowe recgn I hi t in dfractuet tougluess Figures 4(a) and 4(b) plot the

lyrthicicaus dependlence of the criticil deformation cycles required
hrthe ittiia crack geineation mid of the crack propagato speed per

1JUN11 drive cycle (measured le, FtWT) A dramatic baprovemet In the
Multilayer model actuators were prepared by tape faig 1racturew- tg Ieis obtained in the thinner layr-,- le evert though

method. The samp les simulating the interdig~ital eslectrode the driving electric fiel is the same of Al samples. The reasn= is, not
coufiguuation (fig IcI alusd In this expeintent have only one Internal dear, but It may be related to the ratio between the grain aim and the
ceammic layer with a thickness of 100lm. =0 pinor 3W ism as shown in layer thcknues.
Fig I"b) 2sp41 C6&a durine Failunre The destruction of the

The piezoelectric Pb llfl3Nb2/2)A ThO4O3 OFN"T and the device bring a cha ngte hi U nduceddlpaut FIXie -(a) and
paetansition-related actuator mtaterial PbO.99N bO.@2 5(b) show the variation of the Induced diraeetdrmntedac

I(ZO.7nO.)0.~iO04S0.903(PNZT were prepared, and the ~progaUii proces r 0orte a dI actuators of FNNT and7 FNZST
average grain size of the device was roughly the same (-5 pm)., -ep6tvey 1wt a layer thicknes of 20D pm. The displacement is
uteepenient of the composition anid the laye thickness. The ,twr is enane remarkably at the initial stage. this can probably be

Intal nIfroecrcbuchne ro'ti a awerbuted to the bending; deformation associated with the crackinitallyand - bu chages nto oelctikunde an penting and dostI ngpoces FuPrtheor Increase Inthe number oapplied electric field.2 Rather isotropic expansive strains are deftmation cycles leads to a decrease In the magnitude of themsodeated with this phase transition, and the magntude of the Wbain: dslcet.TefetielcrcfedInheeamsdcess
(-1.5 x 10,3) le twice lwge tha that of the piemz1elecp i, FNNT. MW: beslicametheTh narow ai gap ectis assoiate wthe crmpletecrack
longitudinally and transversely Induced stains In the p-zoletIcI bcui h ao i a sascae ihcmlt rc

MW am 0 x10-3 and -0.3 x 13, repectVely, with opposite alga) WmdI

Note that the multilayer mdlacituaor used in this Vueimst we*co-e drn MU. de-uto p~*AhMWjW Aofsi emiTsampl with
w~ibits an 6maggraedly large internal stres concenrwated around the alayerthdcms of 200 - W XIW.6.TeAN -om h Io s senarlablyelcRdeI edge so as to accelerate the hfaiur of reakilayer actuators afe th cac niiain, mecift a um enurnu at 60 cycles. where the

FPgur 2 show the measuring system composed of a CCD crack propagation spuds It UaabinU6 and the lagest displacem t is
aticroecope Croshiba, IK-C40), a dislacement -sno (bhllitron Nr. obser.d LaterhA -A Icon leiee off after the crack was
130) amd an acoustic emission sensor V Circuit Design Ulocl6 AllN- pltd
15) The temple was driven by a triangular elecric IField of Itaga a 2..
4kV/urnat.t Hz.
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1500- The AE count chan'ge was also monitored for a M0-ayers sample
of PNNT 110 m 10 M20 mmll with aging time.4 An acceleated aging test

- j was performed by a rapid-heal treatment up to 1001C in a second.
Figre shws ha th AEcout Icrases by three orders of magnitude

100a theo fia falr ftedvc in comparison with the virgin state.
The monotonous increase of AE may be attributed to successive

U j accumulation of cracks generated in the actuator device.
W

S500-
The crack generation and propagation In muitilayer cersamic.

actuator was observed dynamically during cyclical electric Adeds. In:
piezoelectrics. the crack initiated near the edge o5 the internal
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Basic characteristics of shape memory unimorphs have been measured in detail,
and a new latching relay has been fabricated using the shape memory unimorph.
This new relay has a very simple structure with compact size and light weight, as
compared with the conventional electromagnetic type. The relay is turned ON at
350 V and turned OFF at -50 V with a short-pulse electric field. The response time
is about 13 ms under an input electric energy of 7 Wm. The relay can be kept in an
ON state for more than a day without applying any electric field.

1. Introduction

The shape memory effect is not only characteristic of certain metal alloys, but is
also observed in ceramics. Figure I shows the transverse strains induced in the
ceramic plates of Pb&9lNbw[(ZraASnt)41 - ,TiyI.gO3 (PNZST) under an applied
electric field.(" These strain curves can be classified into three patterns with chang-
ing T1i mole fraction.

The ceramic of Type I (y = 0.060) is originally antiferroelectric, but can be
changed to ferroelectric by applying an electric field, and large strains are generated
during the phase transition. it is worth noting that the magnitude of strain is three
to four times as large as that of the conventional piezoelectrics. When the electric
field is decreased, the phase of the ceramic is changed back to the initial antifer-
roelectric and the strain recovers. The square-type hysteresis of the strain curve is ap-
plicable to digital displacement transducers.
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Fit. . Transversely induced strains in the Pbg,,Nbsl[(ZreSa,.), -,TirikO 3 ,Crnics at room tem.

perature: (a) y - 0.06, (b) y = 0.063, (c) y - 0.065.

In the case of Type 11 (y = 0.063). once the ceramic changes from antiferroelec-
tric to ferroelectric, the phase is maintained even when the electric field goes down
to zero, and the deformation is memorized. To obtain the initial antiferroelectric
state, a small reverse bias field should be applied to the sample.

On the contrary, the ceramic of Type III (y = 0.065) cannot recover the antifer-
roelectric state during the electric field cycle after the ferroelectric phase is induced.
Thermal annealing up to 50°C is required to recover the initial state.

The strain characteristics of Type 11 and Type III are denoted as the shape
memory effect. In particular, since the PNZST of Type II can be controlled easily by
applying electric field, it is the most useful from a practical point of view. This kind
of shape memory ceramic requires only a pulse electric field to obtain a permanent
displacement, leading to electric energy savings as compared with conventional
piezoelectrics, which require continuous application of field.
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A latching relay, which will not change its original ON or OFF state without an
intentional electric signal even when an accidental electricity shutdown occurs, is
one of the bect application candidates of the shape memory devices.

This paper describes trial manufacturing of a latching relay using shape memory
ceramics, following basic characteristics of a shape memory unimorph as the drive
source of the relay.

2. Sample Preparation and Experiments

The PNZST family ceramics of Pbo.wNbow[(Zro. 6Sno.4)J - Ti,Jo.nO3 were
prepared by the conventional sintering process. After mixing and drying the
reagent-grade PbO, NbzOs, ZrO2, SnOz and TiO2 raw materials, the powders were
calcined at 850 0C for 10 h and sintered at 1270*C for 2 h. The samples of 10 mm
diameter and 0.2 mm thickness were used for basic strain measurements after being
silver-electroded. The samples of 22 mm x 7 mm area and 0.2 mm thickness were
used for fabricating unimorphs. Figure 2 shows the structure of the unimorph,
which is composed of two ceramic plates, A and B, bonded together with adhesive.
Plate A is coated with silver electrode. When an electric field is applied to plate A,

Electrode

(a) B

1- Atz

t o

Fi.2.....................p.. devi... A
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the expansive strain is induced only in plate A, not in plate B; then finally the
unimorph generates bending motion.

For measuring induced strains in single-plate samples, a contact-type strain
sensor (Millitron, No. 1202) was used. For the tip displacement of the unimorph, d
in Fig. 2, and load characteristics in the induced displacement, a noncontact-type
displacement sensor (Kaman, KD-2300) was used.

3. Results

3.1 Characteristics of the shape memory unimorph
Figure 3 shows induced strains of the single-plate-type samples of

Pbo.wNbo.o[(Zro.6Sno.d, - ,Ti,]o.wO 3 (y = 0.0625 - 0.0645). Some results have
been reported in ref. 4. The PNZST in the above composition range exhibits the
shape memory effect. Figure 4 shows the tip displacements of the unimorph. It is

-20 -10o o2o
EIectic Fuli O~MN Elctnc F*W OcbWc

a) y:O.0625 do y:O. 640

-20 ---

b) y:0.0630 e) y:O.0645

c) y: Q0635

Fit. 3. Strain-vs-fidd characteristics in the single-plate-type smmples of PNZST for various Ti mole
fractions.
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Fig. 4. Displacement-vs-fil characteristics of the unbmorphs of PNZST for various Ti mole fractions.

noteworthy that the sample with y -. 0.0625, exhibiting the shape memory effect in
the single plate, does not exhibit the shape memory characteristic in the unimorph
design. Figure 5 shows the time dependence of the tip displacement of the uni-
morphs (y = 0.0625 and y = 0.0630). The recovery in they = 0.0625 sample to the
antiferroelectric phase is probably attributable to compressive stress generated
during the bending process.

Figure 6 shows the temperature dependence of the unimorph bending measured
in y = 0.0630. At 0C, once the ferroelectric phase is induced, the ceramic will not
recover antiferroelectricity under applied reverse bias electric field. On the other
hand, at 400C the electric field required to cause the phase transition becomes great
and the unimorph loses the shape memory effect. To realize a complete shape
memory phenomenon, the temperature should be controlled between 10°C to 306C
for this composition. A similar characteristic change is also observed when the Ti
mole fraction is changed from y - 0.060 to y - 0.065.

Figure 7 shows the dynamical response of the unimorph (y = 0.0630). In the
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Fig. S. Time dependence of the tip displacement change in the unimorphs.

case of the conventional piezoelectric, a continuous application of the electric field
is required to maintain a constant displacement; meanwhile, the shape memory
ceramic can be driven by a pulse electric field. When the unimorph is driven by a
triangular pulse with a rise time of 3.0 ms (Fig. 7(a)), overshoots and ringing of the
tip displacement are observed. It is important to note that the phase transition arises
quickly enough to generate the following resonant vibration. When the rise time of
the electric field is adjusted to 4.7 ms (Fig. 7(b)), which is the sum of the mechanical
resonant period (2.2 ms) and the lag time, to cause phase transition (2.5 ms), the
ringing can be suppressed completely. Too slow a rise time of 6.0 ms (Fig. 7(c))
again causes the ringing vibrations. Overshoots and ringing of the unimorph ele-
ment would cause chattering in the latching relay and the response would become
very slow. Therefore, an electric field with the rise time corresponding to the
mechanical resonant period is required.

To operate the mechanical snap-action switch element, at least 20 gf of the
generative force is necessary for the unimorph as well as 50upm of the displacement.
The relationship between the tip displacement and the load for the unimorph was
measured using metal weights applied to the tip position (Fig. 8). Generative force
of more than 30 gf can be practically induced both at the maximum and zero field.
The magnitude of the maximum generative force of the shape memory unimorph,
which is estimated from the intercept on the horizontal axis, is about 90 gf, which is
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Fig. 6. Temperature dependence of the tip displacement in the unimorph with y = 0.063.

twice as large as that of the conventional piezoelectric bimorph. This is probably
due to the strain bias caused by the spontaneous strain change from the antifer-
roelectric to -he rerroelectric phase.

3.2 Characteristics of the latching relay
We have fabricated a new latching relay using the shape memory unimorph.

Figure 9 shows the structure of the latching relay, which is composed essentially of a
mechanical snap-action switch and a driving unimorph device. The snap-action
switch is easily driven by a 50 pm displacement, having mechanically bistable states.
The size of the relay is very compact, 20 x 10 x 10 mm', as compared to a convenr-.
tional electromagnetic type (20 x 26 x 34 mm3). Figure 10 shows the basic
ON/OFF function of the new relay. The relay is turned ON at about 350 V and
turned OFF at - SO V. The voltage required for switching can be lowered by using
multimorph structures. Dynamical response of the newly developed latching relay is
shown in Fig. I I(a). The response of the conventional electromagnetic latching
relay is also shown in Fig. 11(b) for comparison with the new relay. A pulse electric
field with the mechanical resonant period of the shape memory unimorph is applied
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ft. 7. Dynamical response of the tip displacement of the shape memory uninmorph with y - 0.063
under various drive pulse conditions.

so as to suppress the ringing at the tip of the unimorph. Cattering was still ob-
served, probably due to an additional mechanical soft leaf spring at the snap-action
switch. The rise time of the new relay is 1.8 ms, which is much shorter than that of
the electromagnetic relay (8.5.ms), although the fornu, needs 13 ms to stabilize the
ON state, which is slightly longer than the 9 ms of the latter relay; this suggests a
potential capability of much faster response if the whole mechanical setup were ad-
justed to optimize conditions. The newly developed latching relay can be kept in the
ON state for more than a day without applying any electric power. The drive power
required to turn it ON is about 7 mJ. This energy requirement can be reduced by col-
lecting electric energy in the discharging process. A camera strobe makes a suitable
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Fig. 8. Tip displacement of the shape memory unimorph (y = 0.063) as a function of the external
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Fig. 9. Structure of the latching relay usinS dhe shape memory ceramic.

high-voltage supply for driving the relay, because the relay can be switched only by
a short-pulse field of several ms.

4. Conclusions

a) Shape memory ceramic unimorphs have been fabricated as actuator elements.
The unlmorph shape memory effect can be observed at room temperature
for the samples with Ti mole fraction y - 0.0630 to y = 0.0645 in the
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Fig. 10. Basic ON/OFF function of the latching relay using the shape memory ceranic.
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b) Mechanical vibration overshoots and rnugings at the tip of the unimorph can be
completely suppressed by applying an electric field with rise time equal to the sum of
the mechanical resonant period and the lag time to cause the phase transition.
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c) A compact, lightweight latching relay using a shape memory ceramic (y =
0.063) has been fabricated and found to have a quick response compared with the
conventional electromagnetic type. The relay is driven simply by applying pulse elec-
tric field, and is maintained in the ON state without application of any electric field;
this reduces the electric power requirement significantly.
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Piezoelectric ceramics In smart actuators and systems

KENJI UCHINO
Materials Research Laboratory, The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802-4801, USA

ABMTR': In these several years piezoelectric and electro-strictive actuators
have become very popular for micro-positioning in optical and precision
machinery fields. Aiming at wide commercialization of these actuators, mauy
investigations have been made in the improvement of ceramic materials for
actuators, designs of the devices and control and systemization of the
actuators. This paper reviews recent applications of piezoelectric/
electrostrictive ceramics from a viewpoint of "smart" actuators and systems.

1.DW1nIrn 3N

"Smartness" in the words of "smart" materials and structures is defined by
three functions of "sensing," "actuating," and "active control" of environmental
conditions with some intelligence. Dental braces made rum shape memory alloys and
electrochromic grass windows are often cited in the literatures as smart
materials. This paper reviews recent applications of piezoelectric/
electrostrictive and their related ceramics from a viewpoint of "smart" actuators
and systems. 1

2. ACTURIRq MR7IALS

A passively smart materials is exemplified by the lead magnesium niobaie
(PMN) based ceramic, which can exhibit a large electrostriction (Al/ll-J-0 -
witnout any hysteresis and aging effect during an electric field cycle (Fig. U).1
A composite actuator structure called "moonie" has been developed to amplify the
small displacement induced in a multilayer piezoelectric device (Fig. 2). Passive
damper application is another smart usage of piezoelectrics, where mechanical
noise vibration is radically suppressed by the converted electric energy
dissipation through Jqile heat when a suitable resistance is connected to the
piezoelectric plate. Piezoelectric: carbon black: polymer composites are
promising useful designs for practical use.
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Figure 1 Electric field induced strain in a piezoelectric lead lanthanum
zirconate titanate (PLZT) (a)l and in an electrostrictive lead
nagnesium niobate(RO) based ceramic (b).
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178 Actuator Applications

An actively smart material is exemplified by the video tape head positioner
made from a lead zirconate titanate (PZT) bimorph with sensor and actuator-divided
electrodes.4

Monamorphs and shape memory ceramics belong to very smart materials. A
mo)nomorph device made of a semiconductive piezoelectric plate generates the
Schottky barrier when metal electrodes are coated on the faces, providing non-
uniform distribution of the electric field even in a compositionally uniform
ceramic (Fig. 3). A superimposed effect of piezo-electricity and semiconductivity
leads to a bending deformation in a total ceramic plate. 5 The strains associated
with lphase transitions such as an antiferroelectric-to-ferroelectric transition in
lead zirconate stanate-based ceramics reach up to 0.4%, which is much larger than
that expected in electrostrictors (Fig. 4). Moreover, this field-induced
transition exhibits a shape memory effect in appropriate ccmpositions, and such
ceramics are useful for the applications to latching relay and a mechanical
clamper.6
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Figure 3 Electron energy band (Schottky
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A photostrictive actuator is the best example of intelligent materials
including sensing, actuating and drive/control functions in a unique material.'
In certain ferroelectrics a phenomenon by which a constant electromotive force is
generated with exposure of light has been observed. A photostrictive effect is
expected as a result of the coupling of the photovoltaic and inverse piezoelectric
effects. A remote control miniature walking robot, which is activated with
illumination, is currently being fabricated (Fig. 5). Two photostrictive PLZT
bimorphs were combined together and each plate exhibits a minute photo-induced
displacement on the order of 150,um. Alternative illumination causes a slow moving
of the ceramic device.

3. AlmmSSTM

Pulse voltage drive of piezoelectric actuators is only one-way control
without a feedback system, but very important for improving the response of
ceramic actuators.8 Figure 6 shows transient vibrations of a bimorph excited
after a pseudo-step voltage applied. The rise time is varied around the resonant
period. It is concluded that overshoot or ringing of the tip displacement is
completely suppressed when the rise time is precisely adjusted to the resonance
period of the piezo-device.

A flight actuator consisting of a pulse-driven piezoelectric element and a
steel ball is a very suggestive mechanism, even if it would not be denoted as a
smart system. A 2mm steel ball can be hit up to 20mm by a 5rpm displacement
induced in a multilayer actuator with quick response.
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Figure 8 Very smart actuator system with a reliability test function as well as
a position sensor.

A smart system is typically exemplified by a precision lathe machine. A
micro displacement actuator has been manufactured using an electrostrictive
multilayer actuator, a magneto-resistive strain sensor and an adaptive control
circuitry (Fig. 7). The feedback control has suppressed the position deviation of
the cutting edge when pushing stress is produced during cutting process. The
cutting accuracy in less than iO.01jm is now available.

A very smart system contains a reliability test system, which can stop an
actuator system safely without causing any serious damages on to the work, e.g. in
a lather machine. Acoustic emission measurement of a piezo-actuator under a
cyclic electric field is a good candidate for estimating the life time of the
actuators. 9

4. CONCUION

The bright future of piezoelectric/electrostrictive actuators has been
initiated and even greater comnercial participation in their continued growth and
application is anticipated.
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Electric Field Induced Piezoelectric Response in Femrelectnic Materials

near the Parwaelctric-FerrcelectricTransition

Q. M. Thang. J. Chen. and L. E. Cross

Matenials Research LAboratory. The Pennsylvania State University
University Park. PA 16802

Abstract: In many ferroelectric materials, the piezoelectricity
can be induced by an applied electric field and the mnaterial will
return to piezoelectric inactive state when the field is reduced to L

zero. Baned on thermodynamic theory. the effect of temperature
and applied electric fiteld on the electromechanical response is 16
analyzed for materials with a first order and continuous t 9
ferroelectric-paraelectric phase transitions. It is concluded that a%
near the critical point of a firmt transition, a giant pezoelectric tU

constant and a high electromechanical coupling factor can be
achieved. Experimental results on a series of (BaSr)TiO3 Figure 1. Polarization as a function of temperature with and
samples show that an exceptionally high induced piezoelectric without bias field E- (a) oea a continuous transition. (b) nar a
constant can be obtained for the material with a first order first order transition.
transition, coexistence region and to induce a critical state. as

schematically drawn in figure 1(b). which will yield a high

= ezoelectric constant and electoromecanical coupling factor.
Teefeatures can be quantitatively analyzed using Landau-

I. Introduction Denvonishire theory.5 For simplicity. only the cubic to
[n many transducer applications, it is highly desirable to tetragoaal transition will be considered here. However. the

have materials with a high piezoelectric constant. dielectric results obtained are general and applicable to more comnplicate
constant and electomechanical coupling factor as well as that systems.
these material properties can be tuned by electric and Using the convention in the literature, the frsee energy G of
mechanical fields. Among the various avenues to acheve theme the system neow the transition has the formn
features. the one which operaes the materials near a Phase G =(lt2) a P201I4) 0 P4+ (1U6) Y P6-Q11IT3P2

transition point shows great pomeise and has received increased -2T+2P-(,2 ý(IT+3 1
attention recently. In genera. there are four types of phase Q 2 ~+2P 12 T+ 2 '3 I
transitions one can make use of- the paraelectric-fermoelectric where P is the polarization. Ti is t& mechanical strews tNsor
transition in regular ferroelecmric materia. the diffused phase component. ai=aQ(vt-t). t is temperature. act. 0. Y a
transition in relaxor masterial the antiferoevieCtric-ferroelectriC constants. CA is the electrutrictive constant. and at tP is the
transition. and the ferroelectric-ferroelectric transition. 1-4 In elastic complianc under constant electric displacemtent- For
this paper. the results of a or eet theoretical and experimental.Qj n sI a eal idpednto
investigation on the electromechanical behavior of a otmtras i n 11  r eryidpneto

fenoelectric, maera nerhfrolcn.pue-cfiff- temtperatur and electric field. In eq. (1). the free energ for
will bectpresented.a naThe emhsshrewl eplcdo o state is takd" as zern. The difference betwee a first order
thle induedsmateria Thoe tempasaeis e byte blace electri transition and a continuous transition is reflected by the sign of

field and affected by temperasture. and what the conditions arem in eq. (1). For a first Order transition. IkO and for a
to achieve a high pieZoelectric respons in a maoterial. continuous transition. P~O and the truanstion occurs at t=to.

Fromn eq. (1). the basic equations which describe the respomns
behavior of a matnial in the transition region CIA be derved

II. Theoreticaltreatment onthe'*1" elcoeh-alcalbeaviornear0
th _ .- ferroelciictransition _ E=-_D=a P+ p p3+ y PSJ2QT 3P-2Ql 2(Tl+T2)P (2)
n te arelectric phase, thesonaeu polarization of a p

ferroelectric Material is rare and thereis noieoecriactilvity a_________(3)___
in the material. However, by ajipying aD bias field on the()
matersial a polariation can he induced andl the matria will (a +I3 0 p2+.Sy p'-2Qu T3-2Ql2(TI+T2))
exhibit non-zero piezoelectric contstat. As will be analyzed in 2Q,,IP
the following, how a material behavsm in this induced $Wae will d33-2QI it P- (-a+ P+5yF2Q T2I2TT) (4)

critically depend on the order of the transition. Asaschrnatically(a3PP+ P'2iT-Q 1 TlT)
drawn in figure 1(a). for a continuou transition as1 OWe tuns+ 4(~p, p (5)
on external electric fields. the tonisition is asamerd ONE and as a sh3 ST (I .. 3 SyP..Q T.l(,T
result, the material constants are reduced from thei extrmea+ 25yF-Q T-Q2(IT)
values. On the other hand. for a first order phase transition the d 2L(

effect of an external field is to narrw the width of the 03 1 6



To avoid confusion. the mechanical stress effect will not be _________________

considered here and hence T, is set to zero in these equations.
Eq. (2) relates the polarization to the bias electric field and
temperatrwe, and it is solved numerically. 0

For a continuous transition, without electric bias fields. att

20LO~to-t)
Above ti, both P and d33 become zero. In figure 2. the materiallo
properties as a function of temperature under a fixed DC biasla
field and as a function of DC bias electric field at several 10
temperatures are plotted. The parameters used are: lam.s
Qr,-=6.66* 105. §=9.48*I108. y-=3.94* 1010 , and Q1 I=0. I (all in em
MKS units). The choice of these parameters is to provide a sm
comparison with the response behavior of a first order 4=
transition later where the parameters for BaTiO3 single crystal
are used. Clearly, the DC bias field eliminates the critical MI Woo S~ ls /
behavior and reduces the dielectric constant substantially. As a
result, the material does not exhibit a large piezoelectric_______________
constant and electromechanical coupling factor in the induced______________
piezoelectric state.

in contrast to the continuous transition. for a material with a .
first order transition. these material constants will have a 3substantial increase as a DC electric bias field is applied. I
Without electric field, a first order transition will occur at 13

-r to +it a DC bias field. acritical regioinwill be

2
induced with the critical field E,-- 21 Pýý and Pz= - the a

polarization at the critical field. The crtca t Mpertreisa
9p2a

tic= to + 20 lo Near the critical point,

tn figure 3. the dependence of the dielectric constant.,0
peolectric coinsant and elecs - inia coupling factor on00

the bias electric field and temperature for a first order transition
material is presnted. The parameters used here are those for
BaT#03 single crystal: aoo6.66*10 5. 0z-9.48"'lo. 4=TWO(C)

y-3 .9 4*1010, QI ,0 I. all in WKS units, And t0=1llOi2C.
Iirnres 2 and 3 demonstrate the drastical difference in the310

material properties near the transition region between a first
order and a continuous transition:

(1) For a continuous tranisition, the peak dielectric constant I .
decreases monotonically as the DC bias field inceases whatle
for afirst order transition. it williincrease until reachesthe1=
critical field Ec. Afterwords, the peak value dcesswhen the s
bias field level is further increased. Front the expression 0 --- --
above, a strong first order transition (a large 0) will yield & E (Wl"
highe Ec, This feature may be useful for the electric emMr Figure 2I Firom the top to the bonom: the dielectric constant.storage application where a high electric field and large the piezeeti constant, the elastic compliance. and the
dielectric constant am needed. *- - opigfco e otnostasto(2) Near the critical point of a first order transition, the a amni0 woi infator dfam boninuos trldF-ansithonelectromechmanical coupling factor can approach one which asfncono mewuwihdfentbsfelEadte
means a 100 % energy conversion between the electric and (telcm c labes funcir of curas are .Ald Ete diffrventmwechanical forms. A1diogh in reality, due to the lOUs and ancalcul(thed laesin frteqcuateo s (2 tto(). for th caurematerial imperfections, the electromechanical coupling faco bareclclteduigeuain 2 tn6.o acniuuma esmaller than one, it will still be substantially large nar
the critical region tha those in the other regions. aoayi uhwatrta htfrafrtodrtasto(3) A large Piezoelectric reepomna can be achieved new and aomlisucwekrtnthtfraistrdrrnitn
atthe critical POWntofa first order transition. For acontinuous eam the critical Point. that is (tto)"112 vs. (t-tc)-'. In real
tansiation the piezoelectric constnt also shows a divergence as material,. a transition is always smeared out over a finite
the temperature approaches the tanisition point. However, the temperature and field range due to various imperfections. On



In practical applications. the Materials used are often in theceramic form. Hence, at a constant applied cextral field. theE.&C 43 a) electric field in each grain is not the same, which will smear out
the critical point and reduce the maxtimum value of thelaom Iachievable piezoelectric constants. From the practical point ofr"'C 'view. this may not be detrimental. A broad phase transition

I'_ i- region means a broad operation temperature &"~or field rangetam I-0which is often required for practical applications.

low[ Ill. Experimental resultstoo= In searching for materials with a high piezoelectricresponse. the properties of a series of (Ba-,jSrj)TiO3 (BST)ceramic specimens at x=0.35. which have the transition near10000room temperature, with different dopants and processing

I [I S (.41 Sc 

niin ee e autd T e e prm na eal n

Y, detailed account of the results will be presented in a latertow publication. Since the saturated polarizigion and theV electrostrictive coefficient are almost the same for all these
E -0 samples. the magnitude of the induced piezoelectric response100 will be determined by the order of the transition in these1-2 samples. From the bias field dependence of the dielectricI'ACresponse, the order of the transiton in these specimens wereidentified. Both the dielectric behaviors typical for a first order

CIA transition and for a continuous transition were observed inthese specimens. in figure 4. the dielectric constant as a0.6 function of temperature under different bias field for one
0.4 specimen is shown and clearly. it is the behavior for a first

order transition. The temperature difference tc-tia. is I I OC
which indicates a weakly first order transition (tc.4r for BaTiO3

TOM (C)
I00orT 26000

Tc-Z ~~~~22000 E12- 9 -'

low,1.

Figure 3. From the top to the botom: the dielectric conmt.n*10
the piezoelectric constant. and the elecuussechnical coupling
factor as afuncuion Oftemperamr for a MAMWewiath atfist
order transition under different bias field; and the indUCed ______-__-__-_-__-__-

piezoelectric constant as a function of biasi field for different Is 20 12 24 N6O 2temperature, where tc is the critical temperture. All the curvesa" Cam clcuate usng eL () t (6 an thepuail" usd I Figure 4. The dielectric constant for a BST sample whichtoefrBataO3 single cirysal. shows a first ofder transition as a functionl Of reMPeratuW for
different DC bias field. The unit for the bias electric fieldthe average, a first order transition will yield a much larper shown in the figre is M~cra.piezoelectric response. The stronger this first Order trumu'on

is. the larger the piezoelectric response near the critical pointwill be. The penality for having a strn ge first Order tran1111tionis that thecritical field Ecwill escalate Siamitis Proportional to is about 9 C) and Ec--l.95 MYcm. The maximun induced02. piezoelectric cosant 033 for this material is 1.600 pC/N.
Although for a continuous transition an anomaly in the which is far above any piezoelectric constat Of the materialspiezoelectric constant will Occur near the transition when there currently in use and reported. For the samples showing ais no DC bias fields, the polarizaion of the maMeia is not stable continuous transition behavior, the induced piezoelectricagainst the thermtal depoling effect as the matertiall is neiar the constant is much smaller. Among them, the highest one is attransition point. As a resualt, the pimeeci epoo a eat a L.20 pCYN. This demontrates the importance of the order ofcontinuous transition is not stabe. In addition. there is no transition On the electromechanical response Of a ferroelecrcincrease in the electromechanical coupling factor near a material.

continuous transitioni.



The large difference in the electromechanical behavior
between a first order transition and a continuous transition can
be explained from the ~o~arzation hysteresis loops shown in 2
figure 5. which are taken from the BST samples possessing oadl
first order transiton and continuous transition respectively.ato Tnsin
From the relation d33=2Q I p 11. a high piezoelectric constant ~Taete
requires a material to have a large P and r simultaneously. As
shown in figure 5(s). which is for the BST sample with a first 0/ 0occurs at PwO. therefore. yields a large piezoelectric response. -10
While for a continuous transition material. figure 5(b) shows a
that the highest dielectric constant maximum occurs at P=).
which certainly does not satisfy the condition for a high -20 ...... . ..
piezoelectric response. -20 -to 0 to 2

IV. Summary and acknowledgment el(kim

.In this paper.. we show that. both theoretically and
expewimentaLy a giant piezoelectric response with tunability
canb achive by operating a material near its paraelectric-
ferroelectric transition for a material with a first order
paraslectric-ferroelectric phase transition. A stron ger first Order 20
transition is preferred to have a higher induced piezoelectric
constant and electromechanical coupling factor. For a material First Order
with a continuous transition, there is no advantage to oprate it *1 rfete
near the transition region. This work was sup~by the
official of Naval Research.0
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Abstract:

The piezoelectric performance of piezoceramic polymer composites with 2-2

connectivity at low frequency has been analyzed theoretically. Due to the elastic coupling

between the ceramic and polymer phases. the strain components in directions perpendicular and

parallel to the ceramic-polymer interface are not uniform in either phases. As a result, most ol

the stress transfer between the two phases occurs at the region near the surface of the composite.

In order to improve the piezoelectric performance of a composite, the polymer matrix should

have a small Young's modulus and a large shear modulus, and a iarge aspect ratio. It may be .ikI

desirable to have the polymer matrix made of two different polymers with the stiffer one near the

surface and the softer one in the interior of the composite. To compare with the theoretical

calculations. surface profiles of a series of 2-2 composites with different aspect ratios were

measured, and the experimental results show excellent agreement with the theoretical

calculations. The non-uniform strain and stress in the direction parallel to the ceramic-polymer

interface of a composite were also confirmed by experiments.



I. Introduction

One of the key design criteria of piezoceramic polymer composites is to optimize the stress

transfer between the two constituents --- the piezoelectric ceramic and polymer matrix. Since the

stress transfer between the two constituents depends on the dimensions and elastic properties of

each phase in a complicated manner, as has been demonstrated by numerous experiments. there

has been a constant effort to establish a quantitative understanding of how various design

parameters affect the performance of a piezocomposite. 1-5 One of the most frequently used

models in analyzing the properties of a composite is based on the isostrain approximation. i.e..

the assumption that the elastic displacements in the two constituents are equal in the ceramic

poling direction. However, the results derived using the isostrain approximation often

overestimated the stress transfer between the two phases. Also, the prediction that the

piezoelectric performance of a composite should be independent of the aspect ratio of the

ceramics in a composite, derived from the isostrain approximation, was apparently incorrect. As

a matter of fact, the aspect ratio is one of the most important parameters in adjusting the

performance of a composite.3.5

Recently, in an effort to improve the modeling of piezocomposites, we have introduced a

simple model based on the static force balance condition to describe the mechanical and the

piezoelectric response of a composite under external stress or electric fields.6 '7 The model

provi0ed the trend of how the elastic properties of each phase and especially the aspect ratio of

the ceramics affect the performance of a composite, and was in good agreement with

experimental results. Hence, it provided a much better base for relating the performance of a

composite to the design parameters. However, quantitatively, there still existed some

discrepancy between experimental results and theoretical predictions. For example, in order to

fit the experimental surface profile of a composite. a much larger Poisson's ratio for the polymer

matrix has to be used. The discrepancies are the result of the approximation made in the model

that the strain in both phases along the piezoceramic poling direction (the z-direction, as will he

introduced later in this paper) is a constant (or independent of z-coordinate). In this paper. % e



will eliminate this assumption and treat the piezocomposites using the basic static elastic

equations:8

3
kL= t a•xi

In equation (1). i and k=l, 2, and 3 (or x. y. and z as will be used later in this paper) correspond

to the three orthogonal coordinates x, y. and z. Although a standard procedure for solving (I) has

been developed. it involves complicated mathematical calculations for a composite structure.

which quite often do not yield much physical insight.9 To avoid this, numerous approximations

were made in the literature to simplify (l) so that a closed form solution can be obtained for

composites. 10 -12 In trying to adapt these results to the piezoceramic polymer composites. we

found that among these theoretical studies, there is a common shortcoming, i.e., there alwa% s

exists an undetermined adjustable parameter in the final results, which is not desirable for a

model required to give quantitative predictions.

For a piezocomposite with 2-2 connectivity, as shown in fig. 1, we will show in this paper that

one can greatly simplify (1) by making use of the features of a typical 2-2 composite. The

calculated results from this approach indicate that the strain field in both the x and z-directions is

not uniform. It also shows that most of the stress transfer between the two constituents occur-

near the surface of a composite. The results confirm that when a composite thickness 2L is much

larger than the width of ceramic plates and polymer gap (d and a), the performance of a

composite at low frequency can be analyzed by the isostrain approximation.

In order to compare with the theoretical results, we have also carried out a series of

measurements on the surface profile of 2-2 composites with different aspect ratio using a double

beam laser dilatometer. 13 The theoretically calculated profile and experimentally measured one

agree with each other in numerical value even without use of adjustable parameters. We have

also made a 2-2 composite with multilayer structure so that the z-dependence of the local stre';

field can be probed and the result also agrees with the theoretical prediction. It is conceivable

that the method used here to measure the local stress field may be generalized to the structure



composites in which the piezoceramic elements can serve as sensors to monitor the change in the

local stress field. In this manner, one may be able to verify the detailed theoretical predictions

about the stress pattern in these composites.

11. Piezoelectric Response of 2-2 Composites under an Electric Field

In the earlier publication. 6 we have shown that when a composite is subjected to an external

electric field along the ceramic poling direction, the surface displacement profile is not uniform.

The displacement in the polymer region is always less than that in the piezoceramic region.

From this non-uniform strain distribution, one is able to calculate the stress transfer between the

two phases.6.7 Since the ceramic plates are poled in the z-direction, we are mainly concerned

with the stress transfer in that direction. Hence, we only consider the following elastic equation

LT----= + LT .-Z = 0 (2)
8z ax

As shown in Fig. I the y-dimensions of a typical 2-2 composite is much larger than the thickness

2L and repeating distance (a+b) in the x-direction of the composite, hence all the quantities

involved are assumed to be independent of y-coordinate. Through the stress-strain relationship.

(2) can be converted to 10

+ it V2uz = 0 (3)

where X and P are the Lame coefficients(1A is shear modulus), a = uxx + uy + uu, and V2 is the

Laplacian operator. For simplicity, we assume that both ceramic and polymer are elastically

isotropic (the elastically anisotropic case can also be treated utilizing the procedure outlined in

this paper). X. and p are related to the Young's modulus Y and Poison's ratio a through

= Y ad X YO
2(1+0) (i+oXk-2o)

When an electric field E3 (E3 is a constant) is applied on a composite. one has the following

constitutive relations in the ceramic:

Txx-C-j I ux+C2uyy+c j 2 uz-e4 IA (4a)

Tyyc- 2uui+di 1uyy+c'l 2un-.IE3 (4b)
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Tz=l 2uN +c' 2u.% +cJ 1uz-ei 3E3  (4'c)

where cf, are the elastic constants (the superscript c refers to the ceramic) and eij are the

piezoelectric stress constants for the ceramic. Similar equations can be written for the poi. mer

matrix except that all eij:0 and cij are those for the polymer.

From earlier experimental and theoretical results and the dimensionality arguments. the strain

uN- in both polymer matrix and ceramic plate can be assumed to be constant. For a composite

material, in general, Tvx is not equal to zero when it is subjected to an electric field. How e. er.

this non-zero Tvx is the result of the stress transfer in the z-direction between the two

constitunents and it is, therefore, small compared with the stress in the z-direction. Since we are

mostly concerned with the stress transfer in the z-direction, the error of assuming T xx--0 to the,.

direction stress transfer will be on the order of 62 (a is the Poisson's ratio).6 Under these

approximations, the strain u~x and uz, are related by

A%+cPuzz) (5b)u,,x---4CPI 11
CI I

where (Sa) is for the ceramic plate and (5b) for the polymer matrix. uy is the same in both

phases and is denoted as a constant Ay. Substituting (5) to (3) yields
2 2
Klaz+ fm= 0 (6)
8z2  8x2

where K2=[(O+2p) -( -+p )X /c i1) / IA

= Y(2-a)Y12p(l-o 2)I (7)

(6) can be used for both ceramic plate and polymer matrix, except different elastic constants

should be used for different phases. Apparently, Uz is a function of both x and z. Following the

standard procedure in solving the partial differential equation, we assume uzas uz:= f(x)g(z.

Substituting this into (6), one gets two ordinary differential equations:

K2 2(z)=-p2 and IL22f(x)-2
g(z) 8x2 f(x) 8X2



The solution to (8) which satisfies the boundary condition that uz=O at z-O. and the s% mmetr\ of

the problem aUz =0 at x--O for the polymer matrix and at x=(a+d)/2 for the ceramic plate ,•
8x

uj=Acz +" Bcsin (anz) cosh[Pc(x-(a+d)/2)j (.- x s d+ -) (9a)nn2 2
n=O

uf=APz+7 Bf~sin(a,,z)cosh(ftx) (-IzsxsA.) (9b)
a--O 2)

where Ac, Ap, Bc, and BP are the integration constants. pc=Kca, and PP=KPan. an is the

eigenvalue, which will be determined from the boundary condition. K' and K] are defined in

(7) for the ceramic plate and polymer matrix. respectively. Due to the periodic nature of the

composite, we only write down the solution for a unit cell of the composite at -a/2 < x < a2÷l-d.

The following boundary conditions are used to determine the integration constants:

Tzz=0 at z= * L.

uj=uf 2 and 't'z=TP,.z at x=a/2,

u.y = u =y A).

The relation between the shear stress Txz and the shear strain uxz is

TXZ = (Aauz + aux

ax oz

Making use of (4) and (9), one arrives at

cn--(2n+l)i/(2L) (n=0,1, 2. ) (1a)

A.PP•, -12-)cosh
_ ._

(Ac-AP) [IP(KP+ cc--1 )sin 12 ) (I0c,

L(a9 (c-(Kc+ 1. )sinh(A )cosh(PP.)+pP(KP+ 12 osh(pCn)sinh(p ))fl(n2  n -- 0

Br-2( Cn osh 2 PK Cj1 P. 2 lc

AP = (10d)

and Ac= Ay+(e3. 3 1)EL (0C)
CC, 6(1 s)



where C1t. 02, CP. and Cp are defined in the Appendix. The superscripts p and c stand tor

polymer matrix and ceramic plate, respectively, and this convention will be used through out this

paper. For the sake of simplicity, B1 and BP are rewritten as
B% = (Ac-AP)B0o
BP =(AF-AP)B 0

It is clear that Bro and BnP0 depend only on the properties of the composite and will not change

with the experimental conditions.

Incidentally i(2) in (9b), which is the prefactor in the cosh function of the

first term describing the non-uniform strain profile in the polymer matrix in the x-direction. 11

quite similar to that obtained in our earlier analysis except there the strain in the z-direction is

assumed to be uniform. 6.7 Since Ap describes the strain decay in the polymer phase in the x-

direction, for more efficient stress transfer between the two constituents, a smaller Ann is

preferred, which implies that the polymer should have a smaller Young's modulus and a large

shear modulus. A composite with a larger L will also improve the stress transfer. These

conclusions are the same as those derived from our earlier theoretical model.6 'i7

Finally, Ay can be determined from the force balance condition (Newton's third law) in the , -

direction, which requires that the total force experienced by the ceramic plate should be equal in

magnitude and opposite in sign to that in the polymer matrix

From this
= !!!E E3

A1 L(dCgCA a CPA) - CB (IIC + 11P)

2

where CA, CPA, CB, H €, Hec and IIIE are defined in the Appendix.

Equation (9) shows that the strain profile not only depends on the x-coordinate but also

depends on the z-coordinate. The coupling between the polymer and ceramic changes the strain

pattern in both directions.
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In order to verify these theoretical results, the surface profiles of several 2-2 composites %, ith

different thickness (2L) were measured using a double beam laser dilatometer. The 2-2

composites were made from PZT-500 ceramics 14 and Spurrs epoxy 15 with the dimensions of

a=1.3 mm and d=l.0 mnm. The 2-2 composite samples with different thicknesses 2L used in the

surface profile measurement were cut from one original piece. Shown in fig. 2 is the companson

of experimentally measured surface profiles with those calculated using (9) at the surface of the

composites (z= , L). All the input parameters are fixed in the calculation, which are taken from

the data either from the manufacturer or from the other measurements. 14 ,15 During the process

of making these 2-2 composite samples, there was some degree of depoling due to the heating of

the ceramic plate to higher temperature. The d33 value was reduced from 400 pm/V (poled by

the manufacturer) to a lower value of 356 pm/V and the d31 value was also reduced in the same

proportion. In the theoretical calculation, these reduced values were used. For clarity, not all

experimentally measured surface profiles are shown in fig. 2. In Table I. the ratio of

uf at x=0 to ul at x=(a+d)/2 from all the samples measured and the corresponding theoretically

calculated values are listed, since this is the most sensitive parameter reflecting the non-uniform

strain distribution in the x-direction of a composite. Excellent agreement between the

experimentally measured profiles and theoretically predicted ones was achieved over a large

range of aspect ratio without adjustable parameters, and the theoretical fitting parameters• iisted

in Table 11) agree with the earlier measured results. The results here also demonstrate that the

surface profile becomes more or less uniform as the aspect ratio becomes large.

Fig. 3 show the strain profile in the z-direction calculated using (9) for both ceramic plate and

polymer matrix for three aspect ratios (d/L=0.4, 0.2, and 0.05) with 40 % ceramic content for 2 2

composites made of PZT-500 plates and Spurrs epoxy. The parameters used in the calculation

are given in Table 11 except d33=400 pm/V and d31 =-175 pm/V are used here. For the ceramic

plate, the strain u,, plotted is averaged over x. and for the polymer, the value was taken at ,--&.

SB ,cos (%z) sinh[Pcd/21 (I Ia)
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2g

ufz=AP÷+ BacBncos(ctnz) (lib)
n=O

Figs. 2 and 3 shows clearly that the strain depends both x and z. It also shows that near the

surface the piezoelectric response of the ceramic plate is very close to that of pure ceramic

(d33 ---" proV) while the strain in the polymer near z=L is nearly zero. In other words, the

elastic coupling between the two phases does not affect very much the piezoelectric response of

the ceramic plate and elastic response of the polymer matrix near the surface region (z= :t L i

On the other hand, although the strain in the z-direction shows large changes with z-coordinate

for composites with a small aspect ratio, the strain in the z-direction is almost a constant for

composites with large aspect ratio, for which the constant strain approximation in the z-direction

and isostrain approximation in the x-direction should be appropriate. These results also justif)

the assumption made earlier in this paper that uyy is a constant for a 2-2 composite since the y-

dimension is much larger than the ceramic plate width d and polymer matrix gap a.

Ill. Piezoelectric Response under Hydrostatic Pressure

When a 2-2 piezoceramic polymer composite is subjected to a hydrostatic pressure (-p). the

elastic response of both ceramic plate and polymer matrix is still described by (1), (2), and (3

except that (4) becomes

T, 1=c 1Uxx+1.4 2uyy+Cc 2uzz (12a)

TYY=CF 2uxx+CdI UYY+tc 2uzz (12b)

and Tndj2ux+cJ2uyy+CejIu (12c)

for the ceramic plates. For the polymer matrix, one just replace c€j in (11) by c., the stiffness

constant of the polymer phase used. From T%% =-p. the relation between u, and uzz becomes

Uzi= L. p + c, 2uu+c,2Ay)

which can be used for ceramic plates and polymer matrix.

The elastic displacement uz for the two phases are those in (9a) and (9b). The boundary

conditions now are



lu

Tz=-p at z= * L.

Uiz = Ut a z at x=a/2.

and 0% = u= A%

an--(2 n+ I)r/(2L). BP, and BK are those in (l1a) and (1Ob). Ac, AP and A. now are different

from those in the electric field driven situation

Ac= " C (13a)

AP= + ,+C Ay (13b).

C1II+ c 1 2 C p

Taking into account the external stress (-p) in the y-direction, the force balance condition in that

direction requires

J", TT ydxdz+JJ. Tr,,dxdz= -p(a+d)./2 (14)

where Tgyy and "7yy are the stresses in the polymer matrix and ceramic plate, respectively. (14)

states that the total force experienced by the composite in the y-direction should be the same as

that exerted by the hydrostatic pressure. Hence, the strain in the y-direction, Ay. can be

determined from (14),

=A (111b - (a+d)1/2) p (15)

2 + aaCP) - C. (11c + lIP)

where cA, CP, CB, 1Ic, UP and 111h are all defined in the Appendix.

The non-uniform strains and stresses in the ceramic plate imply that the piezoelectric

hydrostatic response in the ceramic is not uniform, it depends on both x and z coordinates. For

example, the local piezoelectric hydrostatic response can be found from the relation

F-3 = - [g33 Tz+93 (TxR+Tyy)] = - 8f (-P) (16)

where gf is introduced as the local effective piezoelectric hydrostatic coefficient, which is a

function of both x and z coordinates. Utilizing the results derived above, one can get

E3 =-[-p({33 +53 ,( 1-+42)}+A,(g 3 ,li-g33C5)+uW(g33C-g 3 1C2)] (17)

Apparently, the third term, which contains uh, is responsible for the variation of the hydrostatic

response with x and z coordinates.
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The z-dependenc- of the piezoelectric response predicted by (17) was verified expenmentall%

The local stress field was probed in a 2-2 composite with multilayer structure (see schematic in

fig. 4). The multilayer 2-2 composite was made of PZT-500 ceramic and Spurns epox) %% ith total

eleven layers. The ceramic plates were glued together using silver epoxy which also serves as

electrodes for each layer. The charge output under an AC hydrostatic pressure (50 Hz) % as

measured for each layer with the electrodes of other layers shorted together. The expenmentally

measured quantity corresponds to F3. which is E3 averaged over x on the ceramic plate

193 =-iPf 33+g3 1( 1 c% -c~ 2 )(Acj+

2(g33C-, g3 102)(Ac) ' BOcos(cLnz)sinh(Pc)] (18

c(-- 82

The experimental result and theoretical calculation are compared in fig. 5 and the agreement

between the two is satisfactory.

The effective hydrostatic piezoelectric coefficient N of the sample can be found by averaging

E3 in(18) overz(E Ve= E-,3dz ) and lb = E/"Ip. • for the sample is j'g. i is the averaged

dielectric permitivity of a composite =-- vcec+( I-vj)eP, where vc is the volume content of

ceramics in a composite, e' and eP are the dielectric permitivity of the ceramic plate and

polymer, respectively. Usually, eC is much larger than eP, which results in iý= vce . Hence.

S= VCYdh (19)

where

y= [(d 33+d3 1(l+ -LW12 ) -lily ((C1 c¶•,Xc)( +2cFtW) dl
el 1+442 411 422 (d33Cr-d3 IC(2) (CIIY+CD)IICYdy

dLCc2

where db,= (d33 + 2d3 1) is the hydrostatic piezoelectric coefficient of the ceramic plate, and y is

the stress transfer factor, which measures how much stress is transferred from the polymer matnri

to ceramic plates. In fig. 6, 3• is plotted against the ceramic content in the composite for

different aspect ratio. The results for (a+d)/L=0.01 and 0.05 are almost identical, which in•dicates

that the aspect ratio effect saturates at (a+dY/L-0.05. In other words, when L becomes larger. the
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results derived here approaches those derived from the isostraiD approximation and there is no

further improvement in the piezoelectric performance of a composite with a smaller Ia+d)/L.

In fig. 7. the tensile stress T,, for the ceramic plate is plotted as a function of z-coordinate for

2-2 composites with different aspect ratio. The ceramic content is kept at 40 % and the composite

is subjected to a hydrostatic pressure of I N/m 2 . In the figure. T,. is the average over x=a/2 to

x=a/2+d. Most of the parameters used in the calculation are listed in Table II except d33 =400

pm/V and d31=-175 pm/V (the value for PZT-500 from the manufacturer) 14. In fig. 8. the strain

uzz as a function of z is plotted for both ceramic plate and polymer matrix [(I Ia) and ( I Ib)1. The

result is similar to that in fig. 3 where the sample is under an electric field.

In order to have a stress transfer between the two phases in a composite, it is necessary

that a strain gradient exists between the two phases in the x-direction. The larger this gradient

is, the more the stress will be transferred between the two phases. Fig. 8 shows clearly that the

stress transfer between the polymer matrix and ceramic plate mainly occurs near the surface of

the composite (z= * L). For composites with large aspect ratio, the portion of polymer

participating in the stress transfer is relatively small, i.e., most of the polymer does not

contribute to the stress transfer. In fact, the polymer in the interior region acts only as the elastic

loading which reduces the effective stress transfer between the two phases. Therefore. a

composite with the polymer matrix made of very stiff polymer near surface region (near z= : U.

and very soft polymer in the interior (near z=O) can have a much better piezoelectric

performance.

IV. Summary and Acknowledgment

Starting from the basic elastic equations, the static piezoelectric performance of piezoceramic

polymer composites with 2-2 connectivity has been analyzed theoretically. The results show

that due to the elastic coupling between the two constituent phases, the strain is not only non-

uniform in the x-direction, but also in the z-direction. Most of the stress transfer between the two

phases occurs at the region near the surface of a composite, the materials in the interior of the



composite does not contribute significantly to the stress transfer. The results confirm that the

isostrain model may be used for composites with very large aspect ratio without introducing

much error. In order to improve the piezoelectric performance of a composite. the composite

should be made of polymer matrix with a small Young's modulus and a large shear modulus, and

a large aspect ratio. It may be desirable to have the polymer matrix made of two different

polymers with the stiffer one near the surface and the softer one in the interior of the composite.

Surface profiles of a series of 2-2 composite with different aspect ratio were measured using

a double beam laser interferometer and the experimental results show excellent agreement w At

the theoretical calculations. The non-uniform strain in the z-direction of a composite was also

confirmed by experiment.

It should be noted that these conclusions reached here are based on static elastic relations,

they are valid only for low frequencies, that is, for frequencies well below various resonance

modes in a composite. Similar analysis on the performance of a piezocomposite near its

thickness resonance frequency will be pursued in the future.

The authors wish to thank Drs. W. A. Smith, N. R. Sottos, and C. Richard for stimulating

discussions. This project was supported by the Office of Naval Research through the Grant No:

N00014-93-1-0340.
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Appendix

(c2 2  
(CC) 2

CP=CPI- ( )zand CýA=- CC,- 1 2

I~c
CD* I - I

IF=aCC- cnd (CC)

-(-1)8 sinho
lip = ic-: p

IIF= .LI(C33- ae 3 1XlCIc~IP) L4.(j- 42)e 31+ q- 33-e 3j)

= .... L.. .. L-II+l1P) + WL('t2-) + d 1

CI+I 4~1 +tj IiC2 CPII+C¶I c +2

Illy UP- (a+d)1J2
(dCCA.aCP)WJ - CsB(I"C+IP)
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Table I. The comparison of experimentally measured and theroetically calculated non-uniform

strain distribution of 2-2 composites (d=1.0 mnm, a=13 mm)

L (mm) uf/uj (exp.) uf /u (theo.)

5.2 0.88 0.87

4.06 0.84 0.836

3.1 0.79 0.787

2.15 0.72 0.70

1.35 0.5 0538

Table 11. The pmameters used for rTf-500 ceramics and Spurns Epoxy in the calculation for

Table I and figure 2

PZT Yc 5.43(lOlON/rn2), 1 -1 2.06(lOlON/rn2), oc-O31,cllC=-1.156(lOI N/rn2)

c 12c=0.75 (1011 N/m2), d33-356 (pw), d3I=-156 (pIV), ac,=1700 so

Spun Epoxy YP=4.8(109N/m2), pP=1.76(109N/m2), oP=.364

C1 P=827 (109 N/P), cl2P=4.7 (109 N/m2), 0-4 re
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Figure captions:

Figure 1.- Schematic drawing of a 2-2 piezoceramic-polymer composite. The ceramic plates are

marked by shaded areas, the width of ceramic plate is d and the width of polymer matrix gap Is

a. and the sample thickness is 2L z is the poling direction of the ceramic plate.

Figure 2. Comparison between measured and calculated surface displacement profiles (in the x-

direction) for a composite subjected to a low frequency electric field. T'he black dots are the

experimental data points and the solid lines are theoretical results. The ceramic regions have a

high displacement value than the polymer regions. The displacement profile of the composite

was measured using a double beam laser dilatometer at a frequency of 250 Hz. The dimensions

of the onmposites are a_-13 mmn, d1I.0 mm. with (a) 2L,- 10.4mnu and (b 4.3 mmn, respectively.

Figure 3. The effect of the aspect ratio on the non-uniform strain profile in the z-direction for

both ceramic plate ZIz (solid lines) and polymer matrix uL(z), (dashed lines). ZOOz) is the

average displacement of the ceramic plate and uf,(z) is the polymer displacement at x=O. the

applied electric field is I Vim along the z-direction, &a=3 mm and d=2 -m with three different

thicknesses: (a)' 21L-10 mm; (b) 2L--20 -u; (c) 2L=S0 mm-

Figure 4. Schematic drawing of the multilayer 2-2 composite, which consists of eleven ceramic

layers glued together using silver epoxy with the thickness of each ceramic layer being 0.79 mm.

The dimeniom of the composite are: a-- 1.3 mmn, d= 1.06 mm. 2L=&7 mm. The electrodes for

each layer wte numbered from 1 to 12.

Figure 5. The charge output from the electrode pairs: 1 and 2,2 and 3,3 and 4,4 and S.,5 and 6.

6 and 7 (shown in black dots) and their comparison with the theoretically calculated result (solid

line). The data point at z=O is for pair 6 and 7. and the point near the composite surface (z=4.35)
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is for pair I and 2. When the charge output, for example, from the second layer was measured

(between the electrodes 2 and 3), the electrodes I and 2 were connected together and the

electrodes 3 to 12 were also connected together.

Figure 6. The calculated piezoelectric hydrostatic constant i of 2-2 composites as a function of

the ceramic volume content vc for different aspect ratio. The parameters used in the calculation

are listed in table 1H except here d33 =400 pm/V and d<3 1=-175 pm/V. The top curve is for

(a+d)/L=O.05 and the bottom one is for (a+d)/L=l.

Figure 7. The tensile stress Tjzz for the ceramic plate as a function of z for 2-2 composites with

different L The ceramic width d-2 mm and the width of polymer gap a=3 nun. The composites

are subjected to a hydrostatic pressure of -1 N/m2 .

Fiure . The effect of the aspect ratio on the non-uniform srain profile in the z-direction for

both ceramic plate u (solid line) and polymer matrix uf(z) (dashed line), where •u•(z) is that

averaged over the ceramic plate and uL(z) is at x=0 when the composite is subjected to a

hydrostatic pressure -p= -1 N/m2. The 2-2 composite has a=3 -m and d=2 mm.
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Title: Modeling and Design of 1-3 Tubular Composite for Smart

Transducer Applications

Authors: J. Chen, Q.M Zhang, L.E. Cross, and C. M. Trottier*

ABSTRACT

A new type of 1-3 piezocomposite has been developed recently for advanced
transducer applications. The composite made of piezoelectric ceramic tubes embedded in a
polymer matrix has many unique features, such as tunability on acoustic impedence and
piezoelectric response. The stress analysis indicates that the elastic parameters of polymer
matrix have significant effects on the performance of 1-3 tubular piezocomposites. By
optimizing the structure of composite and the elastic prope:ies of the polymer matrix, the
piezocomposite has a exceptionally large hydrostatic response, dh, and a very high receiving
sensitivity. A low electric impedence and large effective piezoelectric constants suggest that
the transducers in the form of the 1-3 tubular piezocomposites are superior to normal 1-3
rod piezocomposites in hydrostatic applications.

INTRODUCTION

1-3 piezocomposites have been developed for over a decade. Because of the
capability of tailoring material properties, such as acoustic impedence and piezoelectric
responses, in a wide range, 1-3 piezocomposites have been successfully applied in
advanced transducers, including medical imaging transducers in megahertz frequency
regime and underwater acoustic transducers (Garuraja, 19871. However, when frequencies
fall in kilohertz regime, namely for those applications involving imaging through air, such
as autonomous vehicle guidance, manufacturing assembly, nondestructive test and vibration
control, the conventional 1-3 rod piezocomposite suffers some difficulties, such as the need
of a high operation voltage, high electric impedance, and that the acoustic impedence of the
transducers is still too high for air transducers which substantially reduces the energy
transfer efficiency. The recent developments of 1-3 piezocomposites show that the
composites using piezoelectric ceramic tubes have several advantages over conventional 1-3
rod piezocomposites in these applications. Previous work [Zhang et al. 1993a] has
demonstrated that because the electric field is applied in the wall thickness direction of
piezoelectric tubes, the 1-3 tubular piezocomposite is able to be operated under low voltages
which is desirable for low frequency transducers operated at the thickness resonance mode.
In addition, the effective transverse piezoelectric constant d31 can be changed from negative
to positive depending on the Poisson's ratio of the polymer matrix, the dimensions and
piezoelectric constants as well as the volume content of the ceramic tube, while the effective
longitudinal piezoelectric constant d3 3 remains substantially large. As a result, the
hydrostatic coefficient, dh=d33+2d31, becomes exceptionally large. Another advantage is

J. Chen, Q.M. Zhang and L.E. Cross
Materials Research Laborakxy
The Pennsylvania State University, University Park. PA 16802.
Michael Trottier, FML Inc., Biddeford, Maine 04005



that ceramic tubes can be encaped with air which will significantly reduce the acou-tic
impedence of a composite.

The performance of 1-3 piezocomposites depends on their structural design and the
component selection. There are a number of parameters which are critical to the performance
of 1-3 tubular piezocomposites, such as elastic constants of the polymer matrix and cerarmic
tube size. Analytical studies [Smith and Auld, 1991, Zhang et al. 1993b] of 1-3 rod
piezocomposites have made significant contributions to the understanding of the material
responses as acoustic transducers which is also helpful in understanding the performance of
tubular composites. Increasing the tunability of acoustic impedence. eliminating undesired
vibration modes, and enhancing the sensitivity of the composites are the basic goals to
design advanced piezocomposites for sensor and actuator applications. In this paper. we
will present a detailed analysis on the effect of various design parameters on the
piezoelectric responses of 1-3 tubular composites based on the results of recent theoretical
and experimental investigations.

MODELING

One of the major concerns in the underwater applications is the piezoelectric
response of a composite under hydrostatic condition, while in air acoustic applications, the
response to the uniaxial stress is of more importance. Therefore, establishing theoretical
models to simulate the stress transfer between ceramic tubes and polymer matrix under both
hydrostatic and uniaxial stress conditions will help us to understand and improve the
composite performance. Previous study [Zhang et al, 1993b] indicated, in 1-3 rod
piezocomposites, the majority of stress transfer is concentrated in the surface regime. A
rigid thin face plate is helpful to improve the stress transfer from polymer matrix to ceramic
elements and reduce the self-loading effect of the composite. Therefore, face plates have to
be taken into consideration in our theoretical model.

Two configurations of 1-3 tubular composites are modeled: (1) 1-3 tubular
composites with homogenous polymer matrix; (2) 1-3 tubular composites with rigid face
plates. In these calculations, the stress transfer between polymer matrix and ceramic tubes
and surface displacement profile of the composite under different pressure conditions were
evaluated. The hydrostatic piezoelectric constant (dh), receiving sensitivity (gh), and
effective longitudinal piezoelectric constant d33e are evaluated. In these calculations, the
parameters of PZT 5H piezoelectric ceramic tubes are used: d33 =593 x 10-12 m/V, d31=-
274 x 10-12 m/V, YE33=4.8 xl0 10 N/m2 and sE33= 21 xl0-12 m2/N (Mogan Matroc, Inc.).

(1) Homogenous Matrix

A 1-3 composites with a homogenous polymer matrix will be treated first. The ideal
working condition of 1-3 piezocomposites is that the polymer matrix moves in phase with
the ceramic component, a situation which can be described by the iso-strain model.
Therefore, the iso-strain model is utilized in the following modeling. The comparison is
also made with a single end capped piezoelectric ceramic tube and 1-3 rod composites.

By approximating the unit cell of 1-3 tubular composites and adopting the polar
coordinate system as what shown in Figure 1, under iso-strain model , the non-zero strain
components are

df u4 ZZ- d (1)r= -• U = ' uu=

The basic piezoelectric constitutive relations can be expressed as



Tz= cII Uzz+ C12 uoo+ c12 urr" e31 E

Tr=Ct Ie UT e+Cl2 Uzz+ C!2 it.- e33E (2)

T1=cIiU$4+CI2Urr +c 12uzz-e 3I E

where Tz, Tr, and T0 are the stress components in the three directions, cýj are the elastic
stiffness constant, eij are the piezoelectric stress constant, and E is the applied electric field
on the wall of piezoceramic tubes along the r direction. For the situation when the composite
is subjected to a hydrostatic pressure P, the boundary conditions are: at r = R. there is no
stress transfer in the r direction, Tr = P, at r = r2, Tr is continuous through the interface. at

r2 R

r=r1 , Tr = 0; and at the two surfaces normal to the z-direction, fT 2 rrdr+ fT'2Irrdr
ri r2

n g R2 P, where L is the thickness of the composite, r1 and r2 are the inner and outer
diameters of the ceramic tube respectively. Based on these boundary conditions. one can
obtain the strain components and then through equation (2), the stress components Tz. Tr.
and To. superscript c and p represent in ceramic and polymer regimes respectively.

The voltage generated by the 1-3 tubular piezocomposite under hydrostatic pressure
P is

Vr. J[g33Tr +g 31 (T0 + T.)J2trdr (3)
r

where g33 and g31 are piezoelectric coefficients of ceramic tubes and the integration is from
r=rl to r-r2.

The effective piezoelectric coefficient of piezocomposite, therefore, can be defined
as

e Vr (4)
gh PL

and
POLYMER
MATRIX

CERAMIC
TUBE7

Figure 1. The schematic draw of an unit cell of 1-3 tubular piezocomposite.
P, r2 and r, are the radii of unit cell, tube outer and inner respectively.



; = &fi (5)

where E is the effective permittivity of the piezocomposite, which is

2e= 2 (6)

R' InQ)

Therefore, the effective hydrostatic piezoelectric constant 4eh can be expressed as

d 1 - J[d33Tr +d 3 l(T# + T,)]2Xrdr (7)

kr,

The equation (1), (2) and (7) are solved and the results are plotted in following
figures. Figure 2a shows how the hydrostatic piezoelectric response dh of tubular
composites varies with the volume fraction of the end capped tube (r22/R 2) for different
Poison's ratios of the polymer matrix. Here the tube volume content in a composite is
defined as r2

2/R2 , and ceramic content as (r22-rt 2)/R2, refering to Figure I. The diameter,,
of piezoelectric ceramic tubes in the calculation are OD(outer diameter)=0.05" and [D(inner
diameter)=O.03". Young's modulus of the polymer matrix is E=4..x10 9 (the same as that
of Spurs epoxy). It is clear that the hydrostatic sensitivity dh of 1-3 tubular piezocomposite
is always lower than that of end capped piezo-ceramic tube. For a 1-3 tubular
piezocomposite with Spurs epoxy matrix, dh is decreased significantly with the tube volume
fraction is reduced and at lower volume fraction, is much lower than than of the end capped
tube. However, for a composite with a polymer matrix of a low Poisson's ratio, for

example o=O.15, dh can be very close to that of the single tube, which is the d4 value at
100% volume fraction. Therefore, except for a polymer with a negative Poison's ratio, 1-3
tubular composite hydrostatic sensitivity (dh) is always less than that of the end capped
piezoceramic tube, which is different from the !-3 rod piezocomposite. The advantage of
the composite structure is to integrate tubes into a polymer matrix, which can be used for
large area applications, provides lower and adjustible acoustic impedance and density.
improved mechanical integrity, and possibily a larger hydrostatic figure of merit, while the
reduction in d4 is small. For example, the 1-3 tubular piezocomposite of 20 % volume

content and a polymer matrix of a=0.15, hydrostatic piezoelectric constant dh value is about
85% of that of the end capped ceramic tube. however its weight density and mechanical
strength are superior to a signal ceramic tube.

The hydrostatic figure of merit of a 1-3 tubular composite, however, can be much
higher than that of an end capped tube. see Figure 2b. For example, with a Poison ratio of

--0.25, the hydrostatic figure of merit for composite in all the volume fraction is higher
than that of a single tube (100% tube volume content) if the stress transfer between the tube
and polymer matrix follows the isostrain model. A smaller Poisson's ratio of the polymer
matrix can have a higher hydrostatic figure of merit.
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A reduction on Young's module of polymer matrix can also improve hydrotatic
sensitivity dh of 1-3 tubular composite. Figure 3 shows the relationship between dh and the
Young's module of polymer matrix at different Possion's ratios. At the tube volume content
considered (30%), dh reaches its saturation value when Young's module of matrix Is

reduced to I09 N/m 2. Further reduction in the Young's modulus of the polymer matnrx %4 1il
not improve the hydrostatic response. Apparently, in hydrostatic case, the Possion's ratio
is a more important parameter than Young's module of polymer matrix.

(2) Face Plate Case

From the analysis presented above, it is clear that a proper selection of polymer
matrix can increase the hydrostatic piezoelectric sensitivity of 1-3 tubular piezocomposite
significantly. On the other hand, if the aspect ratio of the ceramic tube is not very large. the
stress transfer between the polymer matrix and ceramic tube will deviate from that of the
iso-strain model. Hence, the performance of the 1-3 tubular composites can be improved
by optimizing the composite structure. It has been demonstrated [Zhang et al, 1993b] that
the stress transfer between polymer matrix and ceramic elements is non uniform in the
thickness direction of 1-3 composites. The most of stress in a 1-3 composites is transferred
in the surface region in the z (thickness)-direction. Therefore, a rigid polymer surface layer
will offer an effective stress transfer between the polymer matrix and ceramic tubes and
make it approach that of the iso-strain value. It can be expected that the combination of rigid
surface layer and soft matrix will further improve the figure of merit of a 1-3 tubular
piezocomposite. In addition, using a soft polymer matrix can lower the acoustic impedance.
especially when the polymer matrix is in foamed structure. By controlling the porosity in the
matrix, the acoustic impedence of piezocomposites and the Poisson's ration of the polymer
matrix can be adjusted in a wide range.

To model the piezoelectric responses in the rigid face plate case, a thin plate elastic
equation is used to calculate the displacement field on the composite surface. In the
modeling, the composite is subjected to an uniaxial stress Pi in the z-axis direction. The
basic equation is (Landau and Lifshitz, 1986]:

D A2u - P = 0 (8)

where D h h3by , h is the thickness of the face plate, Y and 0 are the Young's modulus
12(1-o2)

and Poisson's ratio of the face plate respectively. The stress P in the equation depends on
P1 and parameters of the composite. By solving the above equation, we can obtain the
displacement field of the composite in the z-direction and then piezoelectric responses.

The displacement field at the composite surface can be divided into three regions
(refer to Figure 1.):

kgim! inside the ceramic tube, rctr

u = aI,,_Jr4 +blr2 (9)
64D

Rgio ii- in the ceramic tube wall region, rl<r<r2

u = K (constant) (10)

Buion iii outside the ceramic tube wall. r2<r< R

a2 + -r- ÷ r r- rn r +d2 Ilnjr- ri (11)



where al. a2, bh, b2, c2, d2 are the integration constants which can be determined from ,he
boundary conditions: at polymer-ceramic interfaces, polymer phase has the same

displacement as the ceramic phase . at r=R. = = 0. P1 is pressure in z-axis direction. The

results are plotted in the figures 4-8.
Figure 4 shows the piezoelectric performance of 1-3 tubular composite (25% tube

volume content) as a function of the elastic parameters of the polymer matrix under an
uniaxial stress. Different from the hydrostatic case, the longitudinal piezoelectric response
of composite is less sensitive to Poisson's ratio of the polymer matrix within 0.15-0.364
range. (The Poisson's ratio of the polymer has a large effect on the effective d31 coefficient
of the composite.) However, the longitudinal piezoelectric response of the composite is
more sensitive to the stiffness of the matrix polymer. When the stiffness of the polymer is
larger than lx108 N/m 2 the longitudinal piezoelectric response of the composite decreases
dramatically as the stiffness of the polymer matrix increase. In the calculation, a spurs
epoxy (Young's modulus is about 4.8 x10 9 N/m 2 ) is used as the rigid face plate with a
thickness of I mm. It is obvious that to achieve a high piezoelectric response the face plate
has to be 10 times stiffer than the matrix polymer. Figure 5 shows the relationship between
the Young's modulus of the face plate and piezoelectric response of the composite. At the
same tube volume content, a larger tube size requires a more rigid face plate.

As an alternative to the increasing Young's modulus of the face plate, increasing the
thickness of the face plate also improves the stress transfer within the composite. Figure 6
illustrates the piezoelectric response as a function of the face plate thickness and different
tube OD size. Under the same tube volume content (25% in this case), the piezoelectric
response increases as the thickness of the face plate increases, there is a threshold value in
the thickness of face plates, beyond this value the piezoelectric response of the composite is
saturated and will not change with the face plate thickness. The composite with a smaller
tube OD needs a thinner face plate to reach the threshold value. The result is not surprising
because the distance between two ceramic tubes is shorter in the case of a smaller size tube
than that of a larger size tube, even if they have the same tube volume content (i.e. same
OD/R ratio).

Figure 7 illustrates the piezoelectric response of the composite as a function of OD
of ceramic tubes with a fixed wall thickness and volume percent. The piezoelectric response
of the composite varies as either the Young's modulus or the thickness of the face plate
changes which gives more flexibility in the design of 1-3 tubular composites.

As we have mentioned above, the piezoelectric response of the composite is also
closely related to the ceramic tube volume content. Figure 8 is a calculated result of the
pieoelectric response as a function of the ceramic tube volume constant with different
Young's modulus of polymer matrix. As expected, the piezoelectric response of the
composite increases with the increase of the tube volume content. Therefore, in the design
of a composite, there is a minimum tube volume content for a reasonable piezoelectric
response. From Figure 8, we can see that this minimum value varies with the elastic
properties of the polymer matrix. In the calculated region, the softedr the polymer is, the
lower the minimum tube volume content can be. This may be attributed to tb- fact that the
1-3 tubular piezocomposite with a softer polymer matrix has a smaller self-lomir,, effect.

EXPERIMENTAL

To verify the results of theoretical analysis, two types of 1-3 tubular
piezocomposites were fabricated: one with single polymer matrix and another with a soft
polymer matrix and rigid plates on the two faces. The piezo ceramic tubes were poled in
radial direction at 20 kV/cm. The piezoelectric responses of these samples were measured
by laser dilatometer and hydrostatic setup. The results are described as follow:
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(1) 1-3 tubular piezocomposites with a uniform polymer matrix were made with the
tube content from 5% to 40%. Spurs epoxy (a=0.36, Y=.4.8xl09) and was used for the
polymer matrix and PZT-5H tube with 0.05" OD and 0.03" ID were used as active phases.
The results are listed in table 1. For the composites of 30% and 40% tube volume content.
the hydrostatic response is almost the same as that predicted by the model calculation (,ee
figures 2a and 2b), while the dh and dhgh values of 5% and 20% piezocomposites are lower
than the model prediction. The deviation may be attributed to the fact that, at low tube
volume content, the polymer matrix does not transfer the stress as effectively as predicted
by the isostrain model.

To compare the effect of polymer softness and Poisson's ratio on the hydrostatic
sensitivity of tubular composites, several 1-3 tubular piezocomposites were made using
both spurs epoxy (hard polymer matrix) and a soft polymer (FMI polymer) as the matrix
material. For 5% ceramic tube volume content, the composite with spurs epoxy matrix ha
a dh value of -1267.9 pC/N while the dh value for the composite with FMI soft polymer
matrix is -892 pC/N. The smaller dh values in the soft polymer matrix composite is
attributed to the large Poisson's ratio of matrix which is consistent with the modeling. Table
I lists the piezoelectric properties of 1-3 tubular piezocomposites with various tube volume
contents.

(2) 1-3 tubular composites with rigid face plates were made with the tube content
from 5% to 20%. As indicated by the theoretical calculation, a rigid surface layer can offer
an effective stress transfer from the polymer matrix to the piezoelectric turs without
changing the softness of the major polymer matrix, and the soft polymer matrix can reduce
the self-loading and acoustic impedence of the composite. This unique feature gives one a
flexibility in designing tubular composites which have high piezoelectric activities and
various acoustic impedance's. The initial combination of the samples is using spurs epoxy
as face plates and foamed polyurethane as matrix. The polyurethane was foamed by 50
volume % micro balloons. The measurement shows .: - 5% tubular piezocomposite with
face plates (thickness - 1mm) has a dh value of 1707 pC/N which is higher than the
composite of a homogenous polymer matrix (1267.9 pC/N for spurs epoxy and 892 pC/N
for FM! soft polymer). Based on theoretical calculations, see Figure 5, it can be expected
that increasing the stiffness of the face plates and reducing the Poisson's ratio of the
polymer matrix will further improve the piezoelectric performance of the composite. A 20%
1-3 tubular composite with face plate has demonstrated that dh is 8200 pC/N under 200 Pa
pressure which is also higher than that of no face plate and close to the calculated value by
the iso-strain model.

As a summery, Table 2 lists some properties of several convensional piezo materials
to compare with 1-3 tubular piezocomposites. It is obvious that 1-3 tubular piezocomposites
have superior properties than other materials in hydrostatic transducer applications.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Poisson's ratio of polymer matrix plays a major role in the hydrostatic response
of 1-3 tubular piezocomposite. A polymer matrix with lower Poisson's ratio, for example
a-=0.15, can have a higher dh value than that with a higher Possion ratio, and have a larger
figure of merit than that of a single piezocreamic tube, especially, at lower ceramic tube
volume content.

2. The rigid face plates can improve the pieoelectric response and reduce the
acoustic impedence of the composites. The increase of face plate thickness or stiffness can
improve the effective stress transfer between polymer matrix and ceramic tubes.

3. The elastic stiffness of the matrix polymer should be at least about 10 times
smaller than that of the face plate to increase the piezoelectric response of the composites.
Further reducing the elastic stiffness of the polymer has no advantage in the increase of the
piezoelectric response, and reduces the mechanical strength of the composite. The optimium
elastic stiffness of the soft polymer matrix is in the range of 107- 108 m2/N.



TABLE 1. PIEZOELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF 1-3 TUBULAR PIEZOCOMPOSITES

dh dh*gh Effective d33

(pC/N) (10-t 5m2/N) (pC/N)

Single Tube -18706 11605 6800

5 % Composite -1268 3024 3200

20 % Composite -5630 7192 6000

30 % Composite -8226 9917

40 % Composite -9862 10195

TABLE 2. COMPARISION OF PROPERTIES OF SOME PIEZOELECTRIC MATERIALS

1-3 Rod 1-3 Tubular
PZT 5H* PVDF Composite Composite

(20%) (20%)
Density 75030 1800 2800 2300

(kg/m3)Permittivity 1800tO70200

Loss Tangent 2 5 3 3

d33 (pC/N) 593 -30 480 >6000

dh (p/) 45 9 >100 >5000

dhgh x01 150 830 2000 >6000
(m 2 /N) I I ._I

*Z 5H Moga Mar, Inc.
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PIEZOELECTRIC RELAXATION OF P(VDF-TrFE) COPOLYMER

H. WANG, Q. M. ZHANG and L E. CROSS
Materials Research Laboratory, The Pennsylvania State University, University Park,
PA 16802, USA

Abs t The dielectric and piezoelectric relaxations of poly(vinylidene fluoride-
trifluoroethyleneX75/25) copolymer over the temperature interval of -100 to 60 OC are
reported in this paper. A two-dimension model is proposed to explain the
experimental results. The expressions of piezoelectric d constants from the direct and
the converse effects, dielectric constant and the elastic compliances are derived as
functions of the physical properties of crystalline and amorphous regions. The
numerical calculations of the model are in good agreement with the experimental
results.

INTRODUCTION

The studies of dielectric, mechanical and piezoelectric dispersion are important in
describing the dissipation behavior of a piezoelectric material. In many applications, such
as acoustic target location and multielement 3600 scanning sonar transducer, the
knowledge of complex piezoelectric coefficients is useful. The relaxation phenomenon is
related to the microstucture of a material and, therefore, is important in understanding the
structure-property relations of a material. Due to the nature of the mesoscopic
morphology of semicrystalline polymers, which consist of crystalline and amorphous
regions, the relationship among dielectric, elastic, and piezoelectric relaxations can be
different from that of piezoelectric ceramics which has been studied relatively well.1 .2 In
typical piezoelectric polymers, several relaxation mechanisms can coexist due to local
mode motion, side chain motion, and segment motion of main chains, and relaxation
occurs in both crystalline and amorphous regions. Piezoelectric relaxation has been
studied on a number of polymeric materials.3 ,4 However, for PVDF and its copolymers,
the only commercialized piezoelectric polymers, information is very limited at present.
Recently, we have carried out a systematic investigation of complex dielectric, elastic and
piezoelectric coefficients of P(VDF-TrFE) copolymer.5 It is found that near the glass
transition temperature, the piezoelectric properties also exhibit relaxation. However, the
relaxation frequency of piezoelectric coefficients is different from that of dielectric
constants. This is similar to previous experimental results of other piezoelectric polymers,
in which dielectric, piezoelectric and elastic relaxations occurred at different frequencies.
To expl'in this phenomenon, a two-dimension model is proposed to derive the
piezoele Ac, dielectric, and elastic compliance coefficients of polymeric materials.
Numerical celculations show they are in good agreement with the experiment results.

TheM cosItuv equCtRIC fOr Iezoe TS
Ile constitutive equations for a piezoelectric material are."6
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DEn dmj Tj + eOKm- E. (la)
St = Sij Tj + dni En• (Ib)

where stress T. and electric field Em are taken as the independent variables, and electric
displacement dm and strain Si the dependent variables, respectively; Kmn, s-* and dmj are
dielectric constant, elastic compliance and piezoelectric strain coefficient ofJthe material,
respectively; to is the free space permittivity. The complex material coefficients are
defined by the following equations:7

Kmn=Kmn-j Kun, s* =s'j - 4j, and dmj=dmj-j dmj (2)

For a homogeneous material, the piezoelectric strain coefficients dmj, determined by
the direct effect using Eq. (Ia), is the same as that by the converse effect using Eq. (Ib).
However, for complex materials, such as piezoelectric polymers, this equality needs to be
verified because of the complicated boundary conditions. For a material with complex
coefficients, the response process of the material is not thermodynamically reversible.
Although it has been shown, through the irreversible thermodynamics, that Eqs. (1) are
still valid for a single phase material, it is not clear and is interesting to know whether or
not, for multiphase materials, the complex piezoelectric constants measured through the
direct effect and through the converse effect will be equal.

EXPERIMENTAL WORKS AND RESULTS

P(VDF-TrFE) (75W25) copolymer samples used in this study were purchased from
Atochem North America Inc.. The complex piezoelectric coefficients dmj of the
copolymer through the converse effect were measured by a laser ultra-dilatometer.8
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Shown in Fig. I are the tensile complex d coefficients thus determined as a function of
temperature. For comparison, the complex dielectric constant K33 is shown in Fig. 2.
Apparently the peak temperature of dielectric loss is different from that of imaginary part
of piezoelectric constants. The complex d33 constant of the samples through the direct
effect was measured by a high sensitivity, phase sensitive d33 meter that was developed
recently in this laboratory. 9 The room temperature results for the copolymer are:
kd33'1--3 1.0 pC/N and 1d33"l--0.62pC/N, which are consistent with those measured from
the converse effect within the data scattering. To our knowledge, these are the first
experimental results of a complex piezoelectric coefficient from the direct and converse
effects.

CALCUL.ATION OF THE COMPLEX COEFFICIENTS

There has been a number of models to predict and explain the piezoelectric properties of
PVDF type materials. 10 .11 However, the observed relaxation behaviors of the copolymer
can not be explained by these models. In order to understand the experimental results and
to explore the interactions between crystalline and amorphous regions involved in the
piezoelectric responses, a model is proposed to derive the expressions of material
coefficients as functions of the properties of crystalline and amorphous regions. For
simplicity, only two dimension case is considered. The material is approximated as
piezoelectric crystallites dispersed in nonpiezoelectric, isotropic amorphous matrix, as
shown in Fig. 3, in which the 3-direction is the polar direction. The mechanical
properties of the crystalline regions are also assumed to be isotropic. Because of the
nonuniformity of the material and the interaction between crystalline and amorphous
regions, the material is divided into four regions. For the crystalline region, the
constitutive relations of the direct and the converse effects are:

SC-S = ,c(T3 + %cH + sc 2 01PC I -, (3a)

S 4= s•2(T 3 + FU) + s F (3b)
czc

Sc=d33sj,(+ )+s¶,-±, (30)

PC
SF = d31% + s12 PC 1 ., (3d)

PC

respectively, where T3 is the external stress in the direct effect and % is the electric field
on the crystalline region in the converse effect;, d33 and d31 are the intrinsic piezoelectric
constants of crystalline regions; F1 and FP are forces applied by the region Al and All to
the crystalline region, respectively; superscript c stands for the crystalline region. Similar
equations can be written for the other regions. Using the boundary conditions, which are
based on the static force equilibrium and equal strains at boundaries, all these equations
can be solved, and the piezoelectric constant from the direct effect Uj7' and from the
converse effect ý'•, dielectric constant K333 , and the elastic compliance 111 can be
derived. For brevity, the detailed derivations are omitted here. The final results are:
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Where Kc and Ka are dielectric constant •. ystalline and amorphous regions,

respectively; o 1 = - Oi2 sis the Poisson ratio of amorphous regions; Asij (= s#1 - s?. ) is
the elastic compliance difference of amorphous and crystalline regions; A, B, C, and D
are quantities depending on the mechanical properties of both crystalline and amorphous
regions:
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*- . + _L.. .. ++ 14) (,)
acpA pan as PC P4

B ac +- (8b)

PC pC c as& 1 acQ
Oa I~a

D -11(1.'+ !ILX.L + -LL.+ -L(012 -312) (8d)

Similarly, piezoelectric constantT3 from both the direct and the converse effects and the
elastic compliance 1-2 can be derived. Apparetly, Eqs. (4)-(7) are too complex to reveal
the physical insight of the problem. To study the relaxation behaviors of these
coefficients, numerical calculations of then equations were carried out. Compa• with
relaxation of the properties of amorphous regions, the relaxation frequencies of dielectric
and piezoelectric constants of crystalline regions could be much higher. Hence, to study
the effect of glass transition that occurs in amorphous regions, we assumed relaxation
only occurs in amorphous regions with Debye type:

stg( O)J40) K4(0)" Ks(a)9s~w0-)) =0 +-,and K(wo) =K )+ lKj) ' (9)sre= j o) I +j WT '~a

where v is the relaxation time. The parameters used in the calculation are listed in Table 1.
The typical results are shown in Fig. 4 with the volume fraction of crystalline regions of
0.56.

40 S
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(1) As shown in Fig. 4, the model predicts that the relaxation peaks of dielectric,
piezoelectric, and elastic coefficients can occur at different frequencies. The relaxation
frequency of dielectric constant is lower than that of piezoelectric constant. Using the
WLF relation, it can be deduced that in temperature domain, the relaxation peak of d
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constants should occur at lower temperature compared with that of dielectric constant.
This conclusion is consistent with the experimental results as shown in Figs. I and 2.
The calculations also show the differences among three relaxation frequencies increase
with the degree of crystallinity.

(2) The experimental results of dielectric constant indicate, in the temperature range of
-80 to 60 'DC, the only relaxation observed in this copolymer is P-relaxation, which is
associated with the glass tr• -sition of non-crystalline molecules. On the other hand, for
PVDF type polymeric matenals, it is believed that the piezoelectricity only exists in the
crystalline regions. Therefore, for the single crystal PVDF, there should be no relaxation
at the glass transition temperature and frequency. The observed piezoelectric relaxation
near the glass transition temperature clearly indicate that the piezoelectric response of the
materials can be strongly affected by the properties of amorphous regions. Again, this
confirms the results of the theoretical model in which no relaxation is assumed in
crystalline regions, and relaxation behavior still occur in the piezoelectric properties of the
material.

(3) Experimental evidence has shown that the piezoelectric response of polymeric
materials strongly depends on the degree of crystallinity of the materials. The model
predicts nonlinear relations between d33 constant and the volume fraction of the
crystalline regions, as shown in Fig. 5. The decrease of the loss tangent is caused by the
relaxation free assumption of the crystalline regions.

(4) For P(VDF-TrFE) (75/25) copolymer, the complex d33 coefficients measured
through the direct and converse effect are equal. This result is consistent with the
numerical calculations. Since this is the first and perhaps the only existing precise
measurement of the complex piezoelectric coefficient, we do not intend to generalize the
conclusion to other complex materials. Further theoretical and experimental studies are
needed.

(5) When volume fraction of the crystalline regions is 90%, the calculated elastic
compliance at low frequencies is 0.95x O17 m2/N, which is much greater than the
measured compliance of the copolymer(sl 1=3.32x 104Im2 /N). It is believed that this big
difference is caused by the assumption that crystallite are isolated by amorphous medium.
In fact, when the crystallinity is high, the model is not accurate because there must be
some percolation of the crystalline regions which can significantly reduce the compliances
of a material.
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Effects of Face Plates and Edge Strips on Hydrostatic Piezoelectric Response

of 1-3 Composites

J. Zhao, Q.M. Zhang*, and Wenwu Cao
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Abstract: Piezoceramic-polymer composites with 1-3 connectivity provide higher hydrostatic

figure of merit dhgh and low density, which make them attractive for underwater applications. By

incorporating rigid face plates on the composite electrode surfaces, the transverse piezoelectric

response can be reduced effectively and dh increases significantly. When edge strips are put on the

lateral dimensions, the hydrostatic response of the composite may be further improved, depending

on the ratio of the sample thickness to the sample lateal dimensions and the elastic properties of the

edge strips. In this work the effects of the rigid face plates and the edge strips on the piezoelectric

response of 1-3 composites with different lateral dimensions were investigated. All the

experimental features can be well accouited for by using the shear-coupling model developed

recently by us and the isostrain model. Based on these results the relationship between dh of face

plated 1-3 composite and the elastic properties of the polymer matrix as well as other design

parameters is derived, which can serve as a guideline to optimize the material selection for 1-3

composites with larger hydrostatic response.

Key words: composite materials, piezoelectricity
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I. Introduction

Piezoelectric ceramic-polymer composites with 1-3 connectivity possess many promising features

which make them attractive for hydrostatic applications. 1-5 As has been demonstrated, both

theoretically and experimentally, with a small aspect ratio of the ceramic rods and a proper ceramic

content, the piezoelectric hydrostatic figure of merit dhgh (dh and gh are the piezoelectric hydrostatic

charge and voltage coefficients respectively) of a composite can be substantially higher than the

constituent ceramic phase. 2.6 However. to fully utilize the potential of a 1-3 composite for

hydrostatic applications, several issues have to be addressed. Small aspect ratio of ceramic rods

will incur a high manufacturing cost and low reliability of the rods. The Poisson's ratio effect,

which reduces the effective pressure on the polymer matrix in the ceramic rod poling direction by a

factor of (1-2o) where a is the Poisson's ratio of the polymer phase, drastically cuts down the

effectiveness of the stress transfer from the polymer to the ceramic rods.7 In the past, a great deal

of efforts have been devoted to address these issues and some progress has been made. One of the

effective ways to improve the hydrostatic response of a 1-3 composite is to glue rigid face plates on

the two electrode surfaces, as schematically drawn in figure 1(a). Throughout this paper, the

following convention will be used: the 3-direction (or the z-direction) is along the ceramic rod axial

(poling) direction, the I and 2-directions (or x and y-directions) are in the plane perpendicular to the

poling directions.

The effect of rigid face plates on a 1-3 piezocompouite can be summarized as follows: (1) it

improves the stress transfer between the ceramic rods and polymer matrix in the ceramic poling

direction so that the composite approaches the isostrain situation; (2) it improves the bonding

between the ceramic rods and polymer matrix; (3) it reduces Poisson's ratio effect and the d31

effect. The effect (1) has been investigated and the results have been reported in another

publication.8 The reason for effect (2) is quite obvious. In this paper, the results of a recent

investigation on effect (3) will be presented and in all the discussion, the stress transfer in the 3-

direction is assumed to be that of isostmin results due to the face plates.

2



elastic stiffness of the plates is much higher than that of the composite in the lateral dimensions.

mos of the pressure in these directions will be born by the face plates, which reduces the effective

d31 and d32 coefficients of the whole sample and increases dh since dh=d 33 +d3 I d32. In addition

to that, the much reduced lateral pressure on the polymer matrix greatly reduces the Poisson's ratio

effect.

Based on an earlier work by Wang et al.9 to treat the clamping effect of the face plates on 1-3

composites and the isostrain model 2 ,3 ,5 to calculate the effective material properties of the

composite. a theoretical treatment will be presented in this paper, which quantitatively analyzes how

various parameters affect these two effects and provides a general guideline to the design of a face

plated 1-3 composite.

For a face plated 1-3 composite, as shown schematically in figure I(a), the clamping effect of the

face plates in the lateral dimensions is through shear force, a situation quite similar to a 2-2

composite. As has been demonstrated earlier,2,10 the effectiveness of this clamping effect will

depend on the sample dimension, especially, the ratio of the 1-3 composite thickness t to its lateral

dimension L To evaluate this dimensional effect, experiments were carried out systematically on I-

3 composites with different ratio of t/L The results are in excellent agreement with the theoretical

calculation based on the shear coupling model. 10

To improve the stress transfer in the lateral directions between the face plates and 1-3

composite, one can put edge strips on the end faces of the face plated 1-3 composite, as

schematically drawn in figure 1(b). The effect of the edge strips on the hydrostatic response of 1-3

composite with different dimensions was also investigated and will be reported in the paper.

II. Experiments.

Two 1-3 composites with 15 % volume content ceramic rods and different polymer matrix were

made and tested. The polymer matrix for the first composite (labeled as composite I) is Spurts

epoxy and the second one (labeled as composite I1) is polyuretane mixed with 50 % volume of

3



properties." The ceramic rods of lead zirconate titanate (PZT) used for the two composites were

manufactured by CPSS Co. (MA). The composition of the rods is similar to that of PZT-5H and

the diameter of the rods; is 1. 10 mm. The piezoelectric and dielectric properties of the PZT rods

used for the two composites are also listed in table 1. Both composites were poled at a poling

voltage of 25 kV/cm at room temperature for three minutes.

The initial dimensions of the composite with Spurns epoxy matrix are: t =5.62 mm. L,= 27 mm.

and L1=38.5 mm. Brass plates with thickness t=0.79 mnm were used as the face plates and J-B

weld cement of J-B weld Co. was used to glue the brass plates to the composite. Glass reinforced

polymer (GRP) plate (t= 1.6 mm) and alumina plate (t=3.S mm) were tested for edge strip materials.

The bonding between the edge strip and face plated 1-3 composite was provided by a 5 minute

epoxy of Devcon Corporation.

The initial dimensions of the composite with polyurethane mixed with 50 % microballon matrix

are: t=5.54 mm, !,•=35 mm, and L1=52.5 mm. Since the elastic stiffness of the polymer matrix

here is much lower than that of spurns epoxy, a GRP plate (t= 1.6 rm) was used for the face plates.

Silver epoxy (Insulating Materials Inc.) was used to glue the face plates and 1-3 composite together.

For this structure, only alumina plates (t=3.5 mm) were used as edge strips. The elastic properties

of the face plate materials as well as the plates thickness are summarized in table 11. 12

The effective dielectric constant a, the piezoelectric hydrostatic charge coefficient d,.

piezoelectric d33 coefficients were evaluated for these composites. Surface profile scans using a

double beam laser dilatoineter were also made to characterize the nonuniform strain distribution in

the face plated 1-3 composites. 0 The dielectric constant was measured using a HP multi-frequency

RLC meter (HP 4192A ). The d4 was measured by a compurison method where the test sample and

a standard sample with known 4 value are subjected to the same quasi-static pressure (50 Hz) and

the charge outputs from the two samples were compared. d33 coefficient of the samples was

measured using both a Berlincourt d33 meter and a laser dilatometer. The effective d31 coefficient

of the composites was evaluated using a laser dilatometer and will be discussed in detail later in the
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The dimensional effect of face plated 1-3 composites was investigated by reducing the sample

length L 1 while keeping L^ constant. All the relevant material parameters were evaluated for

samples with different L1.

To distinguish the hydrostatic charge coefficient dh measured for a 1-3 composite without face

plates and with face plates. dh and dhfare used corresponding to the two situations. The same

convention will also be used for the other parameters when needed.

Ill. Experimental results for composite 1.

Shown in figure 2 is dhf of face plated 1-3 composite with Spurts epoxy matrix measured at

different L For comparison. dh of the composite without face plates was also measured and it is

43 pC/N. Clearly, wiwout face plates, d4 of the composite is not any better than the ceramic rods

even though its dhgh value is improved owing to the smaller effective dielectric constant of the

composite. Face plates significantly increases the hydrostatic piezoelectric response of a composite.

Figure 2 also shows that dhf decreases drastically with decreasing L1, which is caused by the

incomplete clamping of the face plates on the 1-3 composite for samples with large t/L ratio.

If the composite is effectively clamped in the lateral dimensions by the face plates, it is expect

that the whole sample will exhibit very small d31 and d32 coefficients. Figure 3(a) shows the lateral

strain profiles, measured by the double beam laser dilatometer, in the 1-direction of face plated

composite for different L, while L2 was kept constant and the samples were driven with an electric

field of IV/m. These surface profiles are quite similar to those of 2-2 composites measured earlier.

which is consistent with the fact that a 1-3 composite with face plates can be viewed as one

repeating unit of a large 2-2 composite. Because of the non-uniform strain profile in the lateral

directions, d3, should be calculated using the relation d; 1=91/E 3 where 91 is the averaged strain in

the l-direction and E3 is the applied electric field in the 3-direction. The results are plotted in figure

3(b). For the composite without face plates, d3l =-128 pC/V. Evidently, the value of d3t is greatly

reduced by the face plates especially when t/L1 is small. As L, decreases, the clamping effect of
.5



face plates becomes less effective which leads to the rapid increase of df I .
In practice. a face plated 1-3 composite may not reach the limit t/L -- 0 for which dhf reaches

maximum. Therefore. it is useful to know how much dhf of a face plated 1-3 composite is off from

its linuting value. From our earlier work on 2-2 composites. 1O it can be shown that both dh and d3 l

follow approximately a linear relationship with t/L. Indeed, the data here, when plotted against tJL .

fall on a straight line. as shown in figure 4. Hence, the limiting value of dht and d• can be

extrapolated from the figure. For this composite structure, in the t/L1 -- 0 limit, dht should reach

180 pC/N and df I -15.5 pC/N. Since this dhf value is for the sample with L,,=2-7 mm. in the limit

of both t/L 1 and t/L, -- 0, dhf should be above 200 pC/N. For the sample investigated, at L1=38.5

mm and L^2=27 mm dhf value is 160 pC/N. which is already about 80 % of the limiting value.

To improve the clamping effect of the face plates on 1-3 composites, edge strips were added on

this face plated composite. Shown in figure 5 are the comparison of strain profiles of the sample of

t/L,=0. 196 with and without edge strips. Two different edge strips were used here, one is GRP

plate (thickness= 10 trim) and the other is alumina plate (thickness.3.5 mm). It is evident that the

edge strips improve the uniformity of the strain profiles. For the alumina plates, the measured d31

value is -18.5 pC/N, which is very close to the limiting value of dr 1 at t/L1 -. 0. However, the effect

of GRP plates is much smaller due to its relatively lower elastic stiffness and small thickness.

The comparison of the hydrostatic charge coefficient dh betw•.an the three configurations

(without edge strips, with GRP edge strips, and with alumina edge strips) is shown in figure 2.

The effect of GRP edge strips is not significant. When an edge strip is used in face plated

composite structure, it will influence the composite response in two opposite ways. On one hand,

it reduces d34 for samples with finite ý ., hence enhances dh. On the other hand, it will clamp the

composite in the 3-direction in the region near it, which leads to the reductions of d33 and db. This

latter effect is illustrated in figure 6 where the surface profiles in the ceramic poling direction (the 3-

direction) for face plated composite with and without edge strips ma compaed. The interface

between the edge strip and the face plated compuosite is located at x=O. Due to the cancellation of the

two competing effects, the GRP edge strips do not change dt very much as ham been shown in
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figure 2. In the limit of t/L-.0, the three configurations should yield the same dh. That is, as far as

the hydrostatic response is concerned, the edge strips do not make much difference when i/L is very

small. However, the edge strips do have the effect of reducing shear stress concentration at the side

boundaries of the face plate- 1-3 composite interface, which improve the mechanical integrity of the

composite structure.

IV. Experimental results for composite i1.

The polymer matrix of polyurethane mixed with microballon has much smaller Young's

modulus and Poisson's ratio compared with Spurrs epoxy as listed in table [. Without face plates.

the composite II has a dh of 45 pC/N and a d3 l of -130 pC/N. Although softer polymer matrix

reduces the polymer self-loading, the much reduced shear modulus of the polymer matrix also

reduces the stress transfer between the polymer matrix and ceramic rods resulting in a small dh.

With GRP face plates, dh value is increased significantly as shown in figure 7(a). Similar to the

composite I, dhf also exhibits a strong t/L1 dependence. The dimensional dependence of d3 If was

aiso measured and is plotted in figure 7(b). Though d31 f value here is comparable to those of

composite [, dhf is clearly much higher for the composite with a soft polymer matrix. As will be

shown later in the paper, this increase is due to the reduction in the polymer matrix self-loading

which produces a higher effective stress level in the ceramic rods.

The influence of 3.5 mm thick alumina edge strips on the hydrostatic response of this face

plated composite is also shown in figure 7(a). The improvement of the edge strips on this face

plated composite is only about 10% at most. This is the result of edge strip clamping on d33

response of the composite since with a soft polymer matrix, the elastic stiffness in the 3-direction is

much smaller than that of the edge strips and the effect of clamping in the 3-direction will be more

severe in composite U1.

For composite 11. the plots of dtf and d3f as a function of t/LI did not fall on a straight line. It

was also found that the dielectric contant and piezoelectric constant d33 f of the sample decreased as

the sample dtiension LI decreases. All thes are quite differeut from the results of composite I.
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Careful inspection on composite 11 reveals that some PZT rods in the composite were broken when

the sample was recycled during the hydrostatic measurement and during the cutting process to

reduce L1. To correct this, the dielectric constant e of individual PZT rods was measured and the

data is used to calculate the percentage ci of the broken rods in the samples by assuming the sample

dielectric constant do not depend on the sample lateral dimensions if no ceramic rod is broken in the

sample. Using this method, the measured d33
t, dhf and d3 Ifwere corrected by dividing them by the

factor of( Ic-a) at the corresponding LI value. After this correction, d33f becomes almost

independent of the sample lateral dimension as we have expected. The results after the correction for

dhf and d3 f are plotted in figure 8 and indeed, the data follow a linear relationship with I/L1 .

From the linear extrapolation. the limiting values of dhf and d3 If at I/L 1-0 are obtained and they

are 440 pC/N and -6.6 pC/N respectively. Therefore, the hydrostatic figure of merit for this

configuration can be as high as 50.600* 10"15 m2/N.

In table III, the values of 4, d3j, dhf, d3 1f, measured at smallest t/L1 ratio, and the values of

dh', dhf at t/LI1--0, as well as the hydrostatic figure of merit for the two composites are listed.

Needless to say, the exceptionally high dhgh, high 4, light weight, and relative easiness of

manufacturing face plated 1-3 composites make them superior compared with currently available

hydrophone designs.

V. Theoretical treatment of clamping effect of face plates on 1-3 composites

From the experimental .,eults in the sections III and IV, it is clear that in order to have a high

hydrostatic response of a face plated 1-3 composite, a polymer matrix with a low Young's

modulus is preferred. On the other hand, a 1-3 composite made of soft polymer matrix such as

foamed polyurethane used here has the problem of low mechanical integrity, which may result in

failure of a device. In practice, one has to balance these two effects. In this section, we will

present a theoretical treatment which relates various design plrametem to the hydrostatic response

of a face plated 1-3 composite.

Clamping effect of stiff face plates on a soft piezoelectric material has been analyzed by Wang et
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al,9

dr.,=d3•' 3 . s1--3 df3 2d•223T), (2)
SI l+S12

df=d"+ 1 2y(s.+s 2)-4•i3 (3)

where the quantities on the left hand side of the equations are those for the face plated samples.

The quantities with a bar on the top (such as 4-0 on the right hand side of the equations are those

for the soft piezoelectric material and the superscript b refers to the face plate. Y =for theis the

thickness ratio of the piezoelectric material to the face plate. Equations (1), (2), and (3) are derived

under the condition that the lateral strains in the face plate and the soft piezoelectric material are

equal, a situation corresponds to t/L-.O limit here.

To use these equations for the face plated 1-3 composite, the effective material properties have

to be evaluated. Though the behavior of composites without face plates can be 4quite different from

that calculated based on the isostrain model, it is shown that the difference of the strain profile

between the polymer and ceramic rods in the 3-direction becomes very small for composites with

thick face plates, and the composite can be treated using the isostrain model.8

The basic assumption for the isostrain model used here is that the strains in both the polymer

and ceramic rods in the 3-direction are equal while the stesses in the 1- and 2-directions in the two

constituents are the same. Based on these assumptions, it can be derived

_---5- V4343 , (4)

T3 V"sl 3+( 1A-c.M3

______31S§ (5),,T3 Vc 3 (1Vs
3

where the superscripts p and c refen to the polymer and ceramic, respectively.

Assuming the sample is subjected to a stress T, in I or 2 dircton, from the constitutive
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relations and isostress assumption, one can get

S'3=s13'3+s,3TI (6)

S'=si T1 +s3 3r3 (7)

S'=s'2TI+si 3T"3 (8)

For the polymer phase, similar equations can be obtained by simply replacing superscript c by p.

Further more,

VCT3+( l.VC)T•30 (9)

15=d&333Vc+d& 1T Vc (10)

-7=VcSc+(IVc)SP (12)

Solving these equations yield:

- ~13_ _ s• 3si 3( I'Vc ) (13)
T, Vrs934s 3h(1-VC)

j-7 = (- s3(SlP3-s13)¢VC [ I-$ 3 (sP'3 -s¶ 3 X 1-VC)c.] (14)

- (V P+sP SP3•3)VC CV 2S3(P l.VC)a] (15)

S= d3 3 Vc S4 s 3(s IP3-S1 3 X l-VC)]+d3 1Vc (16)

where Ci= l/(( -VC)sS 3+sP IVc). From these relations, dhf and d3 1f are calculated for the two

composite structures investigated. Some of the material parameters used for the calculations have

been listed in tables I and 11 and the elastic compliance data for PZr-5" are used for the ceramic

rods, which are listed in iable IV. (y=7 .1 for spurn epoxy composite and y--3.46 for polyurethane

composite). The calculated results for the composite with Spurns epoxy matrix (composite 1) are,

drf =171 pClN and d3 If =- 17.6 pCIN; and for the composite with foamed polymer matrix

(composite II). 4 -48O PCIN and d I= -0.2 PCIN. These values are in very good agreement

with the experimental data when extrapolated to tIL 1 and tdL -. 0) limit. It indicates that the

theoretical results here provide quite accurate prediction on the hydrostatic response of a face plated

1-3 composite. 10



From the above equations, the relationship between the hydrostatic response of a face plated I -

3 composite and s, IP and 3 of the polymer can be derived:

d6f= d3 3s3p Vtc+ [VCd 3 I-•VC( I -V.)d3 3c%(s'j 3yOs P)]

2yS +s i 1+s2)-4q[VVSsI IS1-S3IP l-VC) (17)
~1 s 2)+2[Vc~(scI 1+SC' 2)+( 1-Vc)sP 1(Yl 2cc '-CSI3CP12

Figure 9(a) shows the dependence of dhf on s, 1P for three different Poisson's ratio of the polymer

matrix: a= 0.15, 03. and 0.4. GRP is used here as face plates. The ceramic used in the

calculation is PZT-5H.14 The ceramic rods content of 15% and a y of 3.5 are used in the

calculation. From figure 9(a), it is clear that the effect of the Poisson's ratio of the polymer phase

on dhf depends critically on the elastic compliance of the polymer. When the elastic compliance of

the polymer matrix is below, for example, 5* 10, there is little change in dh when the Poisson's

ratio is increased from 0.15 to 0.4. However, a drastical decrease of dhf with a occurs for

polymers with smaller elastic compliance. Further more, there is not much decrease in dhf when

s 11P is reduced from 5' 10,8 (close to the value of the foamed polyurethane used for the composite

.II) to 5* 10"9, a polymer ten times hard than the polymer matrix used for the composite 11. With an

elastically stiffer polymer matrix, the mechanical integrity of the device is improved significantly

while there is not much loss in the hydrostatic response. This illustrates that fort composite with a

polymer matrix ten times stiffer than the polymer matrix for the composite II, there is little

reduction in the hydrostatic figure of merit while there is a substantial increase in its mechanical

integrity. Apparently, spurts epoxy is not a suitable choice either for the polymer matrix for the

face plated 1-3 composite discussed here.

Figure 9(b) shows the dependence of dhf on s, P with different ratio y (thickness ratio of 1-3

composite to the face plate) with a=0.3 for the polymer matrix, which should provide valuable

information on the selection of face plate thickness in reference with the thickness of 1-3

composite.

VI. Summary.

The hydrostatic response of a 1-3 compste can be significantly increased by using face plates
P11



to ( 1) improve the stress transfer in the 3-direction: (2) reduce the PoissO's ratio effect and d31

effect; (3) improve the mechanical integrity of the composite structure. In this paper, we show that

for a face plated 1-3 composite with a soft polymer matrix and 1% ceramic rod content. its

hydrostatic figure of merit dhgh can reach more than 50.000* 10-15 (m 2/N). However, due to the

nature of the shear coupling between the face plates and 1-3 composite. the hydrostatic response of

a face plated 1-3 composite will depend on the sample lateral dimensions. The hydrostatic response

will increase as the ratio of the thickness to the lateral dimension (t/L) becomes small, for a large

t/L ratio, improvement of the hydrostatic response due to the face plates is not significant. One

possible method to increase dh for samples with a large t/L ratio is to use edge strips. However,

the study here shows that the effect is not significant due to the two opposite roles an edge strip

plays on a face plated 1-3 composite. Therefore, the key to increase hydrostatic response is to use

small t/L ratio for a face plated 1-3 composite.

To balance the requirement of high hydrostatic sensitivity and mechanical integrity, a proper

polymer matrix with the right elastic properties should be used. In the paper, we showed that the

two face plated composites tested represent the two extreme cases with the Spurrs epoxy matrix on

the hard side and the polyurethane with 50% microballon on the soft side of the polymer matrix

spectrum. A polymer matrix with its elastic properties in between the two would be a good choice

to balance the two requirements as mentioned above. In general, the theoretical results presented

here can provide a useful guideline for the optimum design of face plated 1-3 composites.
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Table 1. Some properties of the polymer matrix and PZT rods for the two composites

s1 P(m-N) oP d33(pC/N) d31(pC/N) E

Composite 2* 10-10 0.36 450 -208 2333

Composite 11 5* i0"8 0.2 481 -222 2533

Table I!. Properties of face plates

t (umm) s1 I(m 2/N) sI2

GRP 1.6 2.63*10-11 -0.789*10.1-

Brass 0.79 0.97*10-11 -0.32*10-11

Table Ill. Summary of the properties of the two composites

d31 (pC-/N) 4h df dj1  4f(limit) 4f(limit) drWf(limit)(m2IN)

Composite 1 -128 43 -34.8 154 -17 181 7378(l0.-5)

Composite 11 -130 45 -23.9 414 -6.6 438 50,600 (10-15)

* d31 and db are for 1-3 composite without face plates, d31f and d are for 1-3 composites with

face plates at their initial dimension, d3tf (limit)and d4f(limit) ae uke from figures 4 and 8.
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Figure captions:

Figure 1. (a) Schematic drawing of a face plated 1-3 composite, (b) schematic drawing of a face

plated 1-3 composite with edge strips at two end faces in the 1-direction.

Figure 2. The hydrostatic charge coefficient of composite I (Spurrs epoxy matrix) as a function of

the sample lateral dimension Ll. Curve I is for the composite without edge strips, curve 2 is for

the composite with alumina edge strips, and curve 3 is for the composite with GRP edge strips.

Solid lines are drawn to guide eyes.

Figure 3. (a) The lateral strain S1 profile of the composite I under I V/m driving electric field for

different t/LI ratio. The label for each curve is the ratio ilLI. The incomplete clamping of the face

plates on 1-3 composite is reflected by the non-uniform strain profile of S1; (b) The dependence of

d3 1f on the sample lateral dimension LI.

Figure 4. The linear relationship between d4t' d3 tf and I/LI.

Figure 5. The comparison of the strain profile SI for the face plated composite I at t/L --0. 196.

Curve a is for the composite with alumina edge strips, curve b is for the composite with GRP edge

strips, and curve c is the one without edge strips. The composites were driven under IV/m electric

field.

Figure 6. The effect of edge strips on the longitudinal strain S3. For the comparison, S3 for the

composite without edge strips is shown in curve a. Curve b is for the composite with GRP edge

strips and curve c is for the alumina edge strips. The interface between the face plated composite

and edge strip is at x0O.
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Figure 7. (a) The dependence of dhf on the sample lateral dimension L, for the composite 11.

Curve a is for the composite without edge strips and curve b is that with alumina edge strips.

(b) The dependence of d3 1 f on the sample lateral dimension Li for the composite 11.

Figure 8. The modified dhf and d3 f (corrected for the broken rods in the composite) as a function

of I/Li.

Figure 9. (a) The dependence of dhf of a face plated 1-3 composite, which has 15% PZT 51H rod

content and GRP face plates with y"3.5. on the compliance sj 1 of the polymer matrix. Three

Poisson's ratios are used: o=0.15, 0.3, and 0.4 as labeled on the figure. The curves are calculated

using equation (17); (b) The dependence of dhf of a face plated 1-3 composite, which has 15%

PZT 5H rod content and GRP face plates, on the compliance s of the polymer matrix for

different y (the thickness ratio of the face plate tb and the 1-3 composite t).
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